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CRITICAL REALIST PERSONALISM:
INTRODUCING A SPECIAL ISSUE ON

THE WORK OF CHRISTIAN SMITH
R. l. Snell

Eastern Unioersity

V\kyne, Pennsylaania

JN eoolrlorrr ro his important work on American religion, particularly

I among adolescents and emerging adults, Christian Smith, the William
IR. Kenan Jr. Professor of Sociology at the University of Notre Dame, has

written several noteworthy texts on the philosophy of social science.l

In a somewhat inchoate fashion in Moral, Beliexing Animals: Human

Personhood and Culfrre, but explicitly in What Is a Person? RethinkingHumanity,
Social Life, and the Moral Good from the Person Up, and the recent To Flourish or
Destruct: A Personalist Theory of Human Goods, Motiaations, Failure, and Etil,
Smith defends "critical realist personalism" as the best methodological and
substantive account of the human being.2ln What Is a Person ?, he draws upon
(l) critical realism, especially as articulated by Roy Bhaskar, (2) personalism,
referencing the Boston school but indebted particularly to the Continental
variety of Mounier and Maritain, among others, and (3) the antinaturalistic
phenomenological epistemology of Charles Taylor, to make his case that "we

'For his work on American religion, see, for instance, Smith, a^d otherc, youfig Cnlholic
Alnetica: Emerging Adults ln, Out of, and Gone lrcm the Church (New York: Oxford University
Press,2014); Smith, and others, Lost i/t Transilion: The Da* Side ot' Emerying Adulthood (New
York Oxford University Press, 20'll); with Patricia Snell, So ls ifi Transition: The Religious
and Spiritual Lioa of Young Adulls (New York: Oxford University Press, 2009); with Melinda
Lundquist Denton, Soul Searching: The Religious afid Spilitual Lk)es ol Ameiun Teenagers (New
York: Oxford Univercity Press, 2005).

thristian Smith, Moral, Beliaing Aninals: Human Personhood ahil Cultare (New York:
Oxford University Press,2003); What Is a Percofi?: Rethinking Humanity, Social Life, and the Moral
Good frotu the Person Up (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2010);To Flourish ot Destruct: A
Personalist Theory of Human Gooils, Moth'ations, Failure, and El)il (Chicago: University of Chicago
Press,2015).

@ 2015 R. ]. Snell
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should toss into the dustbin" the positivistic empiricism governing so much

of social science.3 Further, Smith suggests that science properly understood

allows for genuine realism, as opposed to mere predictive force, and we

can know human nature and its various capacities as the conditions for an

ontologically real human personhood, an Aristotelian account of the human
good, and a normative defense of human dignity, unlike the comPeting

altematives of social constructionism, network structuralism, or variables

analysis, all dominant theories in contemporary sociology.

For a student of Lonergan, at least six aspects of Whot Is a Person?,

now generally regarded as a maior contribution to its field, stand out as

particularly interesting. First, critical realism. Like Lonergan, Smith rejects

the usual reductionistic accounts of knowing as simply inadequate, and

considers critical realisrn the way forward:

Critical Realism (CR) is, in my view, the most promising general

approach to social science for best framing our research and theory.

CR, as a philosophy of (social) science (not a sociological theory Per
se), offers the best alternative to the problems and limits Presented
by positivist empiricism, hermeneutical interpretivism, strong social

constructionism, and postmodernist deconstruction. It is the meta-

theoretical dlection in which American sociology needs to move.a

Second, Smith's argument is genuinely methodicql, in Lonergan's

understanding of that term, and he reverses counterpositions while
developing positions. For instance, What Is a Person? has little patience

for positivism and its obvious failure to grasp that the real does not boil
down to what one can take a good look at, just as knowing is not taking

a good look. Smith rejects the "epistemic fallacy" (Lonergan's "cognitional
myth") of identifying the real with the empirical: "objective reality is

by nature not faf but stratifed, exist\ng on multiple, though connected,

levels.... We live in a multilayered reality... and our framework for

understanding reality must be attuned to that fact. . . ."5 Keeping with this,

Smith argues for the intelligibility of causality and the real contributions

6mllh, What Is a Pe6ofi?,1'1.
{"How to l€am Critical Realism," Christian Smith's webPage, access€d SePtember 3,2015,

https: / /www3.nd.edu / -csmith22/ criticalrealism.htm.

1s,l],J.ith, What Is a Person?,95.
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of intelligent understanding over and above observation, to give but two
important examples. Further, he turns to the knowing, acting subject - as

interpreted by Charles Taylor - to argue that theoretical accounts alien
to our phenomenological experience are insufficient before proceeding,
dialectically, to utilize retorsion against those theories inadequate to the
way human subjects experience and understand themselves. At least at first
glance, this is methodical.

Third, iust as Lonergan develops a dynamic worldview of emergence,

so too Smith. Explaining the emergence of personhood is a signfficant theme

of the book, especially in its opposition to unsophisticated reductionism.
Smith views emer8ence as the "process of constituting a new entity with
its own particular characteristics through the interactive combination of
other, different entities that are necessary to create the new entity but that
do not contain the characteristics present in the new entity."6 Identifying
thirty causal capacities, Smith argues that a person emerges as "a conscious,
reflexive, embodied, self-transcending center of subjective experience,
durable identity, moral commitment, and social communication who - as

the efficient cause of his or her own responsible actions and interaction -
exercises complex capacities for agency and intersubjectivity in order
to develop and sustain his or her own incommunicable self in loving
relationships with other personal selves and with the nonpersonal world."7
Not only are persons real, possessing agency and dignity, but Smith utilizes
categories of self-transcendence and love in his definition and explication
thereof.

Further, and fourtlu in defending the reality of persons, Smith is

cautious to avoid a static or naive essentialism even as he maintains the
person as a real identity-unity-whole (not his term) which does not dissolve
into its conditions or social environment. Like Lonergan, Smith thinks
human nature exists, "that human beings have a specifiable nature, that
there is a real quiddity or 'whatness' about human personhood that can
be known," and that antiessentialist obiections reveal "some important
element of truth."8 The way forward, of course, cannot be provided by any
sort of counterpositional epistemology or ontology; required is a coherent
and critical realism thoroughly adequate to the way human understanding

lsmith, Whot Is a Person? , 25-26.
Tsmith, WlMt Is a Person?,67.

Etr.ilh, What Is a Pe6on?,9-70.
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really operates.

Fifth, Smith rightfully pivots attention to self-transcendence and love.

Not only do lower order capacities "transcend" through emergence, but
our various emergent capacities, while they "occur 'within' the subrective

self . . . enmesh humans with many dimensions of reality - the internal and

external, the self and other, the alive and inert, the tangible and intangible,

the social and material."e Ours is an engaged subjectivity, one oriented to

go beyond itself to the world and to others, ultimately through the self-

transcendence of "love for and communion with other persons."lo So

constituted, humans are beings for whom the good of others is one's own
personal good, a moral self-transcendence.u

Sixth, and finally, Smith positions his study of the person in a larger

context of flourishing and failure, good and evil, the dialectic of what
Lonergan terms progress and decline. Persons are incommunicable centers

of purpose who exist not only for their own sake but seek to transcend

themselves in encounters with others, viewing others' good as intrinsically
their own, and yet "All is not well. Things often don't work out the way they

should. For one reason or way or another, something like brokenness seems

to be part of the past and current human condition."l2 Brokenness occurs

at the personal, interpersonal, and social levels, and evil is a persistent and

ongoing challenge to well-being; grappling with brokenness is not incidental

to the prorect, but at its core.

Taken together, these six aspects of What Is a Person? indicate a project

deeply methodical and positional. In fact, the relationship of critical realism,

personalism, and concem to explain self+ranscending love in the face of evil
is reminiscent of that famous slogan trom Insight:

Thoroughly understand what it is to understand, and not only will you

understand the broad lines of all there is to be understood but also you

will possess a fixed base, an inrariant pattern, opening upon all further
deoelopments of understanding.l3

5.'n.1lh, Whtl ls o Pefion? ,55.
t5rnl|h, What Is a Percon?,65.
ltsrrith, What ls a Person?, 40G12.
l?sr ilh, What Is a Pe6on? ,7G77 .

l3Bemard Lonergan, L sight: A Sludy of Hunan LlnderctafidinS, vol3 of the Collected works
of Bernard l-onergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1992), 22.
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Noris this mere curiosity, for once intelligence is understood, the struggle
to overcome the "flight from understanding," with all the resulting decline
and evil presents itself as a maior task, for Smith as much as Lonergan.la

Despite these compelling strengths, several issues remain. First, and
admittedly a concern not entirely impartial: Where is Lonergan in all this?
In a reading list Smith provides for critical realism, Lonergan is absent,

receives not a single mention in To Flourish or Destruct, and is given only one

passing reference in a footnote of Wra t Is a PersonTls Of course an intellectual
endeavor's worth is not determined by its explicit use of Lonergan, and
Roy Bhaskar is a significant thinker from which to begin, but for those of us
who consider Lonergan lfte critical realist a question persists - what about
Lonergan?

This might remain a chauvinism if it were not for an objection raised by
multiple reviewerc thal What Is a Person? is insufficiently critical, arguing
"from, but not much for, crit:cal realism, philosophical personalism, and
an anti-foundationlist phenomenonlogical epistemology!'16 Or, as another
commentator obrects, "Rather than shedding clarifying light where we
have confusion, 'reality+alk' here enters in the form of a number of er
cathedra statements about the way the world and science are,'in fact."'\?

Of course Smith has his responses, yet his critical grounding is sometimes
implicit, inchoate, or unthematized, reminiscent of Lonergan's claim that
while Aristotle and Aquinas "used introspection and did so brilliantly,
it remains that they did not thematize their use, did not elevate it into a
reflectively elaborated technique, did not work out a proper method for
psychology... ."r3 So, too, Smith utilizes critical realism brilliantly and
productively, but a fully thematized critical realism may very well benefit
from the painstaking analysis provided by Lonergan, and on the very issue

that some consider Smith's argument most susceptible to criticism.
In this special issue of MErHoD. lournal of Lonergan Studies, we debut
talnsight,9.

'sAfter providing a list of important texts, Smith notes that loneBan, among otheB, is
identfied as a critical realist; *e Whot Is a Percon? , 92r.-2-

:6Raymond Martin, Notre Darne Philosophical Rror'ears, accessed July 31, 2015, https: / / ndpr.
nd.edu/news/24613-what-is-a-person-rethinking-humanity-social-life.and-the..moral-good-
from-the.person-up/ .

'1ohn t evy Martin, "PeTsonal Best," ContefiWrary Sociology 42, no.1 QO13): Gl1, at 9.

'3Bemard lonergan, Verbum: Wrd and Ideo in Aquirus, vol. 2 of the Collected Works of
Bemard lonelgan, ed. Frederick E- Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Tomnto
Press,799n.

5
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Smith's work to those unfamiliar with it while also offering Lonergan's

thought as an overlooked resource for developing a thoroughly critical

"critical realist personalism." Both, we hope, will profit from the encounter.

Five essays engage What ls a Person? ln the fust two, Christopher Friel

and Elizabeth A. Murray examine Roy Bhaskar's critical realism, with
Friel noting a deep affinity while also suggesting that Lonergan may help

develop a social ontology. Murray is more hesitant, however, concerned that

Bhaskar's realism is a kirld of dogmatism insisting that we start with the

real without cognitional theory or intentionality analysis. That tension, the

relationship between metaphysics and epistemology, is then taken up by
Thomas J. McPartland who commends Lonergan's methodological precision

as justifying Smith's metaphysical claims.

Leaving behind the epistemological questions, the final two essays,

by Michael H. McCarthy and Gilles M. Mongeau, Sj, address Smith's

explorations of the human good and human digniry Mccarthy traces Saps
between the moral imperatiues and, ontologies often found in contemPorary

moral thought, noting similarity in the way Smith and Lonergan use

performative contradictions to reverse these inconsistencies. Addressing

the topic of human digniry Mongeau judges Smith positional, but presses

him to more sharply articulate distinctions between intentionality analysis,

epistemology, and metaphysics, suggesting that the argument could be

strengthened on emergence and the scale of values.

Following these five essays on What ls a Person? , Prof. Smith responds

to his interlocutors and Patrick H. Byrne reviews To Flourish or Destruct,

Smith's most recent book which was still in Press when the other essays

were commissioned. B).rne's largely appreciative review essay provides a

helpful introduction while also offering challenging questions on Smith's

articulation of motivations as causes, the critical grounding of knowing and

the human good, and the role of religious transcendence in rendering the

social sciences more fully intelligible .

To each of the contributors I offer my thanks, sincerely hoping the

exchange redounds to the benefit of all.
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;-l rrxrsnAN sMrrH HAs given us a magisterial presentation of the

I ontology of human persons from a sociological perspective that is
\-/full of wisdom, and admirers of Bernard Lonergan, I think, will be

full of gratitude for his labors. His thick definition of the human person
as "a conscious, reflexive, embodied, self-transcending center of subjective
experience, durable identity, moral commitment, and social communication
who - as the efficient cause of his or her own responsible actions and
interactions - exercises complex capacities for agency and intersubiectivity
in order to develop and sustain his or her own incommunicable self in
loving relationships with other personal selves and with the nonpersonal
world"l is sound and, I think, fruitful. Perhaps some readers may feel that
Lonergan's cognitional theory has insights that can shed further light on this
definition, but it is not my intention to make such a contribution.

From my perspective, the interesting feature of What Is a Person? is the
way Smith draws on the critical realist tradition, in particular the thought
that stems from British social theory associated with Roy Bhaskar, Margaret
Archer, Andrew Collier, and others. He feels that such thought deserves to
be better known in the American academy.2 I would agree, and add that the
Lonergan community, too, may find much of interest. Even so, I would like
to invoke the British saying about "coals to Newcastle." Wasn't Lonergan
a critical realist too? What about Lonergan's social theory? Does this have

'Chistian Smith, l4rat ls a Person?: Rethinking Humanity, Stial Life, and the Moral Cood fnm
lhe Persan Up (Cllcago: University of Chicag o,201O), 61 .

1snilh, What ls a Pe6on? , 20.

@ 2015 Christopher Friel

THE SOCIALONTOLOGYOF
CHRISTIAN SMITH AND BERNARD LONERGAN:

CHALLENGE AND RESPONSE

Christopher Friel

Marytsale Institute

B irm in gham, Unit ed Kin gdom
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anything to offer Smith's inquiry? Without in any way seeking to detract

from Smith's achievement, I want to suSEest that it has. After all, in both

Insight ar.d Method in Theology, Lonergan discusses "ontology" on iust
one occasion, and in both instances the context concerns social ontology.3 I
would like to explore this theme. In particular I wish to attend to the central

question that Smith raises regarding the exPlanation of the sources and

origins of social structures.4

I will proceed in two stePs, a withdraldal and return, so to sPeak. In the

fust part, I too will draw on contemporary British social theory, taking as

my guide, Patrick Baert, the head of sociology from Cambridge University.

My purpose is to sketch out the major emphases taken by various social

theories in order to provide a list of the key issues that are addressed.

This may help us situate critical realism, and incidentally SrasP some

perceived weaknesses from the Post-structuralist quarter Then I will run

through Bhaskar's contribution to the philosophy of the natural and human

sciences. Having done this I will then give an exposition of Lonergan's social

ontology arguing that, in the light of the issues I have just raised, it still

possesses remarkable contemporary relevance. Finally, I will return to look

at how Smith tackles u/hat he sees as the central issue of social theory. I will
heartily endorse Smith's project of critically realist personalism, but offer the

suggestion that if critical realism is to respond to the challenges posed by

Baert, Lonergan's social ontology will prove a valuable resource.

Barnr's Socrer TuEoRy IN THE TwENtIrts CrNrunv

Let me begin, then, by briefly reviewing a contemporary inkoduction to

social theory in the twentieth century My source is Patrick Baert's 1998

book that has received high praise for its comprehensive coverage, its clarity

of exposition, and its seriousness of engagement.s As we shall see, Baert is

unsympathetic to this critical realism, and faults it for misconceiving the

rBernard lonergan, Insight: A Study ot' Huntofi l)nderslqniliflS (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1992), 628; Bemard hnergan, Method in Theolosy llnndon; Darton, Lngman &
Todd, 1972\, 356.

$'l].it}]., What Is a Person? ,5
sPatrick Baert, socral IIt eory in the T@entieth Cenlury (New York: New York University Press,

1998). The blurb is from William Outhwaite. Amore recent edition in 2010 includes the work of

Maiuel Castells and Clifford Geertz (citical realism aPPears to have less Prominence) Patnck

Baert and Filipe Carreira da Silva, Soci,cl Trre ory in lhe Tuentieth Centuty and Beyond lcambidge'
Polity Press,2010).
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nature of reflection. His work may, however, provide a useful checklist of
the main issues that social theory addresses.

Eight approaches are treated in Social Theory in the Twentieth Century.
A first chapter discusses structuralism (Claude L6vi-strauss) and genetic
structuralism (Pierre Bourdieu). Second, in "The Biological Metaphor:
Functionalism and Neo-Functionalism," Baert discusses early contributors
such as Bronislav Malinowski and Alfred Radcliffe-Brown (who lil<e the
structuralists also drew on Emile Durkheim), and then Thlcott Parsons and
Robert Merton, and later functionalists such as Niklas Luhmann. A third
chapter Eeats Symbolic Interactionism influenced by George Mead, and other
interpretative theories. The fourth is titled, "The Skilful Accomplishment of
Social Order: Giddens's Structuration Theory" and this is followed by ,,The

History of the Present: Foucault's Archmlogy and Genealogy." Sixth, 'The
Spread of Reason: Habermas's Critical Theory," then a seventh chapter on
rational choice theory "The Invasion of Economic Man." The final chapter
deals with theories influenced by positivism (and falsification) and finally,
there is a discussion of Roy Bhaskar's Transformational Model of Social
Action in "Eroding Foundations: Positivism, Falsificationism, and Realism.',
Baert's conclusion offers some critical challenges for social theory

This, I think, gives a useful map of the terrain which I shall continue to
scan. Socialtheory Baerttellsusin his introduction,is "a relativelysystematic,
abstract, and Beneral reflection on the social world"6 that was central to the
emergence of sociology in the nineteenth century. Today, however, sociology
has become professionalized, and includes empirical research (which is
distinct from theory), and no longer tends to be tied to political action. Still,
it is influenced by precursors such as Durkheim - both structuralism and
functionalism adopt a holistic picture of society. According to this doctrine
(which underpins the theories discussed in the first two chapters), society,
an entity sui generis, is to be studied as a whole, and must not simply be
seen as a mere aggregation of people pursuing their individual interests.T
Structuralism and functionalism, then, are interested in the ways that the
parts of the system are related and contribute to that system. Often drawing
on linguistic metaphors, structuralists search for the underlying social
structures that determine people's actions and thoughts; conversely, the
metaphor of society as an organism is invoked by functionalists who believe

6Baen, Social Theory,1.

Baert, Social Theory,2.
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in the existence of functional prerequisites: in order for any social system to

survive it must maintain certain functions (social solidarity, for example).

These underlying structures and functions constrain the individual
unconsciously in many ways. In contrast, interpretative sociology stresses

that people have selves, and can reflect on their (imaginary or real) actions.

These theories, influenced by phenomenology and the later Wittgensteir,

seek to explain how people actively (though perhaps unintentionally)
reconstitute social order - the social construction of reality.s Erving Goffman

and Harold Garfinlel demonstrate that order is a practical accomplishment

by individuals who possess much tacit knowledge that they may not be able

to put into words.e

There is, then, a tension in sociological theories between "structure

and agency" which subsequent theorists try to integrate. An early attemPt

was made by Bourdieu's genetic structuralism, and later by Anthony

Giddens's "structuration theory"lo Both argue that people's daily routines

are rooted in a taken-for-granted world. In general, people know how to
act in accordance with the implicit, shared rules which make up that world.

Unintentionally, agents tend to reproduce these rules even as a language is

reproduced in virtue of speakers using it.11 Reconciling structure and agency

is a major concem of the critical realists such as Roy Bhaskar and Margaret

Archer, as Baert notes, but generally speaking, Baert tends to read the critical

realist contribution as anticipated by earlier theorists (such as Bourdieu and

Giddens) and offering little that is original.l'?

Another tension concems social criticism. Both Bourdieu and Giddens

acknowledge that sociology and social theory have critical potential. Social

theory especially can help us to reflect critically upon society, a task that

Baert discusses in the "highly sophisticated" and "elaborate" work of jtrgen
Habermas, which also seeks to integrate a wide variety of traditions.l3 In
contrast, the rational choice theorists believe that social and political

factors can be explained by an economic logic applied to a "rational, self-

Meruoo: lournnl of l-onergan Studix

sBaert, howeve! never teferences Peter Berger and Thomas Luckmann.
eBae*, Social Theory, 3.

loBaert, Social Theory, 4.

t1Baeft, Social Theory, 4.

t'1Raetl, Social Theory, 196.
ttBaerl, Social Theory, 4.
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interested agent."ti They account for social Iife by "referring to the fact that
people act intentionally, and produce numerous effects some of which are
intended, some unintendd."ls These theorists have been actively engaged
in demonstrating the value of the economic approach in many areas such as

marriage pattems, rates of fertiliry and criminal behavior
In his fifth chapter on Michel FoucaulL Baert (u/ho has much sympathy

with the post-structuralist) focuses on historical methodology. Arguing
for continuity between the earlier archaeological period and the later
genealogical period, Baert attends to the distinctive conception ofknowledge
acquisition he discerns. In contrast to the mainstream consensus, and in
particulat the realist who: (1) tries to explain a world "out there," (2) does
not focus on the self-referentiality of knowledge, and (3) uses the familiar
to explain the unfamiliar, Foucault presents a form of knowledge that is
first and foremost self-referential.l6 Thus we turn to the past, not so much
to understand it, but to encounter the unfamiliar (ultimately in order to
illuminate the familiar). In such an encounter we leam the degree to which
the meanings and values that inform yesterday's way of life are constituted
by contingenry and arbitrary power relations. Retuming to the present day
we are now more able to see our meanings and values in a disturbing light -
in turning backwards and inwards the historian is in search of the present.

Methodology is once again center stage in the final chapter as Baert
considers the broadly naturalist and empiricist theories of positivism
and falsification, both of whom tend to extend the method of the natural
sciences to the human sciences, for example, by discovering laws (that is
to say, empirical regularities) which may lead to predictions that can be
tested. In contrast, and finally, Baert discusses the realist theory of science
associated with Roy Bhaskar. Like other theories critical realism attempts
to resolve the dualism between social structure (stressed by structuralists
and functionalists) and agenry (stressed by the interpretive theories). Again,
such realism offers the prospect of social critique as does Habermasian
"communicative action." Baert, however, is dismissive of the transformatiae
pretensions of Bhaskar's transformational model of social action, which
are "anything but."r7 The chief complaint, it seems, is the failure of critical

ltBaetl, Sotial Theory, 5.
tsRaerl, Soc ial Theory, 5.
t6Baert, Social Theory, 728-29
1?Baefi, Social Theory, 797 .
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realism to grasp the true nature of reflection, a failure that leads to a tendency

to conserve the social order despite critical intentions.
Baert records when each theory waxed and waned. Thus, the influence of

positivism in the 1940s gave way in the 1950s to structuralism, functionalism,

and falsification. These maintained thet influence in the 1960s and were

joined by interpretative theories. The 1970s saw the demise of functionalism,

and the rise of Giddens, Bourdieu, Habermas, and the Post-structuralists
with their influence extending to the 1980s, a decade that also saw the rise of
rational choice theory, which was joined by neo-functionalism in the 1990s.

Baert notes the influence of Bhaskar's manifesto in the 1970s, and (we might

surmise) its peak in the 1990s. Baert, perhaps, now regards critical realism

as Pass6.
Having surveyed the terrain, Baert proceeds to offer some methodological

suggestions for the social theorist. Rational choice theory though not

advocated, is praised for setting a Sood example in proposing clear, focused

questions.l3 (Here the grand theories of Talcott Parsons might be contrasted

with the "middle-range" theories of his student, Robert Merton, whose

work often led to quantifiable results.re) This is not to say that empirical

research is to arbitrate between theories as empiricists might prefer. Rathel

Baert envisages the possibility of the object of social research as a "source for

inferring theoretical insight."'?o For examPle, in the sociology of literature the

sociologist may herself learn from (literary) Iay PeoPle. In fact, Baert would

prefer the social theorist to be omnivorous in tuming to other disciplines

for insights into models that may provide innovatory theory. He mentions

"recent theories of the selfish gene, chaos theory and dissiPative structures,

all of which seem to have interesting analogies in the social realm"2r -
theology, incidentally, is nol mentioned.z

On social change, Baert notes the irony thatwhilethe earlierfunctionalists

were criticized for social statics, the later functionalists (including the later

laBaett, Social Theory, 202.
teRaett, Social Theory, .

xBaett, social Theory, 203.
2tBaert, social Theory, 203.
zThe theologian John Milbank is scePtical about the secular Proiect of social theory I

cannot discuss this, but s€e the excellent contribution of Neil Ormerod, who incidentally, was

the fust to initiate a conveGation between the two kinds of critical realism that I have discuss€d

here. "Dialectical Engagement with the Social kences in an Ecclesial Co lext," Theological

Studies 66 Qffi5\.
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Parsons), by drawing on theories of biological evolution, were able to deal
with it systematically. On the relations between social theory and (high)
modernity, Baert is keen to advert to the phenomenon whereby social theory
itself can, by being fed back to lay people, have an effect on the situation
that it originally studied - for example, in the case of the "self-denying
prophecy."ts Baert refers again to "reflection of the second order" and
urges that theorists recognize the possibility that people are able to acquire
theoretical, discursive knowledge, vis-i-vis previously tacit, shared rules.
The contrast is with reflection of the first order which refers to people's
reflection on the meaning and effects of their (real or imaginary) actions -
not on underlying rules and assumptions.za

Roy Bnlsxen oN AcENCy AND SrRUcruRE

I shall now take a closer look at Roy Bhaskar's philosophy. The "manifesto"
(as Baert has it) is contained in the 1979 The Possibility of Naturalism which
builds on the groundbreaking Realist Theory of Science (1975) so as to extend
critical realism from the natura] to the human sciences. By "naturalism,"
Bhaskar does not necessarily imply a denial of transcendent or religious
values (though, as standing within a broadly conceived Marxist tradition,
such a position might plausibly be suggested), but rather a philosophy that,
like positivism, and unlike hermeneutic theory holds that a unified method
applies to both the natural and human sciences: society is to be studied
in the same way as nature.25 Bhaskar, however, does not argue his case

from positivist foundations. On the contrary he believes that positivism
completely misunderstands both the nature of empirical laws and the
purpose of scientific experiment. The first task, then, is to recover a true
understanding of the natural sciences.

The rather complex argument of Realist Theory of Science is summarized
well in a short section of the fust chapter of Possibili$ of Naturalism. I
will introduce Bhaskar's ideas, then, by drawing on this section entitled

\Baerl, Social Theory, 8.

"Baert, Sociol Theory, 201206.
aAs we shalt s€e, in this respect there is a convergmce with Lonergan who afticulated a

Beneralized ernpirical method that would apply not only to the data of sense, but also to the
data of consciousness, and indeed, data constifuted by meaning. For the final statement, s€e
Bemard lonergan,,4 llrild Colle.fio, (New York/Mahwah: Paulist Prcss, 1985), 140.
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"Experiment and Application: The Intransitive Dimension."'?6 Bhaskar

inquires about the conditions for the possibility of science; in particular,
what is the intelligibility of experiment? He claims that "virtually no-one"

has analyzed experiment, not even Elizabeth Anscombe, on whom Bhaskar

had drawn to some extent.27

In their scientific experiments scientists produce patterns of events.

They act as the cause of a series of observable experiences. Bhaskar notes,

however, that they do so in order to produce signifcant series of results

under meticulously controlled conditions in order to make a discovery

about the "mechanisms" that they do tlof produce.'?3 The point is, of course,

that whereas the scientist acts as an efficient cause for the regularities that

she sees, there is no question of the scientist causing the mechanisms that
generate these regularities. It is precisely these regularities that the scientist

wants to discover; this is the end for which experiment is the means. There

is, then, a "real distinction between the objects of experimental investiSation,

such as causal laws, and pattems of events" - this truth grounds the

intelligibility of experimental activity. It follows, then, that Hume has

misconceived the true nature of causal laws. Far from being the sequence of
empirical regularities aligned in constant conjunction, causal laws remain

distinct, aloof, so to speak, from the behavior of scientists. To suppose

otherwise lands us with the absurd conclusion that scientific experiments

alter the laws of the universe.

Not only do we discover these laws, but we may apply such knowledge.

We do so when technology brings about regularities that would not

otherwise occur (pressing this switch regularly makes the room bright,
for example). Bhaskar distinguishes between closed systems (such as are

produced artificially in laboratories, or which occur naturally - and rarely,

Bhaskar feels - in recurrence schemes such as the solar system), and open

systems, in which no such regularity is discerned (the fall of a leaf, say).

The point is that closed systems represent special cases. In other words, the

"Roy Bhaskat The Possibility of Naturalism lBrighton, England: Harvester Press, 1979), 1'l-

14. For a companson with Lonergan, s€e ChristoPher Friel, "Lonergan and Bhaskar on the

Intelligibility of Experirnent," Heythlop (20141.

'1Ehaskar is referin8 to ideas that Ans€ombe noted first at the 1970 Lonergan confeience,

and later in her inaugural speech at Cambridge, which incidentall, Lonergan was haPPy to
affirm (Bemard Irnerg an, Shorler Popers llotonto: University of Toronto Press, 20071, 283).

4Here, again, we must not be misled; the word has no connotation of mechanistic

determinism which Bhaskar staunchly refutes. Rather, by "mechanism," he means the causal

powerc or ways of acting of things taken roughly in an Aristotelian s€nse.
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causal laws must be understood in terms of powers or tendencies that can
(but might not actually) be exercised. These powers are actually exercised
in the closed systems, but have the capacity to act beyond the boundaries
of the closure: as Bhaskar puts it, causal laws are "transfactual" (standing
beyond both closed and open systems). It is this transfactual "activity"
of mechanisms that the pure scientist wants to discover, and the applied
scientist wants to exploit. Experiment renders the transfactual actual, and
by such intervention, renders the transfactual known, indeed, known as

transfactual rather than as actual. To grasp this point is to grasp theontological
distinction between the empirical and the deeper levels of reality - reality is

stratified. The actualist (someone who fails to enter into such deeper levels)
is now caught in a dilemma when we inquire about what happens when
the constant coniunctions do not obtain. Are we to say that nothing governs
such phenomena? Or that we do not actually grasp universal laws (that is,

laws that apply beyond closures)?

This is intuitively clear. We do not suppose that Ohm's law holds only
in the laboratory, or only when our experiments "work." It is simply that
when our experiments work we can observe the regularities that Ohm's law
explains. In other words, not only is empirical regularity not sufficient for
law as the idealist appreciates (law must be something more than regular
happenstance), but empirical regularity is not even necessary for law (as per
the botched experiment). In this fashion the transcendental realist can affirm
the natural necessity of our world that is independent of human activity.
Thus, in the right circumstances, in virtue of some mechanism M (unknown,
perhaps, at first), event A regularly is followed by B.

Science aims at discovering such mechanisms which are said to be the
intransitizte obiects of inquiry. By intransitive, here, Bhaskar refers to the real,
what it is that we want to discover, what is regardless of whether we know
it or not. As mentioned, there is an ontological gap between the mechanisms
and laws of the intransitive dimension and their empirical grounds. Upon
this, and against the positivist, Bhaskar insists. Of course, by our experiments
we have actually acquired historically conditioned knowledge (the transitive
dimension which, for example, the sociologist of knowledge may study), but
Bhaskar is quite adamant that the intransitive realm stands beyond whatever
experiments reveal. He has established a realist theory of science.

Let me pause at this point to suggest that Bhaskar's argument is
generally speaking consonant with Lonergan's account, though I would just
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'See Philip Mcshane, Randoaress, Statbtics, Emergmce (Notre Dame, lN: Univemity of
Notre Dame Press, 1970).

TBhaskar, Possibility of Naturalistt, U46. Both Baert and Smith refer to this s€ction.

enter three caveats. In the first place, Bhaskar's closures correspond roughly
with Lonergan's recurrence schemes, and, I would suggest, Bhaskar tends

to underestimate the prevalence of such schemes in our universe. Second,

although Bhaskar draws on Aristotelian contingence (randomness) in his

refutation of determinism, he makes no attempt (as Lonergan does) to acquire

an objective knowledge of statistical science, and certainly Bhaskar makes

no attempt in Reslist Theory of Science to use such knowledge of objective

randomness to articulate an account of emergence - despite the fact that
Rom Harr€, Bhaskar's doctoral supervisor (we may suppose), would have

had this very point drummed into him by one of his doctoral students a few
years earlier!2e Third, in his eagerness to stress the intransitive dimension,
Bhaskar tends not to thematize the wonder by which our mind is related to
all of reality - by intention if not attainment. Lonergan calls this the "pure
desire to know" - the intention of being.

I shall now very briefly consider Bhaskar's contribution to social theory
by drawing on what is surely the locus classicus, namely, the second chapter
of Possibility of Naturalism, "Societies," in particular, the sections "Against
Individualism" and "On the Society/Person Connection."eAs Baert has

alerted us, this tackles the question of the dualism between agency and

structure. Bhaskar aims to reconcile both, affirming in the fullest sense

both the ontological reality of societies (and their properties) and also the

ontological reality of the intentional acts performed by agents precisely in
virtue of such societies. Doing justice to both structure and agency permits

a rransformational model of society that steers a middle way between

methodological individualism and methodological holism, one that also

opens up the possibfity (as a Marxist would desire) of an account of the

historical dynamics of world process.

A first step in reconcfing structure and agency involves the affirmation
of persistent patterns of relations in sociery for example, the abiding

distinctions between groups such as capitalist and worker. Although he

does not speak, as Lonergan does, of grasping the significant explanatory

relations, this seems to be Bhaskar's intention. He wants to ground a social

science. Thrs, opposing both the empiricism of Durkheim and the Neo
Kantianism of Weber, Bhaskar affirms that social science has a real obiect: it
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is neither a set of atoms, nor a collective, but a whole structured by relations.
Society is stratified even as nature is.

Bhaskar proceeds to consider the causal link between societies and
persons. In the Weberian model the direction of causality is from individual
to society; the Durkheimian model reverses the direction of the causal arrow.
The deficiencies of both, however, are evident: in the former we have actions

but no conditions; in the latter we have conditions but no actions. Bhaskar

considers a higher synthesis ofthe two, the dialectical model that he attributes
to Peter Berger. He insists, however, that the distinctive contributions
of structure and agency must not be obscured, and this he accents by the
transformational aspect. The idea seems to be that although agents do indeed

bring about changes in society, they do so, not by creating it (for society is
prior to each individual at birth) but by reshaping it, changing society by
the unintentional consequences of individual actions. For Bhaskar, the need

to work on some preexisting matter rather than to create something anew

is a truth that he takes to be fundamentally Aristotelian. For example, we
might consider language. It exists prior to any individual speaket but on the

other hand, it is reproduced or transformed only as individual speakers use

the language. This reproduction is not, properly speaking, an act of making
on the part of any individual, and moreover, language has its own laws.

Similarly Bhaskar entertains the possibility that laws may govern social

change independent of particular intentions, as, for instance, in the causes

that lead up to a revolution that brings about new social structures. Broadly
speaking, Bhaskar's social science bears a family resemblance to Marxist
theory. In intention, at least, he wants an account that may shed light on
historical dynamics.

Let us recall Baert's criticisms. Not only is he unimpressed by the lack

of originality that he finds in the transformational model of social action,

but he is dismissive of the transformative potential of such theory. He finds
that the transformational model of social action, Iike Giddens's concept
of the duality of structure, "is strong in accounting tor the leproduction

of structures, but not in accounting for thet translormrfiox. In short, the
realist contribution to social theory has a particular bias towards order,
not change." The lacuna lies in a failure to recognize reflection of the
second order. Whereas reflection of the first order refers to practical, tacit
knowledge, second order reflection is theoretical and discursive. "Reflection
of the second order arises through the confrontation with unanticipated
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BrnNann LoNsncau's Socr,lr Onrorocv

Having provided a map of contemporary social theory and an examination

of one kind of critical realism we may now explore Bernard Lonergan's

social ontology. Lonergan's proiect, of course, was not primarily to Sround
social theory but rather (1n Insight) to explore the phenomenon of the act

of understanding, which, as he announces, provides him with a basis that

opens up to all further developments of understanding.32

Thus, in the later part of lnsight, Lonergan refers to "ontology'' h
connection with the good, indeed within a metaphysical context that goes

beyond the human good- This is highly relevant to social theory as will
become clear if we review the foundations upon which the later parts build.
These are laid earlier in a discussion of concrete "Patterns of experience," in
which developments of understanding arise, that is, first, within theoretical

pattems of experience in which things are related one to another (science),

and second as they are related to us (common sense). This topic is treated

in two chapters, first, the sixth, "Common Sense and Its Subiect" and then,

the seventh, "Common Sense as Object." Roughly, the former deals with
psychology and engages with Freud and the latter deals with sociology and

engages with Marx.s

tlBaett, Sociltl Theory, 197 .

3tblsight , 22.

s"within the perspectives of the Present work, there is no Point to a fulI and accurate account

experiences; for instance, with unforeseen consequences of previous actions,

or with different forms of life. Once reflection of the second order acquires

public-collective features, it can become an imPortant source of pJ.anned

change, or deliberate maintenance."3l

I shall not discuss the justice of such criticisms, though I susPect that much

can be found in Bhaskar regarding reflection. I would simply make some bio-

graphical remarks. In rtting out on his studies Bhaskar originally sought to

respond to the challenge of poverty and economic iniustice, and only tumed

to philosophy because he thought that key methodological issues needed

resolution. Latet after The Possibility ot' Naturalism, Bhaskar underwent a

spiritual tum and, resuming his given name of Ram, he began working to pro-

mote God consciousness in the Hindu tradition. On this note I will introduce

the social ontology of an economist, methodologist, and thmlogian.
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For our purposes, then, the seventh chapter is particularly significant,
especially as it introduces "generalized empirical method"s - with Bhaskar,
Lonergan seeks a normative and critical social science that can identily the
radical principles of social change, indeed, transformation. This grounds a

social ontology which Lonergan will develop in subsequent accounts of the
"structure of the human good." My intention, then, is to first review lns(ftf 's

sociological account of common sense, and then make some comments
regarding the later contribution to social ontology.

The analysis of practical intelligence begins, then, by considering
Arnold J. Toynbee's schema of "challenge and response"35 that Lonergan
had encountered in reading A Study of History and, which we may suppose,
Lonergan wanted to transpose into more explanatory categories.l Lonergan
considers the "enormous structures"37 of technology, economics, politics,
and culture, and proceeds to build up an account of their emergence. Thus,
the creation of a fishing net may be regarded as a response to the challenge of
recurrent desires for a particular good, (fish), and Lonergan points out that
in eacft age there is a measure and structure of capital formation that has the
function of accelerating the flow of particular goods.s Moreover, the poliry
too, has functionalit, for "there is a need for leaders in times of stress."3e

Lonergan does not regard power simply in terms of the struggle to dominate,
but in the context ofresponses to communal challenges- cooperate ordie, we
might say. Because at any stage common sense is always in need of further
insights, that is, new ideas need to emerge (and do so with some degree of

of the fields of psychology and of sociologlz The topic is insight. 'fo exhibit its nature and its
implications, one has to vmture into every department in which human intelligence plays a

significant mle. Still, that ventue is essentially a limited venture" (lnsr'glrl, 268).
Ylnsight 

, 268.
slnsight 

, 234.
3To,'nbee draws his categories from the creeks, and Goethe, the Bible, and Shakespeare.

See Bemard Lanergan, Philosophical and Theological Papers 1958-7964 ("lorcntc; University of
Torcnto Press, 1996),6465. Lonelgan cites Tofrbee: as illustrating how human intelligence
works in history, Bemard Lonergan, Topics ln Educatiofi The Cificifinati l2cturcs ol 7959 on the
PhilNophy of Edrcation (forontoi University of Toronto Press, 1993), 53; in connection with
the religious infrastruch[e, Bemard Lonergan, Plrilosophical ahd Theological PaWs 1965-1980
(Toronto: University of Toronto Prcss, 2N4), 268; in connection with the creative minority
who respond to challenges, Bemard li ergan, Early I,rl]rks in Theologicol Method I (Torcnto:
University of Toronto Press, 2010); and in about thirty other places even up to 1982.

Yl sight,232.
slnsight 

, 233.
*Third Collection,T.
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probability), Lonergan is able to situate this analysis of social change within
the evolutionary worldview he has constructed at some length, and which
he calls "emergent probability."ao This is why he can generalize his empirical

method to embrace data such as the acts of understanding of which we are

conscious, and so envisage a method that unifies the natural and human

sciences. Lonergan, then, can appreciate the biological metaphor for society

so long as this is understood in an evolutionary way, and with the caveat

that positivist preiudices regarding the data of conscious are overcome.

Nevertheless, Lonergan should not be regarded as a functionalist.

ln accounting for the development of civilization, Lonelgan discerns

two principles within a growing sociery a 'base" (or infrastructure) of
intersubjective spontaneity (family, tribe, clan) out of which will arise a

superstructural level of civil society associated with the ever growing

structures (technology, economy, polity).al Tension arises in the community:

intersubjective spontaneity and intelligently devised social order possess

different properties and different tendencies.l2 Thus, a "dialectic" of

community arises where here the term refers to the concrete unfolding of

these linked but opposed principles of change. In this context Lonergan

begins to discuss bias, that is, a radical interference with the "pure desire

to know," - for Lonergan, the spirit of inquiry is the fundamental principle
of social progress even as bias is the radical principle of social decline.

Particularly relevant to social theory is individual bias (on the right, so to

speak), and opposing this on the left, group bias.a3 In virtue of the distortions

of bias, what would be a normative Pattem in which concrete situations

give rise to insights that lead to actions that change the initial situation so

that fresh insights arise in a virtuous circle of progress (this is the pattern

of challenge and response that Toynbee had drawn using descriPtive

categories), we find instead the narrowing of a vicious circle in which

situations become infected by an irrational element that Lonergan terms the

sAlthough Lonergan does not emPloy Toynbee's "challenge and response" schema to Pre-
human biological evolutio& I think that this does very much caPhrre the sPirit of his concePtion

of species as "solutions to the Problem of living in an environment" QrtsiShl,2(n), a\d, as a

matter of fact, one of the architects of the modem evolutionary synthesis di.d exPlicitly use

Toynbee's schema. S€e Theodosius Dobzhansky, Eoolution in lhe TtoPics, hftlit/ / PeoPle.wku.
edu/charles.smith/biogeog/DoBzt950.htm, oriSinaly Published ln ll\e Americon Scientbt fi
(1950):209-21.

tl lnsi9ht , 237 -39.
ttlnsight , 241.

'1lnsight,2t+50. S@ alw, Philosophical and Theological PaPe$ 1965-1980, 366.
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"social surd" - the cumulative effect of refusing insights. For this reason, the
concrete operations of society cannot be identified with the human good.

Certainly, for Lonergan, the human good is always conceived in concrete
terms, but he affirms that the Bood is never without evil. Functionalism,
then, is a metonymic error It mistakes the part for the whole. The human
good does exist as a concretely operating "order" within society, but it
cannot blithely be identified with sociery It is precisely because Lonergan

is sensitive to the effects of bias that he will formulate "ideal types" that
schematizes cycles of progress and decline, so as to analyze social change
involving the "social surd."

Is Lonergan a structuralist, then? Certainly, Lonergan does base his
philosophy on the discovery ofa structure. Namely, the cognitional structure
that he finds in the "generalized empirical method" of human intelligence
operating on three levels of experience, understanding, and judgement,

with successive levels being promoted by the "pure desire" manilest in
questions, What is it? Is it so? It is precisely the discovery of this structure
that warrants Lonergan's conviction that To),nbee's intuitions of "challenge
and response" can be recast in explanatory terms. We might even invoke
the favored linguistic metaphor and suggest that Lonergan is giving us the

fundamental "grammar of understanding and assent." Moreover, as this
seventh chapter argues, an insight into cognitive struchrre may ground

an equivalent structure of community - two levels of which have been

explicated so far. But obviously, Lonergan's "structuralism" carries with it
no connotations of the "death of the subject," and, patently, by the care that
Lonergan takes in describing the phenomenology of the inquiring subject,

Lonergan's structuralism is not averse to the many insights that might be

gleaned frorn the interpretative schools.

Are we to conclude that Lonergan is blind to the insights into "second

order reflection" that Baert has apprehended in post-structuralism? I would
suggest that the long final section of Lonergan's seventh chapter argues to
the contrary For having diagnosed types of bias familiar to left and right,
Lonergan steers us to the unfamiliar. He identifies the mysterious category of
general bias, which stands in the way of the equally mysterious Cosmopolis:
Lonergan clearly seeks a form of social critique that will go beyond both
liberalism and Marxism. In what follows, I propose to read Lonergan's
argumentative strategy as quite consonant with "second order reflection."

Noting the slow development of intelligence in the human animal,
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Lonergan realistically observes that few of us make the spirit of inquiry the

effective center of our lives. Worse, common sense is especially prone to

rationalization even as every specialism fails to recognize the significance

of other fietds. This is invariably so as common sense does not reflect. For
"it is incapable of analyzing itself, incapable of making the discovery that it
too is a specialized development of human knowledge, incapable of coming
to grasp that its peculiar danger is to extend its legitimate concern for the

concrete and the immediately practical into disregard of larger issues and

indifference to longterm results."4 The upshot is a cycle of decline even

more radical than that of group bias. Generally speaking, those who saw

off the branches on which they are sitting eventually stop sau/ing, but the

radical nature of general bias - to give it its name - is not so easily reversed.as

Human beings tend to live in the short term. This is unfortunate, for,

to "adapt a phrase from Marx"a6 we need not only to know history but to
direct it. But "common sense is unequal to the task of thinking on the level

of history." Worse, it tends to refuse the long-term insights that it needs.

Lonergan relates the implications of the "longer cycle of decline" - the social

situation deteriorates, intelligence is deemed irrelevant, and the resulting

social surd now becomes normative for all "solutions" if they are to be

"practical." Such, Lonergan believes, is the story of Western civilization.
Lonergan then begins to sketch an alternative.aT The solution cannot be

on the level of common sense, for its concem with the particular renders it
unequal to general bias. Indeed, it must - to take a second order reflective
turn - somehow make use of the very theoretical insights that Lonergan has

articulated in his account of emergent probabiliry That is to say, with Vico,

Hegel, and Marx, it must avail itself of a "practical theory of history."a8 We

are in need of a "higher viewpoint," or as we might say, a paradigm shift.
What is the higher principle? In this early chapter, Lonergan offers a

series of notes. He affirms the principle of progress which is liberty, and

so rules out a bureaucratic solution. The solution must get to the roots of
th€ principle of decline, and this is bias. Turning explicitly to social theory
Lonergan faults the methodological errors of Durkheimian sociology

ul sight,251.
(slnsight,250-51

$Insight,253.

"Insight , 257 .

Blnsight , 258.
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and positivism, and urges a truly critical human science - "a tall order"ae
Lonergan affirms that the solution must pertain to culture;

What is necessary is a cosmopolis that is neither class nor state,

that stands above all their claims, that cuts them down to size, that
is founded on the native detachment and disinterestedness of every
intelligence, that commands man's first allegiance, that implements
itself primarily through that allegiance, that is too universal to be

bribed, too impalpable to be forced, too effective to be ignored.so

Still, what is cosmopolis? Lonergan treats the question heuristically
as an algebraist solving an equation by designating it as an X, a known
unknown. Thus, cosmopolis is not a police force; it is concerned to make

operative the timely and fruitful ideas that otherwise are inoperativei it is
not a busybody; it has to protect the future against the rationalization of
abuses and the creation of myths. Above all, there "lies the almost insoluble
problem of settling clearly and exactly what the general bias is."sr Thus, a

fuller solution comes to light in the final chapter in which, having argued

for the existence of God, Lonergan poses the question of God's solution
to the problem of evll. lnsight, it transpires, is a contribution to Catholic
apologetics, and Cosmopolis, we can easily suppose is to be identified with
the church, the "sign raised aloft among the nations."s2

Lonergan, however, seems to encourage a certain ambiguity as to iust
what Cosmopolis is. My reference to Isaiah's prophery hinted at this, and

here I would like to recall a remark from Lonergan's -1946 "The Notion of
Sacrifice." Alluding to the social theory of the "eminent sociologist" Pitrim
Sorokin, Lonergan explains that "when a culture is religious, its poetry
graphic arts, and so forth, are full of symbols."53 In other words, Lonergan
is appreciative of religiously "thick" descriptions that we might discem in
the words of a prophet. Perhaps, then, the ambiguity of C/cosmopolis may
be brought out by considering that the coming of Cosmopolis, like Advent,

1'lnsight, 261 .

slrsigrf, 263. At times, however, cosmopolis is spelt with a capitat C, for example, in the
original typescript of the chaptex

5tlnsight,26M.
s?Bemard l,onergan, Early latin Theology (Toro to: University of Toronto Prest 2011), 452

Dei Filius (DS3014) also cites this text frcm Isaiah 11:2.
nEa y lttin Theology,g.
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involves three moments. The liturgical season prepares us for Christmas, a

Feast that celebrates the past event of the Nativity; it looks forward, to the

Eschaton, the Second Coming of Christ; and it encourages a new birth today

in the heart of the believer Similarly, Lonergan never discourages us from
identifying Cosmopolis with something that he regards as quite familiat
the Catholic Church. However, he also writes as il cosmopolls is unfamiliar,

after all, in Lonergan's exposition the coming of cosmopolis seems to entail

the birth of a new social theory. In the third place, however, Lonergan's

introduction of Cosmopolis constitutes an existential challenge for the

reader. By designating Cosmopolis as a known unknown, in effect, Lonergan

is planting floa the salient question in the mind of the reader for which a

response is to be made; having raised the issue of bias, the challenge is to

overcome it. Indeed, Toynbee's schema of challenge and response could not

be more relevant here. By steering the discussion to the problem of ultimate
values, Lonergan is presenting Cosmopolis as the ultimate response to the

ultimate challenge: God's solution to the problem of evil.

Moreover, Lonergan is writing quite self-consciously. He seeks not

merely to understand history but to direct it: his social theory anticipates

the very influence that he hopes it will exert. This strateSy - of taking an

unfamiliar theoretical concept such as general bias which only Lonergan

has ever articulated, and publishing it so that, by becoming accepted,

social change may be brought about - presupposes on Lonergan's part,

a recognition of something like Baert's second order reflection. In fact,

Lonergan had implied as much, for in developing what he was to think of

as a new paradigm in economic theory in the 1940s, and in considering the

causes of economic exchange (what is it that makes a person buy or sell?),

Lonergan announces that "we dismiss the causes of decisions to exchange,

with one exception."a

That exception is obvious. Economic science itself has to exert an

influence on decisions to exchange. Otherwise it cannot be an applied

science in a democracy, but only the applied science of a national

Iaboratory in which a dictator Presides, commissars rule, and a secret

police ensures laboratory conditions.55

sB€rnard Irnergan, Fot a Ne,, Political Economy (foronto: University of Toronto Press,

1998),30.
$Fot a Ne/, Politictl Ecofiofiy, n.
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Indeed, drawing on the sociologist George Simmel, from 1962 Lonergan
will frequently refer to the phenomenon of die Wndung zur ldee, the "shift
to the idea." This is the "tendency and even necessity of every large social,
cultural, or religious movement to reflect on itself, to define its goals, to scru-
tinize the means it employs or might employ, to keep in mind its origins, its
past achievements, its failures."s6 Primarily Lonergan tends to apply this to
theology, taken as a reflection on religion, which nonetheless has an influ-
ence on religion, but he will illustrate the idea in the history of law,57 military
theory,58 economics (mercantilism),se and politics (democratic theory).@

Let us now turn to the structure of the human good, in which we
may discem Lonergan's approach to the question of structure and agency.

Lonergan worked the structure from 1943, adjusting and finessing his ideas

for over thirty yea rs.61 Method in Theolosy presents a grid. Here, the rows and
columns are labeled, and the word "mediation" (that Lonergan had used in
1962) has been added in the third column:6'z

Lonergan presents this structure in the sixth section of the second

chapter, that is, after presenting his "turn to the subiect" (a first chapter
on "transcendental method") along with the amplifications regarding
(the development o0 skills, (the development o0 feelings, (the principle
of such development, namely) the notion of value, (the fruit of such

*Bernard Lonergan,,4 Second Collection lLondoni DatoIL Longman & Todd, 1974), 159.
57 Early l4,,rks in Theologic\l Method I, 539.
sEatly lr'hrks in Theological Method I, 679 .

\ePhilosophical and Theologiul Papers 1958-1954, 207 .
6E1r y lihtks in Theological Method l,2fi.
6:See Christopher Friel, "The Evolution of Lonergan's Strucfure of the Human Good,,,

Heythtop !4, 
^o. 

5 (207311 7 4.
6'1Method in Theolory , 48.
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moral development, namely) the iudgment of value, and (a preliminary
discussion on one aspect of the fulfil1ment for which such development
is the capacity, namely) beliefs. The "structure of the human good,"

I would say, represents a return to the object even as the later Parts of
lzsigftt complete the earlier chapters that turn to the subject. We have here

a contribution to social ontology.
The structure is actually three dimensional, as becomes clear when the

following section is discussed. Obviously, the rows and columns indicate

two dimensions, x and y respectively. However, even here Lonergan's

subtlety might be missed. The idea, however, may be captured if we

follow both the later (post-1968) and early (1962) presentation. From 1968,

when Lonergan introduces his structure, he tends to begin by establishing

the intemal relations between the terms in cells .A.1, 42, and A4. Here we

have individual development or change (Robinson Crusoe picks a berry
for example) - agenry. Lonergan then continues to explain the relations

between ,{3 and 83. lmplied is the link between this row and column,
because "largely, operating is cooperating." This is more exPlicit in 1962.

That is, Lonergan begins by relating the terms of column 1, 2, and 3. So, for
example, when an infant learns a language, a particular mother tongue will
be socially mediated. "In virtue of the social mediation of the human good,

operation becomes cooperation, acquired habits are matched by institutions,
and orientations are matched by personal or interpersonal relations."6 In

other words, Lonergan's x-dimension apprehends agency within socially
mediated structure. Lonergan may have thought that the point was obvious

and so not needing explication in view of the fact that he places the socially

mediating column after the first two and before the fourth.
The grid has rows as well as columns, and so we may speak also of a

vertical, y-dimension, as Lonergan explains, the good arises on three levels.

Moreovet as the subsequent section makes clear - and as every discussion

of the human Sood in Lonergan shows - this society undergoes change,

indeed, the threefold change of progress, decline, and recovery This change,

over larger time periods, may be called the t-dimension.a

dEarly Vhrk h Theological Method 1,35. The 1968 account can be found on Pages 494-500.

"Acquired habits" later becomes "Skills."
astrictly speaking, the human good does not suffer decline, but rathet the society that

is constituted by the amalgam of the human good and the social su:rd does. l,onerBan, quite

properly, heats the question of the structurc of the human Sood and social Progress in distinct

sections.
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Lonergan's distinctive contribution lies in the vertical dimension. What
is this? It is easy to give a simple answer. Lonergan's proiect was to thematize
the "pure desire to knory'' which, for Lonergan, constitutes the foundation of
all self-transcendence. So, we can state that it is this dynamism that provides
the vertical vector. This is quite true, but what dynamic principle governs
the horizontal vector? Surely, the same answer must be given, the principle
of all self-transcendence, the pure desire to know. So, our question retums,
what exactly is the specific difference between the forces exerted in the x and
the y dimensions that Lonergan has in mind?

Let us recall that we can think of "leaming" according to two
dimensions. Imagine a sixteen-year-old student who specializes in applied
mathematics. If she is bright our Newtonian neophyte will make good
progress, and so rapidly acquire the knowledge that a genius (standing on
the shoulders of giants!) acquired with considerable labor. Her learning has

been mediated by his - if this were not so, progress in learning could not be

passed on. More generally, and as we have seen, human intelligence gives
birth to the "enormous structures" (of the technology, economy, legality,
polity, diplomacy, and so on - institutions in the "good of orde/') that
have emerged as responses to the challenges posed to communities. It is
in this sense that the "pure desire" provides a y-dimensional vector. This
"pure desire" extends to a third level (row C), one of value ("the obrect of
rational choice"65), or equivalently "cultural value" - on this level, of course,

Lonergan will situate Cosmopolis. So, it would seem, Lonergan's analysis
of Tolmbee's "challenge and response" provides an insight into the problem
of understanding the genesis of institutions (structures). I suggest, then,
that our answer lies in the fact that in the x-dimension self-transcendence
is mediated by social structures even as in the y-dimension social structures
are rnediated by self-transcendence (especially as communal challenges find
their response). Once again, Lonergan's subtlety is easy to miss (as when, for
example, we suppose that his reason for affirming that the good arises on
three Ievels may be reduced to the fact that knowing also does).

Lonergan, incidentally, is keen to recall the historical nature of our
institutions. Thus, while he did, in the context of social mediation, recall
Berger and Luckmann's Social Construction of Reality (which Lonergan
understood in terms of "belief" - the social construction of beliefl he also

$lnsight,624
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coupled this reference with a citation of Gadamer's Tra th and Method wlich
had discussed the effect of the historicaL working of tradition throughout
the years.6

Let us briefly note one possible corollary of representing the good on

three levels that, as an economist, Lonerganwas sensitive to. In characterizing

certain goods as "merely" particular, and reserving the word "value" to
a third level, Lonergan seems to distance himself from some versions of
microeconomics ("value theory"), and so may be regarded as offering an

altemative to rational choice theory. As we have seen, he held out hopes that

his own responses to economic challenges would benefit society.

In conclusion, I suggest that, as inchoate as it is, Lonergan does possess a

reasonably comprehensive social ontology that still possesses contemporary
relevance. Lonergan's social theory promises an evolutionary account of
functionality without ignoring the social surd and the influence of culture.
It is based on a profound intentionality analysis that merits attention from
interpretivists. From this basis it is able to give an original account of
social structure that: does not neglect the subject; provides an interestin8

solution to the nature of structure and agency; and can also account for the

origins of structures. Mormvet not only does it have the potential to go

beyond rational choice theory but more generally, it points the way to a
(theologically sensitive) social critique. Anticipating some post-structuralist

insights, it gives us a realist theory that does not neglect self-referentiality

and second order reflection. I would also say that, in rooting its analysis

in the fundamental structures of cognition, not only does Lonergan's social

ontology possess an astonishing coherence, but it manifests a master-class

in methodology. Of course, Lonergan was not a professional sociologist,

and his ideas (which were formulated quite early in the century) were not
translated into "middle-range" theories that would support empirically
grounded research programs. Even so, it is difficult (to adaPt a phrase from

Lonergan himsel0 not to import his "compelling genius to the problems of
this later day."

6For example, Bernard Lonergan, Philosophical and Theological Papets 1 5-19E0 Cforonto:

University of Toronto Prest 2004), 46. It is Possible that, with Bhaskar, lrnergan might have

had sidrilar res€rvations to a readin8 of Berger that would obscure the historical nature of social

constmction.
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CnnrsrrlN Srr,rrrn euo rur Souncrs or STRUcTuRES

Tuming now to this later day, I shall consider the wise, erudite, and
stimulating work of a professional sociologist, indeed, one with expertise in
the sociology of religion. Christian Smith seeks to encourage the proiect of
critical realist personalism by promoting some unfamiliar aspects of social
theory incorporating this with personalist thought (especially virtue theory)
and, as well, phenomenology which he believes may provide clarity and
insight regarding foundational issues. He affirms the reality and emergence
of persons giving us the thick description with which I opened, and
introduces the resources on which he will draw, recommending their realist,
anti-reductionist, and non-materialisfT credentials. He critically engages
some altemative forms of social theory including Berger and Luckmann,
with whom he finds a measure of agreement on condition that relativism
is eschewed, and network theory provided that the reality of the terms of
relations (persons, for examplel) are not occluded. In the final, constructive
part of the work Smith tackles the "central issue of the entire discipline ...
the notion of social structure,"s and then in subsequent chapters two further
issues that he finds closely aligned: the good (in which he finds that a neo-
Aristotelian virtue theory is "our best account") and the mystery of personal
dignity.

The heart of his social ontology is contained in his sixth chapter, "The
personal sources of social structures." As the title indicates, Smith believes
that it is the nature of persons that \ rill explain the question with which we
have tended to struggle, What actually gives rise to the social structuring of
human life? His chapter addresses five topics. First, the ontology of social
structures,6e second, the sources of structures,To third, how social strucfures
work,71 fourth, interlocking social structures,z and fifth, how does social
structural change ever happen?z

I wish to explore these topics, particularly the second. My intention

61snith, What ls a Percon? , 3'18
6ismilh, Whsl Is a Pelson? , 5.
@SjJnith, What Is i Percon?,317-29.

\trilh, Wat Is a Persofi? ,32945.
TsDlJth, lffiot ls a Percon? , 34156.
nsmillr, What ls a Person?,35745.

'Ejr.ith, What ls a Percon? , 36179 .
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will be to extract some broad lines in which Smith's account converges

with Lonergan's. Obviously, some differences are to be exPected in that

Lonergan was not giving us a fine-grained social theory even as Smith does

not enter into the intricacies of cognitional theory. I will recognize this,

and indicate some differences which, I will suggest, point to a Sreater or
lesser differentiation in two thinkers, but my chief concern is to first note

similarities. I will suggest that the "ideal type" of challenge and response

may provide a common denominator.
The first issue, then, concems the nature of social structure, "the central

theoretical concept in sociology."74 As announced, it is to critical realism

rather those theories which he has critically reviewed that Smith turns, for
social structures are real, stratified entities, as are Persons and their causal

powers. To illustrate structures, Smith offers a series of concrete examples

taken from various fields including: property relations between landowners,

high school crowds, religious communities, law lobbies, management, the

military and transport. Smith discerns in them Bhaskar's insight regarding

the persistent patterns of relations in society:

What is it that makes these situations "social structural"? Common

to all of these examples and those in most theoretical approaches to

social structures are three basic features. They all involve (1) human

social relationships, (2) patterned systems comprised of parts, and, (3)

temporal durability. Thus, something is not a social structure if it does

not irvolve human social relations, is not some kind of arrangement

of ordered components, and does not entail significant stability or
continuity over time.75

Smith then proceeds to put some flesh on his definition, noting
that these durable patterns of human social relations are generated and

reproduced through social interactions and accumulated and transformed

historically over time. He draws attention to the material basis of such

bodily practices, and the way that they are defined by culturally meaningful

cognitive categories, motivated in part by normative and moral valuations

and guides, and controlled and reinforced by regulative sanctions which

therefore promote cooperation and conformity and discourage resistance

Tf.t ilh, Wat ls a Person?,317

^Srrilh, Whal ls a Petson? , 322
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and opposition. Among the several points that he makes, Smith stresses

that for "social structures to be and do what they are and how they operate
presupposes the activity of personal human agents of exactly the sort I am
theorizing in this book."76

Tuming to the second topic, the genesis of social structures, Smith
asks, What brings social structures into being and why? He has found
no satisfactory answer to this question, but goes on to claim that c tical
realist personalism has one. It "points us toward the natural capacities and
limitations of human persons and the creative tensions that arise between
them."z Smith's metaphor for this creative tension is interesting, "Human
social life, I suSgest. is the magma that erupts and builds up, so to speak,
at the fault lines where natural human capacities meet and grind against
and over natural human limitations."^ Here I would like to suggest that an
altemative metaphor of a response surmounting a challenging barrier is not
too distant from his general idea-

Smith explains how "social structures emerge from the confrontation of
human capacities and limitations." On the one hand, there is a principle of
transcendence, so to speak. Human capacities "propel persons into world-
engaging activities ofbodily action, subjective experience, moral evaluation,
material fabrication, and social interaction."D On the other hand, this
encounters a principle of limitation - the many natural limitations of human

Persons.

In order to continue to live out life as the kind of creatures they are -
that is, as persons - humans work to develop a variety of solutions,
tools, practices, procedures, and systems that nurture and advance
their natural capacities, given the facts of their natural limitations.
Some of these are material, others are cognitive and affective, and yet
others are relational. In all cases, a central accomplishment of personal
existence on behalf of capacities over limitations is the overcoming of a
variety of forms of loss, discontinuity, instability, unpredictability, and
disruption. The Iatter - which are directly tied to human capacities and
finitude - not only make life instrumentally inefficient and sometimes

7$fijth, What Is a Person? ,329
vslr.rth, lhat ls o Person? , 331
zsmilh, What Is o Petson? , 33'l
vsfiith, Wat Is a Pefion? , 339
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impossibte but also obstruct Personal existence, the achievement of
robust personhood.e

Recalling his definition of a person, "a conscious, reflexive, embodied,

self-transcending center of subrective experience, durable identity, moral

commitment, and social communication who - as the efficient cause of

his or her own responsible actions and interactions - exercises complex

capacities for agency and intersubjectivity in order to develop and sustain

his or her own incommunicable self in loving relationships with other

personal selves and with the nonPersonal world," Smith finds that it is

"the natural drfue toward t sustained and thriaing personal lile broadly - more

so than motivations for, say, material advantage, relational dominance, or

ontological security more exclusively - when confronted with our natural

limitations, ,ftot Senerates social structures out of human existence."sr This point

is illustrated by a consideration of the multiple needs that are met in the

family, and Smith then Seneralizes the insight to other social structures. As

I have suggested, this idea, roughly, is that structures are the resPonses to

personal challenges. After all, were there no limitations, there could be no

challenges, and were there no transcendence, there could be no response.

What is certain is that Smith foregrounds the way that his account "brings in

a sense of moral orientation, identity concerns, embodied action, and even

spiritual experience, which some of those theories tend to discount or ignore

in various ways."3'?

Rather than reproduce the rich quality of Smith's answer to the third

question, How do structures work?, I shall simPly try to convey the general

idea. Roughly, it is that institutional structures tend to oPerate in society

the way a habit operates h an individual. Thus we tend to "8o with the

flora/' like ice-skaters who arrive late at the rink; we bow to the peer Pressure

in a way that encourages conformity; we find the status quo too costly

(in material terms, for example) to change; we buy into the conventional

wisdom of the ways that things are and always have been; our bodily

routines ,ust continue on automatic Pi.lot; we feel upon our shoulders the

weight of historical tradition making its Presence felt, and so on. Smith notes

fiilh, what Is a Person? , 339
stir il,l., Whnt ls a Persor?, 340 (emPhas€s in ori8inal)
esr:..ilh, Whol Is a Percon? , U5.
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some affinities with Gidden's "duality of structure," and also, Bourdieu's
genetic structuralism.s

The fourth point regards the interlocking nature of social structures,
for what we call societies "consist of massive conglomerations of distinct
but tightly linked social structures in larger structural environments."&
There are many kinds of social structures, for example, familial, political,
economic/ residential, racial, occupational, educational, gender, friendship,
and so on. He describes the elements of any social structure as "hooked up"
with the elements of other structures, "like Velcro," and he proceeds to give
a rich description of school financing to illustrate what the hooks look like.
Smith is able to convey with some insight the gridlock that militates against
change even as "all engines are running and everyone wants to morre, no
vehicle is able to move farbecause no other vehicle is able to move far."35 The
idea stands in comparison with Lonergan's notion of the "good of order,"
comprising of a series of institutions which may become dysfunctional
as per an economic depression. Smith will allude to the "horizontal and
vertical" nature of the grid, where the terms are taken from commerce - the
vertically integrated firm will own businesses dealing with all aspects of
serving coffee, from the "chic caf6 in the upscale coffee mall at the top" to
the "coffee plantation at the bottom," and once again he illustrates his point
concretely (from the field of education). Horizontal integration involves
the interconnection of social structures that serve "similar functions or that
operate on similar levels of scale or authority."e The point is illustrated from
the free-market religious economy that he gave as an example at the start
of this chapter.sT Having provided such rich descriptions of the multiple
nature of such hooks, Smith gives us an insight into the challenges that face
someone who would seek to change society. Surely drawing on intimate
knowledge of the field, Smith provides a particularly brilliant illustration
of a liberation theologian seeking to change exploitative labor relations in a
Central American country and the many difficulties that he or she faces.s

s1sr ilh, What Is a Person?,356-
?aslrulh, What Is a Person? , 357 .

s€.trith, lhaf ls a Person?,359.
s.smith, Whal ls a Person? , 360.
vgmith, Wat ls a Percon? , 360.
ssmith, Wlut Is a Pelson?,362-(4
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Still, the contiguous nature of such structures also affords the possibility of
change, the topic of the final section.

How does social structural change ever happen? Smith gives a

heterogeneous aggregate of factors, "including purely exogenous shocks

like natural disasters" and as well "(1) establishing new or terminating old
relations between groups, (2) alterations in the basic cognitive cateSories

that constitute structures, (3) changes in flows of material resources or
bearings of relevant expressive material objects, (4) modifications of moral

and normative orders implicated in structures and emotional reactions to

the violation of established moral or normative beliefs, (5) the weakening of
sanctions that police conformity to structural expectations and imperatives,
(6) decreases in the intractability of dispersed interaction processes, and
(7) disruptions of normal reiterated body practices and collective activity
currents. Rarely do changes in onJ.y one of these factors transform social

structures."P
Contingency, then, rather than empirical regularity plays its Part, but

Smith counsels that we should try to descriptively establish "the various

constituent elements operative in any specfic case of a structured event or
outcome in question, identifying the underlying causal mechanisms that
sustain the structure, analyzing hou/ the elements and mechanisms work
together to produce the relevant events and outcomes, and, if appropriate,
identifying forces of agency and structure that operate to generate social

structural change."That is to say, we are to embrace a critically realist (as

opposed to positivist) notion of explanation.eo

Let us take in the trajectory of Smith's argument. Commencing with
graphic, concrete examples taken from human experience, Smith nonetheless

does not remain on the experiential level. His sociological imagination is
informed by wonder, and his desire to understand bears fruit in conception

and )udgement - structures are real, stratified entities. The quest for insight

persists, What brings such structures into beirrg? The question finds an

answer in the nature of the limited and self-transcending Person, that is, we

find the origins of structures in something akin to "challenge and response."

From this basis Smith builds. But the analysis is quite concrete, and so in
the tightly meshed social situation we find that the good is not without evil.

However, a further question can be discerned, How can we respond to the

rnith, Whal Is a Person? ,3n-78.
\mith, What ls a Percon?,379.
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challenge of evil and separate the wheat from the tares? Social theory has

been weighed in the balance and found wanting, but Smith has sketched

an altemative. In the conclusion of his work Smith will urge that sociology
should avail itself of critically realist personalism. In view of the nature of
the challenge, such a response is well worth the cost.

CHenrNcr eNo RsspoNlsr

I have argued for a convergence between two kinds of critical realism. I
have done so by recommending the pattern of "challenge and response" as a

hermeneutic key that can unlock both Lonergan's chapter on common sense

as object, and the centerpiece of Lonergan's social ontology, the structure of
the human good. I have argued that Christian Smith, too, in his inquiry about
the origin of social structures arrives at a very similar conclusion, reading
his volcanic eruption that arises as limitation clashes with transcendence

in these terms. I think, then, that here we have two instances of what a

cognitional theorist would call an "insight."
Moreover, if I am on the right lines then it seems that by explicating

his question as Smith does, we can appreciate a little better what Lonergan

was up to. It would seem that in his seventh chapter Lonergan was already

proposing an answer to the question that Smith finds neglected, namely,

What is the origin of social structures? I speculated that a neat answer may

be discemed in the two dimensions of the grid that Lonergan worked on

for over thirty years. Briefly, the horizontal (x) axis indicates a dynamism
whereby self-transcendence is mediated by social structures,/institutions,
and the vertical (y) axis indicates the dynamism whereby social structures

are mediated by self-transcendence. Thus Lonergan tries to capture an

insight both into the relations between structure and agency, and also the

way that agency brings about structures.

From this vantage point we can discern the specific difference of
Lonergan's method. He gives us an analysis that endeavors to apprehend key

explanatory variables. His obiect is not, at first, the social situation, but the

concrete and intelligible reality that he came to call "the human good." That
is, he prescinds from the social surd - thou8h not the third level of cultural
value: in building what I have called a social ontology Lonergan attends to

something that is simultaneously less and more than the social. He is, of
course, very concerned with the social surd, and although I did not reference
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erBemard Lonergan, Surylefiefit ofl the Incatnate [ 
't 

rd (unpublished material).
ePhilosophical and Theological Papen 1958-1964, 7A) .

'3Here s€e Robert M. Doran, Theology and the Dialectics of History (Toronto: UniveNity of
Toronto Press, 1990).

qEatly 
lrilDt*s in Theological Method 1,256.

'thristian Smith and Robert Woodberry, "Sociology of Religion," in Judith Blau (ed.), IIte
Blacknell Comrynion to So.ioio8y (Cambridge: Blackwell, 2001).

it, we can note here that some of Lonergan's interesting contributions to
social ontology remain unpublished. Thus, in his Supplement to the Iflcatnate

Wrd, Lonergan gives us an interesting account of social. redemption. The

good on three levels (particular goods, goods of order, cultural values) is
set over and against particular evils, "evils of order," and cultural evils. One

facet of Lonergan's discussion regards the way that good may be brought
out of evil - particular evils provide a challenge and a response is met by
the good of order; evils of order provide a challenge that is met by cultural
value.er This is a theological perspective that is open to grace - the ultimate
response to the ultimate challenge.

In contrast, Smith's methodology is more concrete and synthetic. As I have

gestured, it is redolent with "thick" descriptions taken from contemporary
American culture. It is informed by the sociological imagination even as

Lonergan's methodology is informed by the soteriological imagination.

It has, I think, certain advantages over Lonergan's approach for it lends

itself better to empirical research (in some respects). Of course, Lonergan's

approach has certain advantages too, as he may have supposed. Thus, he

was perfectly happy to praise the brilliant theories of development that

he found in Jean Piaget while noting that the "grand blocks" that he drew
up were more appropriate for his purposes.e2 Here we may underline
the significance, for Lonergan, of the relations between theology and the

dynamics of history'q3 - it did not escape Lonergan that in his epic study of
history Toynbee eventually came to appreciate the dynamic and transforming

role of religion.q Obviously, Smith is not blind to this reality. Indeed, in a

contribution to the sociology of religion he begins by noting the sea change

of Peter Berger regarding the secularization thesis.es However, it might not
be amiss to recall the eventful life of Pitrim Sorokin. In his childhood travels

with his father painting religious icons in pre-revolutionary Russia, he

acquired a profound sensitivity to the power of symbols, and the importance

of mystery that was to inform his sociology. Interestingly, Baert (who is not

overtly attuned to religious issues) concludes his work on twentieth-century
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social theory by noting how, "confronted with the collapse of the Soviet
Union, several ethnic groups started to reflect on their lost culture, language,
and political economy, and tried to revitalize these. This example shows the
extent to which collective reflection of the second order often goes together
with a s),rnbolic reconstruction of the past."e6

Baert, we recall, faults critical realism on these grounds. With its naivety,
its lack of self-referentiality, its quotidian preference for the familiar, and its
absence of self-reflection, he feels that it has had its day. I have suggested
that Lonergan may help the critical realist respond to this challenge. Thus,

although one may find about two hundred references to "understanding"
in the first two hundred pages of IMat Is a Person? , we find no explicit
thematization of just what it is to understandeT - but it is to this unfamiliar
task that Lonergan invites us. One benefit of taking up this invitation is
that in appropdating the act of insight we are presented not only the act

that Aquinas believed perfectly demonstrated the power and nature of the

soul,es but also the act that as Lonergan also explains is the prototype of
all emergence.e And although Smith frequently insists that reflection is
definitive of personhood, we seem to find in the dozens of places in which
it is alluded to, that such reflection is only ever of Baert's "first order" As
we have seen, with his sensitivity to Simmel's shift to the idea, Lonergan's

methodology is not so vulnerable to the post-structuralist critique. This may
point us in the direction of a foundational methodology of which Smith
seems unaware.l00

To sum up, I began with a contemporary, comprehensive introduction
to social theory that suggested that critical realism was being superseded:
because it did not do justice to "second order reflection," its claims to
transformation were pretentious. I gave an exposition of Bhaskar's

achievement, noting his affinity with Lonergan in seeking a scientific,
normative social critique. I then showed how Lonergan's sociology takes as

its point of departure the scheme of challenge and response and suggested

that this enables Lonergan to discern the origins of social structure, or more

e6Baerl, Social Theory, 206.

'qBut see Smith, I{l,af Is a Person? , 22n30.
$Summa Theologine, 7 .88.2.ad. 3.
elnsight, 506.
roFor a careful statement of the sense in which Lonergan can be regarded as a foundationalist,

see Michael H. Mccarthy, The Ctisis of Philosopiy (New York: SUNY Press, 1990).
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acorately, the structue of human good. In this heuristic device, Lonergan

has a general category that opens up to the ultimate question of challenge

and response - in my presentation I also read Lonergan as anticiPating

Baert's challenges on second order reflection. This account set the context

for my reading of Smith's inquiry into the origin of social structures. I found
his solution in the tension of limitation and transcendence in human persons

consonant with Lonergan's. My purpose was to reflect on the resPective

methodologies of the two critical realists and to argue that in many ways

they may complement one another. Bernard Lonergan and Christian Smith

formulated similar social ontologies in response to similar challenges.
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THE REALISM OF CHRISTIAN SMITH'S
"CRITICAL REALIST PERSONALISM"

Elizabeth Murray

lnyola Marymount Unioersity

Los An gel os, Calif o rnia

D orH cHRrsrrAN sM rrH and Bernard Lonergan refer to their positions

Jl as "critical realism." Lonergan developed his philosophic position of
U cincal realism in his work lnsight: A Study of Human llnderstanding

(1957). Christian Smith introduces a sociologicaI approach he calls "critical
realist personalism" in his innovative work lMaf ls a Person?: Rethinking
Humanity, Social Life,and the Moral Good from the Person Up (2010).Thebrand of
critical realism thatunderpins Smith'saccount is not the philosophic position
advanced by Lonergan half a century earlier. As Smith acknowledges,
"Critical realism is a postpositivist and Post-Winchean philosophy of
(social) science that was expressed originally in the form I appropriate
here by the British philosopher Roy Bhaskar.. ." Bhaskar argued for a

revolutionary "transcendental realism" later called "critical realism" in his A
Realist Theory of Science ('1975).1The question arises iust what is meant by the
critical realism that Smith employs as the foundation of his approach to the
social sciences; and in what sense is that metaphysical ground critical. The
following contribution is a limited dialectical examination along the lines

'Bhaskaioffers the followinS explanation for how he came to use the term "critical realism"
for his philosophy: "I had called my general philosophy of science 'transcendental realism' and
my special philosophy of the human sciences 'critical naturalism.' Cradually people started
to elide the two and refer to the hybrid as 'critical realism.' It struck me that there were good
reasonsnot to demur at the mongrel. For a start, Kant had styled his transcendental idealism the
'critical philosophy.' Transcendental realism had as much right to the title of critical realism."
Se€ his Reclrtrning Realily (London and New York: Verso, 1989), 190; cited in Andrew Colliet
Critical Realisfi: Afi lfitroductiofi to Roy Bhaskat's Philosophy (Lo donand New York Verso,1994),
xiinl- Whether Bhaskar's so-aalled transcendental realism has the right to be called 'critical'is
precisely the point of contention in this paper.

O 2015 Elizabeth Murrav
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of Lonergan's method of metaphysics into the critical realism of Bhaskar,

which underlies Christian Smith's approach.

In chapter '14 of lnsight Lonergan develops a dialectical metaphysical
method, a method of philosophy. He introduces the key terms "positional"
and "counterpositional" to designate criteria by which to assess the various
philosophic standpoints in the contemporary phiiosophic scene and in the

history of philosophy. According to Lonergan, a philosophy or a philosophic
pronouncement is positional:

On the other hand, a philosophy or a philosophic pronouncement is

counterpositional "if it contradicts one or more of the basic positions."3 After
defining these basic terms, Lonergan designates the central dialectical task of
philosophic method as developing positions and reversing counterpositions.
The second half of this chapter consists of demonstrations of his method

of metaphysics in action. Lonergan critiques various deductive methods,

the method of universal doubt, various forms of empiricism, and finally
commonsense eclecticism.

In this papex I am limiting my aim to identifying the foundational
elements of Bhaskar's critical realism, informing Smith's critical realist

personalism, that contradict the position as outlined by Lonergan.

Identification is the first step in reversing a counterposition. I will show that
even though Lonergan, Bhaskar, and Smith following Bhaskar, use the term
"critical realism" they mean quite different things by it. In light of Lonergan's

critique of various methods of metaphysics, especially empiricism, it will
become clear that Bhaskar's realism is not critical but, what Lonergan would
call, naive and dogmatic. Inasmuch as Smith affirms the critical realism of

(1) if the real is the concrete universe of being and not a subdivision of
the "already out there now"; (2) if the subject becomes known when

it affirms itself intelligently and reasonably and so is not known yet

in any prior "existential" state; and (3) if objectivig is conceived as a

consequence of intelligent inquiry and critical reflection, and not as a

property of vital anticipation, extroversion, and satisfaction.2

'?Bemard LoneBan, Insight: A Study of Hunan Understanding O95n, vol. 3 of the Collected
Works of Bemald lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran Cforonto: University
of Toronto Press, 192), 413.

,Insight , 413.
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Roy Bhaskar as foundational for his own approach to the social sciences, it
behooves us to outline the latter's fundamental ontology.a

Surrn's Cxrrrcar REALrsr PERsoNALTsM

Before we take up an analysis of Bhaskar's thought, it should be noted
just how innovative and valuable Smith's new approach of critical realist
personalism promises to be. With his appropriation of Bhaskar's realism

that is critical of Humean, positivist empiricism on the one hand and of
postmodern constructivism on the other, he develops a scientific worldview
that posits reality as stratified and complex, and so contra materialist
reductionism. He adopts a view of open systems, of multilevel scientific
fields that allows for a notion of emergence. As he explains:

The combination or interaction of two or more phenomena at one

level often gives rise through errergence to new phenomena at a higher
level, which possess characteristic properties and capacities that are

irreducible to their constituent parts at the lower level from which they
emerged.s

In addition, the reality of causation is affirmed. He retrieves causation

as proper subject matter for the sciences by jettisoning Hume's empiricism.
With his well-known billiard ball example, Hume argued that we never

actually experience causaliry so we must be content with mere beliefs about
how things happen based on our perception of the constant conjunction of
events. This argument of Hume's famously au/oke Kant from his "dogmatic
slumbers" and inspired him to write his hrst Critique. In contrast, Smith
simply asserts the reality of causation without contending with Hume's
ar8ument. He states that "Humean skepticism about and redefinition of
causation is interesting but misguided," but he does not proffer a reason

why it is misguided.5 He advises that scientific inquiry ought to be concerned
with causal relations rather than with the regularity of observable events,

but he does not explain how we can know these causal relations, which we

€hristian Smith, !v7,, t ls a Per.an?: Rethinking Hunanity, Social LiJe, ofid the Motul Good ftorn
the Percon Up (Chicago and lrndon: The University of Chicago Press, 2010),90-91.

T.mith, What ls a Person? ,95-
$,trtith, What Is a Percon? ,95.
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do not observe. "Again," Smith adds, "the focus is more on the nature of
the real than on the events of the empirical."T I suspect that the nahre of

the real was also of concem for both Hume and Kant, but they recognized

the need to take up the preliminary problem of cognition by which we

might arrive at the real. Importantly, Smith does not limit reality to what
is observable or accessible to sense perception. He accePts that "reality can

be nonmaterial."s This not only allows the subiect matter of contemporary

physics to be investigated and treated as real, for example, quarks, vibrating

strings, and n-dimensions; it also allows dimensions of the social world,

hitherto largely neglected by positivistic social scientists, to be scientifically

studied and treated as real, for example, meaning and values. By reiecting

positivist presumptions, he is also able to overcome the specious fact/value

divide and to conceive of the social sciences as critically engaging the world
in "normative, prescriptive, and moral terms."e

This brings us to perhaps the most valuable aspect of Smith's approach,

his personalism. He draws on a number of well-known personalist thinkers

in developing his notion of personalism including Maritain, Polanyi,

Woityla, Schmitz, and Taylor. The cenEal principle of his approach is that

"Human beings are persons."lo He defines a person as the following:

A conscious, reflexive, embodied, self-transcending center of
subjective experience, durable identiry moral commitment, and social

communication who - as the efficient cause of his,/ her own responsible

actions and interactions - exercises complex capacities for agency and

intersubiectivity in order to sustain his or her own incommunicable

self in loving relationships with other personal selves and with the

nonpersonal world,rl

He agrees with Taylor that to provide an adequate account of Persons it
is indispensable to speak in terms of morality, values, and human digniryl'?

And in line with the principles of his critical realism, he avers that even

Tstiith, Wh t k a Peten?, .

qslrilh, what Is o Percon? 96.

\rnllh, Whrt ls a Person?,93.
t9s,,j.ith, Whot ls a Person? ,702.
\Sfiilh, what ls a Person? ,1o3.
tls.mith, What ls o Peren? ,107.
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though these are not tangible, they are inescapably real.

I do not so much find fault with Smith's general aims and ultimate
pronouncements, especially, when it comes to his laudable views on human
persons. This is, in my opinion, the positional aspect of Smith's thought
and it invites development. The problem is rather with how he arrives
at his principles. He indicates his starting point: "As scientists we must
presuppose the reality of that which is - it cannot be constrained by Iimits
on what is knowable."r3 I interpret him to mean by "knowable" here, given
the context of this passage, what is available to sensory observation. If he

means by "knowable" what is intelligible, then he is advocating that we
presuppose that reality is unintelligible, which would undermine the whole
enterprise of science. The initial presupposition implies an empiricist view
ofknowing. Next, he advocates a methodological procedure: "First we come
to terms vrith what we believe is, and what it is like, then we examine the
possibilities for knowing about it."14 He then articulates the ultimate aim
of science: "The point of science is to conform the shape of our minds to
the nature of reality that exists beyond (but also including) our minds."rs In
short, Smith begins with reality and then seeks to conform the human mind
to this reality. As will become clear in the discussion of Bhaskar, this aim to
"conform the shape of our minds to the nature of reality" is pre-critical and
pre-Kantian. This approach is the opposite of the tum to the subiect, the
critical moment of early modern philosophy; it is taking one's stand firmly
in reality and beginning there.

Husserl points out in T/,e Idea of Phenomenology that the problem of
cognition, how we can objectively know what is real, does not occur to one

in the natural standpoint, which is the standpoint presumed by men and
women of common sense and science:

Natural thinking in science and everyday life is untroubled by the
difficulties concerning the possibility of cognition. Plilosophical thinking

[on the other hand] is circumscribed by one's position toward the
problems concerning the possibility of cognition.r6

1 rlr1th, What Is a Persofi? ,93.
t1s.nrith, WlMt Is a Persofi? , 93.
t$mith, What Is a Percon?,94.
l6Edmund Husserl, Ifte ldea ol Phenommology, trans. W. P Alston and G. Naknikian (The

Hague: Martinus Nijhoff , "19831, 7.
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Tobe fair, Smith is writing as a sociologist not primarily as a philosopher
It is Bhaskar, as a philosopher of science, who develops the fundamental

ontology, which Smith mines for his critical realist personalism. So, let us

turn to the source and examine Bhaskar's account of critical realism.

Bn,lsxen's CnrrrcAL REALIsM

For an overview of Bhaskar's philosophy, we can consider his view of the

role of philosophy, the main aim of his philosophic work A Realist Theory

of Science, key elements of his metaphysics or ontology, and his assessment

of Hume and Kant. Bhaskar is a philosopher of science, and he conceives

the role of philosophy to be serving science; he confesses that he shares

John Locke's motives in viewing philosophy "as the under-labourer, and

occasional mid-wife, of science."rT This conception of the merely subsidiary

role of philosophy in relation to the sciences contrasts with Lonergan's view

of philosophy's relation to the sciences. As explicit metaphysics, philosophy,

for Lonergan, underlies, penetrates, and orders into an intelligible whole

all other fields of knowledge including common sense, mathematics,

the natural sciences, and the social sciences.r8 Their contrary views on

the role of philosophy, I contend, are not a function of the Presence or
absence of disciplinary humility, but rather a function of the difference in
their fundamental stands on knowing, objectivity, and the real. Bhaskar

is concemed with knowledge insofar as it is the knowledge successfully

produced by science as a social endeavor. His notion of obiectivity is what
is completely independent of the subject (of the process of knowing); it is
the facts of reality that are out there already. His view of reality, briefly, is

the things and structures that exist independently of us, to which scientific

activity provides access.le This elevation of science over philosophy aligns

Bhaskar's metaphysics v/ith commonsense eclecticism's unquestioning

belief in science.2o But, we will see that his Position is largely a brand of
empiricist metaphysics with characteristics of deductivist methods.

The aim of Bhaskar's maior work A R ealist Theory of Scierce is to develoP

a systematic realist account of science as a comprehensive altemative to

'7Roy Bhaskar, A Rcolbt Theory of Scier.e (1975) (London: veEo, 1997), 10

t8lnsight, 417 .

rqBhaskar, A Realist Iiaory of Sciefice, 9.

rBhaskar, A Realist lieory ol kience,442.
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the positivism that has dominated the sciences since Hume.21 His realist
account is an ontology consisting of three realms and three basic kinds
of objects. The three realms are the real, the actual, and the empirical;
the real encompasses the actual and the empirical, and in turn the actual
encompasses the empirical. The three kinds o{ objects are mechanisms,
events, and experiences.22 By "mechanisms" Bhaskar basically means the
powers of things: "the generative mechanisms of nature, which provide the
real basis of causal laws . . . is nothing other than a way of acting of things."4
Mechanisms, events, and experiences are all real, events and experiences
may also be actual, and experiences may also be empirical. The empirical
refers to what we have experienced, the actual refers to all the phenomena

and events that have occurred including what we have experienced, and
the real refers to the generative mechanisms and causal structures that give
rise to the actual and the empirical. The real also includes mechanisms and
structures that have the unrealized potential to give rise to the actual and the

empirical. Thus, the real as comprising already operating mechanisms and
structures and the potentialities of these mechanisms is a broader, or deeper,

category than the actual, and hence, the empirical.
As Frank Pearce points out, the meaning of these metaphysical concepts

is somewhat slippery in Bhaskar's works. The exact modal status of events
for Bhaskar is particularly difficult to sort out:

Bhaskar writes "The world consists of mechanisms and not events,"
but then in the next sentence he adds, "Such mechanisms combine to
generate the flux of phenomena that constitute the actual states and
happenings in the world." It is hard to see what events are if not "states

and happenings." Later lin A Realist Theory of Science] in a discussion
of the nature of"scientific laws" he states that "for these features to be
possible the world must be composed of agents." Does he mean by this
that agents alone are essential?2a

'?rBhaskar, A Redlisl f/leory of Scie ce,12
zBhaskar provides a helpful chart depicting the logical relation of these categoriesi see

page 73 ot A Realist Theory of Science. Smith appropriates Bhaskar's metaphysical catego es in
the development of his c tical realist personalism.

sBhaskat A Realis, Th eory of Sciefice, 57.

'zaFrank Pearce, "Bhaskar's Critical Realism: An Appreciative Introduction and a Friendly
Critique," in C/iti.a/ Realisfi afid the Social Sciences: Hetercdox Elabolatlofis, ed. Jon Frauley and
Frank Pearce (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2007), 50-51 .

Murray: The Realism of Christian Smith
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In the above passage, if we understand by "world" what Bhaskar calls

t}.e "real," Pearce has indeed unearthed a difficulty. Bhaskar designates

initially in his ontological chart that the real consists of mechanisms, events,

and experiences. But, here he claims that events are not a part of the real;

they are only actual, not real or experienced. So, the ontological status of
events is left unresolved. It seems to make more sense in Bhaskar's scheme

to categorize events (and experiences for that matter) as only actual rather

than real and potential. And, apparently this is what he is asserting when

he writes that "the world must be composed of agents."5 If we again take

"world" here to mean the real, "a8ent" refers to the underlying, non-actual,

and non-empirical, mechanisms of things, which generate the actual and

the empirical objects. As the source of generation of the actual and the

empirical, a mechanism acts as a causal agent in the Aristotelian sense of the

efficient cause of change. For Bhaskar the "enduring and continually active

mechanisrns of nature that produce the phenomena of the world" are deeper

metaphysical structures than actual events and experiences, and, as such,

are properly real.26 Pearce observes:

There seems here an implicit belief that whatever produces the

component parts of the things that together constitute a particular level

of phenomena is more basic than the interactions between these things

and their emergent properties, which seems to imply that deeper levels

are more real than more accessible levels.27

Basically for Bhaskar, the less empirical and actual a metaphysical

element is, the more fundamental and real it is. I do not take this to be in

conflict with his affirmation of reality as allowing emergence on multi-
levels. Rather it expresses his valuation of these objects and realms in terms

of their importance in his metaphysics.

Bhaskar's philosophy of science is based on the conception of a "world
without men"'?3 Not only is such a state of affairs intelligible and possible, it is

necessary to the very meaning of science that we consider reality as carrying

EBhaskar, A Realisf Th eory of Science, 1@ .

bBhaskar, A Renlist Theory of Scie ce,47.

'?7Pearce, "Bhaskar's Critical Realism," 51

}Bhaskar, A Rezlist Ih eory of Science, 47.
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on without human involvement or knowledge.' If there were not a reality
existing independently of any subiects, there would notbe that against which
scientific theories are measured, revised, and developed. (Wewill take up this
implicit notion of objectivity as counterpositional below.) For Bhaskar there
are two kinds of obiects of science - transitive and intransitive. Transitive
obiects are the cumulative products of scientific activilr, which serve as

material or stockpile for future scientific investigations, formulations, and
revisions. An intransitive object of science, on the other hand, is "the real
structure or mechanism that exists and acts quite independently of men and
the conditions which allow men access to it."r

Related to this distinction of transitive and intransitive obiects is

Bhaskar's formulation of the "epistemic fallacy" that "statements about
being can always be transposed into statements about our knowledge of
being."3r To commit this fallacy, in his eyes, leads to a dissolution of an

obiective world independent of epistemological scaffolding. Rather, he aims

in his work to establish that scientific activity necessitates that the obiects

of science are intransitive; that is, they exist independently of our knowing
or even of our being. Bhaskar finds both Humean positivists and Kantians,

among others, to be guilty of the epistemic fallary. A. J. Ayer, for example,
commits it when he argues that if a proposition is not empirically verifiable
or a tautology, it is meaningless. Kant commits the fallary when he argues, in
the context of transcendental theology, that the categories of understanding
"allow only of empirical employment and have no meaning whatsoever

when not applied to objects of possible experiencei that is to the world of
sense."r2 In these illustrations of the epistemic fallacy, however, I find neither
Ayer nor Kant supposing that things are the way they are simply because

of how we experience or think them to be. Rather, in both examples, the

philosophers are asserting something about the process and limitation
of knowing and meaning, not about the nature of reality as dependent

on or formed by our knowing. Nevertheless for Bhaskar, one is guilty of
committing the epistemic fallacy whenever one supposes that things are

the way they are because of how we think about them or come to know
lBhaskar, A Realis, Iheory ol Science,48.
TBhaskar, A Realrst lrreory ol science,'17.
3'Bhaskat A Realisf Treory of Science,16.
IBhaskar, A Realisf Tfteory of Science, 37. See A. J. Ayer, lang age, Truti Logic (New York:

Dover Publications, 1952), 33-45; and Immantel Kaat, Critique ol P /e Reason, trans. Norman
Kemp Smith (New York St. Martin's Press, 1965\,8.724.
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them. Bhaskar's aim in exposing the epistemic fallacy is to establish that the

structures and ways of acting of things (intransitive objects) exist and act

independently of thought.3
Being guilty of the epistemic fallacy is not the only inadequacy of

Humean positivists and of Kantians for Bhaskar The aim of his work A
Realist Theory ol Science is not only positive, to develop an ontology adequate

to the reality of science; it is also negative in that he wishes to overturn the

empiricist realism that has dominated the sciences since Hume. He wishes

to dismantle positivistic principles that have skewed and unnecessarily

restricted the pursuit of science. Bhaskar argues for intransitive causal laws

that are enduring features ofreal mechanisms in place of Hume's observable,

constant coniunction of events, which tie causal laws to closed systems. To

establish open systems, Bhaskar conceives of causal laws as universal and

non-empirical, that is, as intransitive. This move grounds the conception of
a"natural necessity'' that is independent of human activiry The affirmation of
open systems and intransitive causal laws establish a realism that is opposed

to positivistic mechanistic determinism and materialist reductionism.g

In his metaphysical system Bhaskar attempts to synthesize two trends

in the philosophy of science that challenge positivistic principles. The first
trend, represented by such thinkers as Kuhn, Popper, Feyerabend, Toulmin,

and Polanyi, emphasizes the social nature of science, and focuses on scientific

change (revision) and development.The second trend, represented by such

thinkers as Scriven, Hanson, Hesse, and Harr6, emphasizes explanation and

prediction, and focuses on the role played by models in scientific thought.
Bhaskar reports that his new synthesis has been hailed (by his colleague

Harr6) as a "Copernican Revolution" in the philosophy of science.$

Accordingly, he considers his philosophic position to be not iust critical of
past philosophies but actually revolutionary and he names his brand of
realism "transcendental realism." He considers his transcendental realism
not only to be the overthrow of empiricist, positivist realism, but also to be

the dialectical answer to Kantian transcendental idealism.
Kant famously was challenged by Hume's argument against our

experience ofcausality, but he was not content to settle for Hume's skepticism,

3tBhaskaL A Reolisl Thcory ol Science ,'250.
son the question oI human freedom, see Bhaskar, A Realist Theory of Science, 712, 117; orr

reductionism, see 115-116.
sBhaskar, A Rralist Tfte1ry of Science,9-
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in part because of his admiration for the advances of modern science. So, he

wrote the Critique of Pure Reason in order to answer the question: What are
the necessary conditions for the possibility or our knowledge of experience?
In other words, what must the human mind be like in order for us to have
knowledge? Bhaskar, arguably even more enamored with the advances of
science, asks the question: What must the world be like for science to be
possible?36 He calls this question "transcendental"; however, the question
merely masquerades as transcendental inasmuch as it copies the structure
of Kant's basic question. Kant's definition of the "transcendental" belies
Bhaskar's characterization of his question as transcendental. Kant writes:

I entitle trqnscendentcl all knowledge which is occupied not so much
with objects as with the mode of our knowledge of objects in so far as

this mode of knowledge is to be possible a priori.37

Moreover, the transcendental realist argues, this is not just a dogmatic
metaphysical belief; but rather a philosophical position presupposed
by key aspects of the social activity of science, whose intelligibility
the transcendental idealist cannot thus, any more than the empiricist,
sustain.3s

*Bhaskar, A Realist Theory of Scietce, 23.
slmmanuel Kant, C/itique ol P re Reason, Ajl'l-12,59
sBhaskar, /4 Rsalrsf lli eory of Science,26.

As we have seen above, Bhaskar's realism insists on focusing on the
metaphysical objects he has conceived, on the intransitive, enduring,
independently real mechanisms and structures, and adamantly not on
prior epistemological questions of how the mind constitutes such obiects.

Bhaskar's realism is not transcendental but dogmatic, even though he

explicitly denies that his approach is dogmatic. He explains:

Howevet Kant defines dogmatism as:

The presumption that it is possible to make progress with pure
knowledge, according to principles, from concepts alone . . . and that
it is possible to do this without having first investigated in what way
and by what right reason has come into possession of these concepts.
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Dogmatism is thus the dogmatic procedure of pure reason, without
previous criticism of its own powers.re

Bhaskar would be considered dogmatic in this Kantian sense because

he has not investigated how he arrived at the key metaphysical concepts of

his system nor has he provided a criticism of his own cognitive operations.

After all, he would risk committing the "epistemological fallary" if he

grounded his metaphysics in any cognitive analysis. Rather, he simply

appeals to given facts about the social activity of science as the ground of

his metaphysical concepts and judgments of reality. In answer to his own

so-called "transcendental" question, Bhaskar writes: "given that science

does or could occur, the world m st be a certain way."{ ln light of the basic

definitions of the thinker whose transcendental idealism, he seeks to surpass,

it can be concluded that Bhaskar's realism is the opposite of transcendental.

Rather than concem himself with the mode of our knowing of objects, he

focuses on obiects as they are. Further, Bhaskar's realism is thoroughly

dogmatic, because it does not examine how it arrives at its basic concePts; it
simply asserts them.

Bhaskar considers his philosophy to be revolutionary a kind of

Copernican Revolution. Although he does not mention Kant when he

accepts this sobriquet, he must be aware, Siven rePeated references to Kant

throughout his book, of Kant's famous metaPhor of the Second Copemican

Revolution. The first Copernican Revolution was Copernicus's novel idea

of the heliocentric model of the solar system. He $ras not able to make

mathematical sense of the movement of the planets on the traditional

assumption that the earth was the center of planetary motion. But, when

he reversed the picture, and supposed the sun to be the center, it all made

sense. The result was the displacement of man and of our planet from the

center of the universe. Kant's Second Copemican Revolution reversed the

first, by placing man (the human mind) again at the center of the universe

(the world). Kant explains:

A similar experience canbe tried in metaphysics, as regards the inluilion

of objects. If intuition must conform to the constitution of the obiects,

I do not see how we could know anything of the latter a priori; but if
3eKanl, CritiEE of Pure Reason, B. xxxv,32.
{oBhaskar, A Realist Tieory of Science,29.
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the objects (as oblect of the senses) must conform to the constitution
of our faculty of intuition, I have no difficulty in conceiving such a

possibiliry4r

Kant's Second Copernican Revolution is to have the objects ofexperience
conform to our concepts, rather than the concepts conform to the objects.

Bhaskar's Copemican Revolution is not a revolution; it is a reversion to the
Copernican, pre-Kantian worldview. He begins with objects, intransitive
mechanisms, and structures, which are dogmatically posited as really
existing regardless of human knowing, and then molds our minds to conform
to the conceived reality.4'?Thus, Bhaskar's realism is non-transcendental,

dogmatic, and pre-Kantian.
Further the realism of Bhaskar is naiVe. Kant's Second Copemican

Revolution cemented Descartes's turn to the subject by placing the starting
point of philosophy in the human mind and by conceiving of objects as

constituted in part by the a priori structures of the mind. Descartes's turn to
the cogifo as the foundation of all of philosophical and scientific knowledge
marked the birth of modern philosophy, and the shift from naive to critical
philosophy. "Naive" in this context does not mean innocent, ignorant,
or uneducated. It means to presuppose facts and realities without prior
examination for their ground. "Critical," in contrast, means to methodically
uncover and examine one's presuppositions. A critical realism, then, can be

neither naive nor dogmatic. Perhaps Bhaskar is using the term "critical" with
a more commonsense meaning. He makes clear that his objective is to critique
positivistic realism, and so he may mean that his realism is critical because

it criticizes this prior but still influential form of realism. But, in this sense

the philosophy of Anaximander would be critical, because he was critical of
Thales's monism. And, Thomas Aquinas would be a critical thinker, because

he argued against Averrods. However, classical thought no matter the level of
genius is naive in contrast to the critical philosophies ushered in by Descartes.

Lonergan advances a critical realism that is transcendental, post-Kantian
as well as post-Hegelian, not dogmatic and not naive. Lonergan's explains

Lourncau's CnTTICAL REALTsM

atKant, Critique of Pnre Reason, B.xii,22.
t'?Srr.ilh, WlMt ls a Person?,94.



Lonergan characterized his philosophic position here as critical in
that it is grounded in an intentionality analysis, a phenomenology of
cognitional operations, and in an epistemology that is verified in the data

of consciousness. In this sense, it is also transcendental and non-dogmatic,

according to Kant's definitions.
In the introduction to lflsigftf Lonergan describes the duality in our

knowing. There is an animal knowing that is extroverted, oriented toward
the "already out there now real." And there is human knowing that involves

in addition to sensory experience the role of intelligence and reason. The

problem posed by this duality does not lie in the fact of this opposition in
our knowing, but in the philosophic misidentification of human knowing
with merely animal knowing, or the modeling of our human knowing on

animal knowing. The most obvious feature of animal knowing is looking
with its requisite distance between the looker and the looked at, the subject

and the ob,ect. The failure to clearly distinguish between these two kinds of
knowing places a philosopher in a dilemma. Either one is tempted to identify
knowing with the sense experience and to deny any role for understanding,

or one is tempted to identify knowing with understanding alone and to
entrap oneself in immanentism, relinquishing the possibility of objective

knowing. Lonergan concludes:

From the horns of that dilemma one escapes only through the

discovery - and one has not made it yet ifone has no clear memory ofits
startlirlg strangeness - that there are two quite different realisms, that

there is an incoherent realism, half animal and half human, that poses

a3Bemard Lonergan, "Horizons and Transposit:,ons," in PhilosoPhical and Theological PaWs
L965-1980, vol. 17 ot' the Colected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Robert C. Croken and RoL€rt

M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,2m4),429.
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how his procedure of intentionality analysis is one:

(1) beginning with a phenomenology of coming to know as a series of
acts and (2) using that as a basis for an epistemology that explains why
such acts constitute knowledge, and (3) concluding with a metaphysics

of proportionate being that is critical in the sense that its terms and
relations have their empirical counterpart in the experienced terms and

experienced relations of cognitional theorya3
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as a halfway house between materialism and idealism, and on the other
hand that there is an intelligent and reasonable realism between which
and materialism the halfway house is idealism.4

In this passage Lonergan orders the various philosophic positions in
a hierarchy. In order of ascendency, he distinguishes materialism, naive
realism, idealism, and critical realism. Materialism and naiverealism are both
empiricistand realist, but the latter is "half human"inasmuch as it recognizes
a role for intelligence and rational reflection in coming to know. Materialism
corresponds to the positivist Humean empiricism that Bhaskar critiques
and sets about supplanting r /ith his "transcendental" or "critical" realism.
But as has become clear, the realism of Bhaskar and Smith, while critical
of positivist realism, remains a naive realism. Another example of naive
realism, which is more sophisticated than mere materialism, is the position
of Etienne Gilson, whose Scholastic realism while unabashedly dogmatic,
affirms a role of intellectual vision in coming to know the real. His wholesale
rejection of the Kantian critique of intellectual .Anschauung is based on the
self-evident fact of our perception of the real.as In comparison, Bhaskar's
naille realism is critical of positivist realism, but it does not differentiate
itself from the latter on the basis of a more refined cognitional theory or
epistemology. In fact, it skirts epistemological questions. Bhaskar's realism
is based on the insistence that the real is already out there independent of our
knowing or our being, because the activity of science presupposes reality.
And unlike Gilson, rather than critically engage Kant's transcendental
account of human understanding, Bhaskar recommends to transcendental
idealists that they can get beyond "imagination" by taking up empirical
scientific testing.a5It seems here that Bhaskar interprets the a priori structures
of the human mind not as constitutive of our experience of the world, but as
just a realm of imagination. Bhaskar's naive realism, sirnilarly to Gilson's,
sewes as a halfway house between positivist empiricism and idealism.
Idealism, in turn, stands as a halfway house between positivist empiricism
(materialism) and Lonergan's critical realism. For Lonergan, one cannot be a

critical realist without passing through idealism. This does not mean simply

alnsight 
, 22.

a5see Paul St. Amour's "Lonergan and Cilson on the Problem of Critical Realism,,, ?"rs
Thornisl 69 (2005)t 557-92.

hBhaskar, A Realist Theory of Science,l5-16.
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considering or understanding the viewpoint of the transcendental idealist.

Critical realism requires that one is post-idealist, that one has understood

and affirmed the constitutive nature of understanding and reason, that

one no longer believes that facts are given and that the real is already out
there. It should be noted that while post-idealist, Lonergan is also critical of
Kant's residual empiricism. Further, while he sees Hegel's absolute idealism

to be an advance over Kantian empiricist, a-historical, static idealism, he is

also critical of Hegel's conceptualist, closed, necessitarian, and immanental

philosophy.
It is the lingering empiricist presuppositions in the reaLism of Bhaskar,

and of Smith to the extent that Smith aPPropriates Bhaskar's brand of
realism for his critical realist personalism, that renders it counterPositional.

As outlined above, the position for Lonergan consists of three tenets: that

the real is the concrete universe of being, not a subdivision of the "already

out there now"; that self-knowledge is possible through intelligent and

reasonable affirmation; and that objectivity is understood to be a function

of intelligent inquiry and rational reflection, not a function of animal

extroversion.aT In relation to the first tenet regarding reality and how we

come to know realiry Bhaskar's view is somewhat positional. Even though

he avoids for the most part any cognitional or epistemological analysis, a

central element of Bhaskar's philosophy of science is the social activity of

science as producing knowledge. He describes drawing on "knowledge

materials," by which he means experimentation, revision, development,

and the accumulated body of scientific knowledge. So, he does conceive

of scientifc activity as involving more than passively receiving sense data.

Although he speaks of facts as if they are given, his realism implies a role for

human intelligence and reason in coming to know reality. Bhaskar does not

treat the real as a subdivision of the empirical; rather he treats the emPirical

as a subdivision of the real. Regarding the second tenet of the position,

Bhaskar does not deal with the issue of self-knowledge, except briefly and

indirectly, when he includes the human mind as a part of reality.

In relation to thethird tenet ofLonergan's position, Bhaskar's philosophy

is most evidently counterpositional in his empiricist notion of obiectivity.

He posits reality as enduring independently of human knowing or of the

existence of human beings at all, and he formulates the epistemic fallacy

'lnsight,413
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that rules out any role for epistemological issues in structuring the nature
of obiective reality. Smith, as quoted above, articulates the aim of science
and reveals the implicit notion of obiectivity at work in Bhaskar's brand of
realism; "The point of science, then, is to conform the shape of our minds
to the nature of reality that eists beyond (but also including) our minds."
As has been argued above, the proiect of conforming the mind to reality
rather than understanding reality as constituted by the mind is uncritical,
naive, pre-Kantian. This is not to deny that there is an isomorphism between
the structure of the mind and the structure of reality. But for Lonergan, one
arrives at this isomorphism through critical transcendental method, not
through assertion. In addition, to say that science (scientific knowledge)
requiresa reality that is completely independent of the subject is to imply that
obiectivity can only be attained by bypassing the human mind. Of course,
scientists are involved in producing scientific knowledge, but objective
reality is to remain untouched and untainted by subjectivity. Lonergan
speaks of this kind of neglect of the subiect, which is also symptomatic of
someScholastic theology: "They seem to have thought oftruth as so objective
as to get along without minds."4 Bhaskar's and Smith's implicit notion of
obiectivity is empiricist, because it imagines that there must be a distance
between the subject and the obiect. This required distance is a function of
the extroversion of animal knowing, the mistaken belief that knowing is
something like looking at an obiect over there. Lonergan affirms, on the
contrary "objectivity is simply the consequence of authentic subjectivity.,,ae

CoNcrusroN

There is a lacuna in Bhaskar's and Smith's accounts of their positions; they
both fail to distinguish two possible starting points in scientific procedure -
starting with the way things are in reality or starting with the way we
come to know things. This classical distinction is originally found in
Aristotle's Posteior Analytics I, 13 where he illustrates the difference in
scientific reasoning of either beginning with the sphericity of the moon and
deducing its phases, or beginning with the phases of the moon to arrive
at its sphericity.s He makes the distinction more clearly in Physics, l, -l:

sBernard Lonergan, The Surrect (Milwaukee: Maquette University Press, I 966), 5.
rqBemard Lonergan, Method in Theology (Torcnto: UniveEity of Toronto press, l97l ), 265.
eAristotlg Postenol. raiyfi s, trans. G- R. C .Mnre, The Basic t/,brks ol / saolle, ed. Richard
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'The natural way of doing things is to start from the things which are more

knowable and obvious to us and proceed towards those which are clearer

and more knowable by nature."st Lonergan in numerous places in his works

writes of this difference between what is knowable without qualification,

the cause of being (the causa essendi) and what is knowable relatively to

us, the cause of knowing (the causa cognoscendi\.In discussing the starting

point of philosophy, Lonergan says that one could either start with being

or reality and then eventually develop an account of knowing as does the

Scholastic tradition for the most Part, or one could begin with what is first

for us, as Aristotle advises in the Physics, which for Lonergan is cognitional

process.52 Lonergan allows that a whole, coherent philosophy could be

developed beginning with either starting point, but he opts to start with his

transcendental method of intentionality analysis. For to start with reality

is to engage in naive, dogmatic philosophy, but to start with the subject, to

begin with a "phenomenology of coming to know as a series of acts," is to

engage in a philosophy that is critical.s3

McKeon (New York Random House, 1941), I.13.17b,129-30.
5rAristotle, Physics, trans. R. P Hardie and R . K. Caye, The Basic l/*jr}.s of Atistotle , 1.7 .lga,

218.
r"'Honzons and TransPositions," 428.

$"Horizons and Transpositions," 429.
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l-Fl HE rrrrr "sprsrEl,roLocv and the Person" may seem for many seem

I for many philosophical readers to be an oxymoron. And, certainly, if
I this essay is a review of Christian Smith's Wiaf Is a Person?, then such

a description may seem warranted since Smith, in a powerful critique, shows

how the "epistemological turn" in modern thought has had a devastating
effect on the ability of social science to treat in a serious manner the reality
of the person. What is needed, Smith argues, is a "metaphysical tum" to
replace the "epistemological tum," a frank acknowledgment, though in a

critical mannet of the existence of a real world beyond the epistemological
subject, a real world that includes the reality of persons. What is needed,

then, is a "critical realist" perspective.

The term "critical realism" (which Smith takes from the philosophy

of Roy Bhaskar) immediately raises the prospects for those familiar with
Lonergan of a genuine encounter that can perhaps be more a dialogue than

a display of dialectics. It is the thesis of this paper that precisely such an

encounter between Smith and Lonergan is an instance of the kind of "further

collaboration" to which Lonergan famously offers an invitation at the

beginning of lnsight. For Smith employs his critical realist tools massively

in the field of sociology. Lonergan, on the other hand, can provide an

epistemology as an alternative to the "ePistemological turn" that grounds

the kind of metaphysics Smith finds necessary to correct the erroneous

assumptions operative in sociological practice - Lonergan can, uniquely,

make the "critical" in critical realism more critical.

@ 2015 Thomas J. McPartland
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Smith is an accomplished sociologist who has discerned the presence of
philosophical assumptions at work explicitly, or, more often, implicitly, in
various fields and approaches in sociology. These assumptions have, for the

most part, led sociological analysis astray and need to be corected, Smith

maintains, by the perspective of critical realism. Philosophical assumptions

therefore are not extrinsic to sociological practice; they are embedded in the

very enterprise of sociology. The point - against all positivist prejudices -
is to get the philosophical assumptions right to do sociology well. Smith
mentions Lonergan in a long footnote listing critical realist thirkers, but there

is no discussion of Lonergan. It should be obvious to a scholar of Lonergan

studies that in his fivehundred page book, Smith is an expert practitioner

familiar with the maior thinkers, major books, and major articles in the

relevant fields. His erudition is matched by analytic precision in framing the

philosophical issues and in developing a consistent philosophical theme.

The student ofLonergan can, then, find in Smith's book an excellent resource

of contemporary thinking in sociology and an acute dialectical analysis of
the mair philosophical controversies.

Two Counterpositions: Reductionism and (Strong) Constructionism

Smith locates two prominent counterpositions.
The first set of assumptions is the positivist reductionist model, still

arguably the most pervasive one, rooted in the nineteenth century, and,

ultimately Enlightenment, origins of sociology from Comte to Durkheim.
This model would have sociologists reduce variables to the "simplest" and
"most basic" ones, thereby denying the complex stratified nature of society

and of the person; seek "covering laws" to explain all phenomena much as

Newton's Universal Law of Gravitation explains all motions of bodies; and
find the "covering laws" in empirical regularities - that is, correlations of
observations - or, in a concession to the complexity of social phenomena, in
statistical correlations. The emphasis here, then, is on empirical observations
or quantification to guarantee scientific validity to the "laws of society."

Smith's analysis is much more nuanced than these points suggest. He
shows in a wide variety of cases how these ideas inform, often behind the
scenes, the researches and the theories of sociologists and how these ideas
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can insinuate themselves into often competing and even contradictory
theories. Smith demonstrates the inevitable consequence of this model:

social reality is truncated to fit into the methodological dictates of positivist
empiricism, collapsing the complex strata of social reality to the kinds of
variables susceptible to the rigors of this kind of method. Most particularly
obliterated is the causal agency of persons and the socially constitutive
nature and ontological integrity of acts of intelligence, moral will, and

loving commitment. The positivist approach can, on one extreme, reduce

persons to "social atoms" following deterministic laws of self-interest, ot in
a reaction to the former "classic" analysis, reduce persons to the mechanism

of social relations that subsume and define the individuals within the

network. Smith mentions a sociologist of the latter school, Bruce Mayhew,
who sees humans as nothing but 'biological machines" and boldly proclaims
the positivist credo that "takes human society - human social organization -
to be studied in exactly the same fashion as any natural science studies any
natural phenomena."

While positivism, in its various guises, has been given robust, and even

devastating, criticism since the nineteenth century culminating in the revolt
against "modemity" by existentialists and postmodernists, Smith's critique
is particularly helpful to Lonergan scholars since he provides abundant
and specific evidence of the persistence and pervasive influence of this

counterposition in sociology. Perhaps its sway is most disturbing in the

demands of research to establish empirical regularities. This almost becomes

a fetish in the drive for statistical correlations as the measure of genuine

scientific legitimacy. Smith assembles an array of impressive arguments, for

example, that expose the problems when this methodology usurps variables

sociology (problems with establishing any substantive causal link to

statistical association of variables, problems with inductive generalizations

that must come to grips with the inevitable influence of contextual factors,

problems with a conflictbetween the data actually available and the variables

actually under scrutiny, problems with confusing the stren8th of association

of the variables with the size of the database, and problems of isolating the

variables for "control)."
The second model, often spearheaded by Postmodemism, proclaims a

"strong" social constructivism.
This view goes beyond the pioneering workof Berger and Luckmann, The

Social Construction of Reality (whichsmith applauds for its phenomenological
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insight, although he cautions that it has nihilist moments from the sprinkled

influence of Sartrean existentialism). As Smith points out, the subtitle of
Berger and Luckm ann'sbook, ATreatise in the Sociology of Knowledge,indicates

that the text makes no claims in epistemology or metaphysics; rather it
explores the social influences on human beliefs and subjective perceptions of
reality - not on actual "knowledge" of "reali$' itself. Unfortunately many

sociologists go beyond the self-imposed limits of Berger and Luckmann and

use the idea of social construction as a springboard for bold epistemological

and metaphysical counterpositions.
Social constructionism in its pronounced, strong form would maintain

that much of human social life is not a product of nature, not a fixed order,

but rather a "variable artifact," the result of hum an cultural crealion through

social definition, interaction, and institutionalization. Moreover, not only is
human social reality so constituted, b,ut also reality itself isa social construction.

Human mental categories, linguistic practices (if not the structure of
language itselO, and symbolic exchanges take on the definition of reality
through ongoing social interaction. Postmodernists can add the spice that

these interactions are "shaped" decisively by interests and perspectives

usually reflecting an imbalance of power. Thus there are radical Iirnits to
human knowledge: we can never surpass our socially constructed limits to

look at some reality-in-itself. Smith correctly sees the influence of Kantian

transcendental idealism here, in which there is added a sociological a priori
to the constituting of "knowledge." We can add that since the social factors

can be subject to the vaSaries of historical contingenry, transcendental

idealism can morph into radical subjective idealism and historicism. Or
much like the Copenhagen interpretation of quantum mechanics, where
"reality" has no meaning outside of the experimental situation, the strong
social constructivist counterposition could adopt a completely relativistic
view, in which "reality" has no meaning beyond the construction of a

particular culture at a particular time.

This brief summary cannot do rustice to the extraordinarily detailed
account Smith gives of the major thinkers and corresponding theoretical
types involved in strong social constructionism and his impressive array
of arguments against strong social constructivism, most often involving
identifying some kind of performative contradiction. While the performative
contradiction in this extreme form ofrelativism has been well noted by many
sociologists, not to mention philosophers from Plato to Habermas, Smith
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points out that these "fringe" views have, in fact, shaped the perspectives
and thoughts and researches that operate within the orbit of strong social
constructivism. These views, in turn, have radiated great influence on
academic life in general and its rhetoric, operating behind the scenes as

unacknowledged dogmas.
It should be clear that positivist empiricism and strong social

constructionism have acted as dialectic twins, mutually supporting each
other as they prey on the obvious weaknesses of the other party, aII the while
leading scientific culture to ever lesser viewpoints and more fragmented
perspectives on the human person.

T hree Theoret ical Resou rc e s

Smith can criticize these counterpositions because he operates with a triad
of theoretical resources, defining his position.

The first theoretical resource - and indeed the key one- is critical realism.
This is the actual term for the philosophy of Roy Bhaskar This philosophy
of critical realism offers a "third way" as an alternative to positivist
reductionism and postmodemist hermeneutics, which have created the
intellectual dead end that Smiths finds as the deadlock in the social sciences.
The starting point of critical realism is that the "epistemological tum" of
modemity has led to the deadlock. Thus critical realism does an end run
on epistemology and starts out with ontology: the "real" is a meaningful
term. It is not coterminous with the empirical. We not only experience, we

inquire; we understand; we try to frame our best case; we revise. While we
are fallible in our process of inquiry we are oriented to what is real. So, as a

kind of ontological deduchon that adds the "critical" to critical realism, this
philosophy proclaims that we can leam about the real in a fallible, revisable

manner by commitment to the process of inquiry Another ontological
deduction of critical realism is that reality is stratifed: it exists on multiple
layers, in which each layer, though connected to the others, operates with its
own "characteristic dynamics and processes." In fact, there are higher layers

that emerge out of the lower layers, are conditioned by them, but have

their own laws. Hence critical realism, against any reductionist tendencies,

is a philosophy of emerging realiry including the emergence of such a

nonmaterial reality as that of the human mind with its hermeneutical tasks.
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Smith applies this notion of emergence through an incredibly nuanced

analysis of the emergence of higher layers of organization from unconscious

being, to primary experience capacities, to secondary experience caPacities,

to creative capacities, to moral and interpersonal capacities - in short, to

the emergence of the person. The second theoretical resource, therefore,

is personalism, the twentieth-century movement associated with certain

varieties of existential phenomenology and Catholic thought, reflecting

what Lonergan calls the "turn to the realm of interiority." The notion of
emergence, then, in critical realism, with its nonreductionist, nonrelativistic

approach to the person, joins personalism.

The critical realist commitment to fallibilistic knowledge of the real and

its consonance rdith personalism as a result of its notion of emergence leads

it to embrace a third theoretical resource - "antiscientistic phenomenology."

By this term Smith refers not so much to existential phenomenology as to

Michael Polanyi and Charles Taylor The critical realist, that is, non-naive

realist, approach to knowledge emphasizing its fallibilism but, at the same

time, its goal of understanding the real, is also emphasizing the role of
personal commitment and fidelity in the process of inquiry - exactly the

point Polanyi makes in his celebrated work on personal knowledge. This

emphasis dovetails, too, with Charles Taylor's contention that we must reiect

scientistic, reductionist claims that contradict our "Best Accounts" of our
conscious activities as cognitive and moral agents- our "phenomenological"

experience. Our Best Accounts, Smith says, are arrived at "by challenge,

discussion, argumentation, reflection, criticism, vetting, that is, by testing
against the clarity of experience, including through systematic observation
and the discipline of reason." Experience here is not restricted to the data of
senses but focuses on the data of consciousness.

Tlrc Persorr

Based on these theoretical resources, Smith argues for the validity of the
notion of the person, so conceived, in sociology. What, then, is the person?

Smith defines the person thusly:

[A] conscious, reflective embodied, self-transcending center of
subjective experience, durable entity, moral commitment, and social
communication who-as the efficientcause ofhisor herown responsible
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actions and interactions - exercises complex capacities for agency and
intersubiectivity in order to sustain his or her own incommunicable
self in loving relationships with other personal selves and with the
nonpersonal world. (Smith, What Is a Person?,74)

WH,rr LoNrnc,lN Orrrns Slrrrn

Ourbriefaccount here by no means can dojustice to the richness and erudition
of Smith's remarkable work. We have focused on his methodological

assumptions. But this is quite appropriate if we are to engage him in a

dialogue with Lonergan.

What, then, can Lonergan's critical realism offer to Smith's critical

realism?

Parallel Claims

It should be obvious to any student of Lonergan that there are huge areas of
comparison between Lonergan and Smith.

First, Lonergan, of course, reiects out of hand the counterPositions that

Smith sees as still holding s\ /ay over sociology - scientism, reductionism,

positivism, empiricism, subiective idealism, hermeneutical relativism, and

linguistic historicism. Lonergan, however, refutes these counterpositions

The person is not a social atom but a being inherently related to other
persons; the person is not, on the other hand, a creation of society, a mere

function of a mammoth social network. The person is a causal agent who
constitutes social reality, even as social reality has its own stability and
endurance, which conditions the life of the persons within it. Person and
society are in a complicated dialectic relationship. Sociology, by giving a

nuanced account of the person, who operates on multiple layers and in
dialectical relation to society, can in giving such a nuanced account of the
"facts" of the person, offer these "facts" to ethics as evidence for reflection on
either human - and social - flourishing or human - and social - brokenness.
And in the context of such an ethics, sociology can make its contribution in
exploring the question of human dignity. Hence Smith's critical realism can

ground a critical moral theory along the lines of Habermas, and, as we shall

see, of Lonergan.
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neither primarily by metaphysical deductions nor by ad hoc arguments

revealing their contradictions. He carries on a broad and comprehensive

frontal assault. He does so by taking on in lzslgit the most formable thinker
of the "epistemological turn" of modernity, namely, Kant. Lonergan's

critique of Kant (and of related counterpositions) establishes his distinct
alternative to the "epistemological turn." More on this later

Second, Lonergan's notion of "emergent probability" isclearly consonant

with the idea of emerging stratified realities. "Higher integrations" can

emerge, both conditioned by lower manifolds but organizing those

manifolds according to its own laws. Lonergan's account of emergent

probability is brilliant, metaphysically comprehensive, and supported by
vast amounts of scientific data. It is a resource that could hold promise

for fruitful dialogue. The universe, in Lonergan's view, is a directed but
open dl,namism in which the effectively probable realization of its own
possibfities means the emergence of new forms and new, more comPlex

realities. This involves a transformation of universal explanatory Patterns
immanent in the data, or "coniugate forms." In Lonergan's universe, one

set of conjugate forms can give place to another. The result: the emergence

of new forms. Lonergan argues for a universe that is not only emergent but
emergent according to probability schedules. The intelligible principles of
natural processes are most often "schemes of recurrence," in which, in a
given series of events, "the fulfilment of the conditions of each would be

the occurrence of the others" - as, for example, the planetary system, the

nitrogen cycle, and the routines of animal life. Lonergan, however, can

also find an intelligibility by abstracting from nonsystematic processes and

discerning the ideal frequency from which actual, relative frequencies do not
diverge systematically. We can thus combine the intelligibility of statistical
laws to the notion of a conditioned series of schemes of recurrence. When
the emergence of an actual order at one level (for example, the organic) is

the precondition, that is, potency, for the emergence of a higher levei order
(for example, the psychic), and when the latter is the precondition for a still
higher order (for example, the intellectual), we have a conditioned series of
schemes of recurrence. And, given sufficient numbers and time, the higher
orders will be likely to emerge. What on one level is merely a random
manifold of events can on another, higher level be an actually functioning
formal pattem of events. In other words, an emergent higher integration
systematizes what was merely coincidental on a lower order. Moreover,
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such a dlmamic integration systematizes by adding and modifying until
the old integration is eliminated and, by the principle of emergence, a new
integration is introduced. The higher inte8rations always exist as "things,"
concrete "unity, identity, wholes," with their concrete intelligibilities. Such a

"thing" that is a "person" will be a complex of concrete higher integrations
(such as depicted in Smith's diagram on page 74 of his text). Lonergan's
notion of emergent probability is grounded in his metaphysical principle
of the isomorphism of the structure of knowing and the structure of the
known. Here again we need to stress this relation to epistemology.

Third, Smith's complex analysis of the person can be met almost point
by point in Lonergan's thinking. For Lonergan, the person is embodied,
both intelligible and intelligent, both matter and spirit. "Genuiness," in
fact, demands negotiation between the higher order of intelligence and the

lower manifold of the psyche and of the organic. Lonergan's treatment of
the psyche and of neural demand functions can indeed shed some light on
Smith's contention that much of social norms operate on the level of the
body as "scripted" bodily routines, rituals, and expressions. Here, too,
Lonergan's notions of elemental meanings, intersubiective spontaneiry
symbols, and incarnate meaning would add explanatory power. Lonergan,

of course, has a precise, comprehensive, explanatory account of cognitive
and moral operations - indeed moving through different and distinct levels

of operation. Lonergan sees these operations (and their underpinning
intentionality) as ultimatelygoing beyond themselves into the state of loving,
which embraces what Smith calls, as the highest level of emergence for the

person, "inter-personal commitment and love." The heart of Lonergan's

treatment of the person is found in his notion of "personal values," ranking
above vital values, social values, and culfural values on the preference scale

ofwhat is worthwhile - based on the criterion of self-transcendence. Personal

values cannot be sustained without the gift of spiritual values. As personal

operations become social cooperations - in the kind of causal agenry Smith

identifies with the persona - they set up the structure of the human good.

Fourth, Lonergan sees a definitely dialectical relation between

subject and society. Human cognitive and moral agents through common

experience, common understanding, common judgments, and common

commitments, constitute cultural communities that inform a way of

life which becomes common social cooperations; these are objectified,

embodied, and institutionalized only to carry on their own existence and,
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in turn, through acculturation, socialization, and education have massive

influence on the growth and development of persons. So persons constitute
sociery and society constitutes persons.

Fifth, Lonergan sees inauthenticity as well as authenticity in human life
and human society. He observes how inattentiveness, stupidity, irrationality,
and irresponsibility joined with various biases (neurotic, egotistical, group,

and general commonsensical) can lead not only to brokenness and breakdown
but to a cumulative cycle of decline affecting all aspects of human existence

including the culture. Lonergan in one of his more passionate appeals urges

social science not only to be descriptive and not only to be explanatory but
also to be normative:

[S]o also human science has to be critical. It can afford to drop the
nineteenth-century scientific outlook of mechanist determinism
in favor of an emergent probability. It can profit by the distinction
between the intelligible emergent probability of prehuman process

and the intelligent emergent probability that arises in the measure

that man succeeds in understanding itself and in implementing that

understanding. Finally, it can be of inestimable value in aiding man

to understand himself and guiding him in implementation of that
understanding if, and only if, it can leam to distinguish between

pmgress and decline. In other words, human science cannot be merely

empirical; it has to be critical; to reach a critical standpoint, it has to
be normative. This is a tall order for human science as hitherto it has

existed. But people looking for easy tasks best renounce any ambition
to be scientists; and if mathematicians and physicists can surmount
their surds, the human scientist can leam to master his. (Insight,261)

This means that sociology, in principle, ought to contribute to the
differentiation ofpractices, routines, and cycles of progress from the practices,
routines, and cycles of decline. The task is enormous, difficult, and complex.
It requires a sophisticated grasp of the nature of human understanding and
its various pattems as well as an equally sophisticated grasp of the nature
and forms of the flight from understanding. This requires a sophisticated
epistemology.
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Epistemology and Method in Metaphysis

To be sure, much more could be said on these topics. These parallels between
Lonergan and Smith deserve extensive treatment. And we could anticipate
that out of the dialogue would come new insights that would take usbeyond

iust an affirmation of the parallels. As fruitful as that exercise may be, what
Lonergan offers most to Smith and to his type of critical realism is something
else - method.

Smith has legitimately sought to extricate himself from the

epistemological morass of modernity. Cartesian rationalism was but
another version of medieval conceptualism and essentialism, which falsely
promised a kind of mental picture of reality; empiricism was ultimately but
another version of the medieval oia moderna tending toward nominalism.
Kant's cancellation of rationalism and empiricism sought to limit human
knowledge to the phenomenal world through the imposition of a priori
categories. The idealist attempt to ground a metaphysics in the dynamism
of the categories led to the revolt against idealism, ushering in the twentieth
century with its ever lesser viewpoints of positivism versus existentialism
and later postmodernism. Amid all the complicated movements and counter
movements Lonergan sees one dominant epistemological assumption shape

all the debates, namely, knowing in order to be knowing of reality has to be

something at least analogous to seeing. So Lonergan, too, would reiect the

epistemological turn.
But in its place he would resort to an extensive and comprehensive

phenomenology of the cognitive and moral operations that would provide
the data for a cognitional theory which would, in tum, be the basis for a
precise explanatory account of the cognitive operations, each related to each

other as part of the emergent self-transcending structure of inquiry with its
unfolding levels of experiencing, understanding, and judging. Lonergan

expands his enterprise in post-fusiglrf writings to include a phenomenological

account of moral inquiry where questions go beyond those of fact to those

of value and decision. A brief summary of his expanded cognitional and

moral theory of operations, such as he provides in the opening chapter of

Method in Theology, may seem clear and even commonplace. But that can

be deceptive. The entire effort is, in his words, one of "self-appropriation,"

and several hundred pages of lnsight are intended as exercises in such

self-appropriation. Lonergan not only details the operations of cognitive
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and moral inquiry and their structural relationship; he also locates the

imperative driving the process. Fidelity to the immanent, self-transcending

norms of inquiry would be the road to obiectiviry Reality is not something
"out there" extrinsic to the process of inquiry to somehow be "seen" (for

example, by empiricist sensations or by conceptualist mental perceptions).

Reatity is a heuristic notion: we are "related" to reality by the directional

tendenry of our questioning. We know reality by fidelity to the norms of
inquiry issuing in judgments. Our knowing is an ongoing process. It is a

process both personal and normative, fallibilistic and obiective. Since what
we know is through the process of inquiry what we know is isomorphic to

the structure of inquiry We have here a legitimate and critical link between

epistemology and metaphysics. Lonergan has a nuanced version of virtue
epistemology. Lonergan can show that any attempt to deny the constitutive

role of the cognitive operations would be to use them, thus issuing in a

performative contradiction (performing, for example, the operations of
experiencing, understanding, and judging to deny the constitutive role of
any of the operations). This epistemology would ground a metaphysics of
critical realism (with the parallels to that of Smith mentioned above). Thus

Lonergan in his phenomenology of consciousness and cognitional theory
as he conceives of it, provides a non-foundationalist foundation for an

altemative epistemology, which, in tum, can provide a methodical basis for
handling issues in metaphysics.

Some of the most sensitive contemporary philosophers have gravitated,

hesitatingly, towards metaphysics. ]iirgen Habermas, following some

analytic philosophers, has had to come to the startling conclusion that
there must be a reality that we are seeking to know. He infers - by way of
"realist intuitions" - that there is a reality transcending us, that we know
something of this reality by encountering it as cognitive agents, and that
our linguistic assertions refer to language-independent objects. But he

is still under the spell of Kant. We must reject "representational realism"
and the correspondence theory of truth, substituting for it a version of the
coherence theory of truth rooted in a Kantian pragmatism with the epistemic
priority of the "linguistically articulated horizon of the lifeworld." At this
point, so it is evident, the problem of bridging the gap between subiect
and object ("out there to be seen") has made its ugly appearance. Charles
Taylor seems to be under the sway of Heidegger in fearing that scientific
inquiry leads to methodological control. He would replace it with our Best

od
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Account, our reasoned attempt to explicate those experiences that truly
give meaning and value to our lives and hence point to some reality. But
we cannot have recourse to metaphysics; we cannot completely reverse the
chanSe in worldview that came with the Cartesian "disengaged subject"
confronting the world as an object through representations of the mind and
with the now post-Cartesian "engaged subiect" unable to disengage from its
historically embedded horizon. Indeed Taylor's hermeneutical explication
seems to approximate in many ways Lonergan's notion of the norms of
self-transcending inquiry. Taylor nonetheless seems hesitant to pursue the

further cognitional, epistemological, and metaphysical questions that might
flow from his hermeneutical explication, for to enter the metaphysical

terrain would be to encounter the gap between subiect and object, for which
there is no bridge.

The argument here is that Loner8an leads us to a metaphysics that has

critical grounds. We have already seen above how Lonergan's' epistemology
supports Smith's reversal of counterpositions and argues for a normative
sociology that can en8age ethical matters about the social good and human
dignity as it discerns the difference between progress and decline. And we
have seen how Lonergan's metaphysics can support the notion ofemergence

and stratified reality. Let us address here how Lonergan can handle in a

methodical way two strategically important metaphysical issues, the nature
of the person and the nature of sociery

How can we meaningfully talk about the person, the person as agent, and

the person as subject of human rights and dignity if we have no metaphysical

view ofthe self? Lonergan would investigate the self metaphysically in terms

of his notions of "central" potency, form, and act as they apply to a unity-
identify-whole grasped in data as individual and as acting in particular
spaces and times. This "thing" is a person-thing because it has "conjugate"

potency, form, and acts, and the conjugate form (the intelliSibility) is that

of a person-thing, which is precisely the exPlanatory relations and unity of
organic, psychic, and intellectual levels of integration. There is an operator

immanent in the person-thing that propels development and makes for the

emergence of higher integrations. These metaphysical explanations of the

person are grounded in, and isomorphic with, the unity of consciousness

as given and the experience of the dynamism of self-transcending inquiry.

Lonergan, then, has precise metaphysical correlates to the dynamic structure

of inquiry - explicated in cognitional theory and verified in the data of

69
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consciousness. We see here Lonergan's bold claim that his critical realist

metaphysics is verifiable.
Lonergan's metaphysics, too, sheds light on the ontological status of

society. It is not a big thing in which little things (Persons) function as coBS in

a machine. Nor is it completely artificial. It is neither a thing nor an artifact.

It is a reality that is the product of and endures precisely as self-mediation.

As we have seen, cooperations and skills of members of society create a

network of relations that function as schemes of recurrence: they mediate

social order. The social order through the common experience/ common

interpretation, corrrmon judgments, and common decisions constitute the

community that sustains society as an obiective order and in that capacity

is a framework of mutual self-mediation as it shapes individuals through

socialization, acculturation, and education. The common Sood is neither

reducible to the sum of individual goods nor does it subsume the goods of
persons in a super metaphysical essence.

Our brief foray into Lonergan's metaphysics illustrates its methological

grounding in his epistemology, which allows for verification ofmetaPhysical

claims in the data of consciousness, that is, in the conscious performance in
the process of inquiry with its immanent norms. The strength of Smith's

critical realism is that it is a clear alternative to the weaknesses of its main

opponents, empiricism and reductionism, on the one hand, and various

forms of hermeneutical idealism, on the other. Reality is greater than the

object-world of sense experience; and we can know it through acts of
linguistic interpretation since language does have reference outside itself.

Critical realism can be seen as the mean between the extremes of passive

sensation and active hermeneutical reality construction. In this sense critical
realism would be a half-way house between empiricism and idealism.
Lonergan would have us reconfigure the relationship with his alternative,
virtue epistemology. We indeed need to explain (interpret) the data and

formulate our ideas. But the exigency of the desire to know raises a further
question about each ofour formulahons and claims,Is it so? We seek insights
into what constitutes sufficient evidence to support our claims and marshal

and weigh the evidence to make a rational judgment. The self-transcending
process of inquiry moves us from experiencing, to understanding, and
then to judging. Empiricism focuses on experiencing; idealism focuses on
understanding; critical realism focuses on the entire, compound process of
experiencing, understanding, and judging as underpinned by the desire to
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know. Lonergan's critical realist epistemology, in turn, grounds his critical
realist metaphysics. Idealism is the half-way house between empiricism
and critical realism. Thus the Lonergan enterprise can provide methological
precision to justify the main metaphysical claims of Smith in his extraordinary
book about the person. Lonergan offers a distinct method of linking critical
realism to phenomenology and to personalism.
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LIVING BEYOND OUR MEANS:
THE TROUBLING GAP BETWEEN

ONTOLOGYANDADVOCACY
Michael McCarthy

Vassar College

Poughkeepsie, New York

"High (moral) standards need stron8 (moral) sources."
(Charles Taylor, Sources of the Self,575)

;-lrrnrsrrnu sMrrH, rN his recent book, Wat ls a Person?, openly

f acknowledges his important debts to Charles Taylor, particularly
\.,,zTaylo.'s study of the modern identity in Sources of the Sefl Smith's
debts are plural, because he draws freely on several aspects of Thylor's
thoughL his phenomenology of moral experience, his critical moral
realism based on the best available account principle, his ontology of
holistic individualism.'z This paper focuses on a common concem shared

by Taylor and Smith: the troubling gap b€tween the moral imperatives we

modems accept (advocacy), and the moral ontologies we explicitly affirm.

Like Taylor, Smith believes there is a "pragmatic contradiction" between

contemporary moral aspirations, unprecedented in their ambition and

scope, and the increasingly narrow moral theories we offer in their defense.3

The pragmatic contradictions cited by Smith and Taylor are very similar to

the "performative inconsistencies" criticized by Bemard Lonergan in his

'Charles Taylor, So /cee ol the Sery lcafibndge: Harvard University Prcss, '1989); Christian
Smith, tllhst Is a Pefion?: Relhirking Humanity, Social Life, and the Moml Cood fiotn the Pefion Up
(Chicago: University of Chicago Press,2010).

':lsee Charles Taylor's Philosophical Argunents for the comPlex notion of'holistic
individualism,"an ontological position Taylor traces to lvilhelm von Humboldt (PrilosoP[rc4l

,A/grneats lcambridge: Harvard University Pless, 1995], 1851.

*e Smith, What ls a Person? , 2-5.

O 2015 Michael McCarthv
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dialectical challenge to philosophical counterpositions.a Though the heart of
this paper will be devoted to Smith and Taylor, the final section will draw on
Lonergan's moral insights as well.

Aovocacy ,run ONrorocv rN ThvroR's MoRAL PHILosopHy

In his critical study of the modern moral identity, Charles Taylor relies

on three forms of argument: a phenomenology of moral experience that
begins with our moral responses to the concrete situations of ordinary life; a

genealogy of modern moral traditions extending from the Renaissance and

Reformation through the Enlightenment and Romanticism, culminahng

in epiphanic Modemism and the hermeneutics of suspiciou and finally,

a critical retrieval of the merits and limitahons of these still influential
traditions based on the inescapable moral dilemmas they have created for
us and our contemporaries.s

Taylor's moral phenomenology establishes several key points. Ftst, the

critical distinction between our de facto human desires and our strong moral

evaluations. The de facto desires as such make no normative claim. But our

strong evaluations recognize a plurality of goods worthy of our allegiance,

pursuiL and support.6 These evaluations, in turn, are based on our personal

moral responses, including perceptions, feelings, intuitions, and judgments,

to the full range of our practical experience. While these subjective responses

are morally fundamental, they are not infallible. We can be mistaken in the

strong evaluations they lead us to affirm. Still, they remain the best source

of evidence for our developing moral identities and the moral theories we
tacitly or explicitly espouse.

The situated sub.jects of these moral responses are not monological or
disengaged.T They belong to a life world (a kbenswelt) with other persons

to whom they communicate their strong evaluations and choices. They
feel obliged to account for their moral beliefs and convictions, not only
to themselves, but also to the significant others whose understanding,

'Bemard l-onergan, Insrgrl (New York Harper and Row, 1978), 387-90, 429; Bemard
L/rnerBan, Method in Theolosy (New York Herdff and Herdet 1973), 1&20.

'See Charles Taylor, Sources, and, A Secular Age (Cambridge: Haruard Univercity Press,
2007) and A Catholic ModerrifyT (New York: Oxford Unive6ity Press, 1999).

6For Taylor's concept of "strong evaluations," ee Sources, 4,74,20.
7*e Taylor, Sources, 34-40.
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appraisal, and criticism they seek. To clarify and justify their personal
convictions, they appeal to an often tacit background of significance and
value that makes sense of their iudgments and choices and grounds them in
a reality independent of themselves and their desires.

Taylor carefully distinguishes two distinct levels of the good: the
"life goods" we value like freedom, benevolence, and iustice and the
"constitutive" goods or "moral sources" we invoke to justify their intrinsic
importance and universal normative import.8 Taylor's critical contrast
between moral advocacy and ontology reflects these distinct levels of the
good. In the long, winding history of Modernity, a broad moral consensus
has emerged in the West about the life goods worthy of our allegiance and
support; individual liberties and rights, the high value of marriage, family,
personal relationships and productive work, the reduction of suffering
wherever it occurs, the active prevention of violence and death, a shared
obligation across national, cultural, and religious boundaries to protect the
rights and promote the well-being of all humankind. Note how the broad
recognition of these life goods creates universally binding obligations to
promote and secure them.q

Yet agreement on these life goods and the imperatives they entail
coexists with profound disagreement about the moral sources (the

background ontology) required to justi$r their unprecedented moral claims.
Put bluntly, if our shared commitment to high moral standards is to be

practically effective, we need an equally firm commitment to the strong
moral sources that give these standards their point and their purpose. Absent
that ontological commitment, we seem to be living, morally speaking, well
beyond our means.ro

One purpose of Thylor's moral genealogy is to explain how we arrived
at this cultural impasse. As our sense of moral obligations increased, our
shared agreements on moral ontology declined. More committed morally
now than ever before, we appear to lack commonly persuasive reasons for
being so. Given the inherent difficulty of meeting these often limitless claims,

our moral situation is inherently precarious. We lack the moral resources to

meet our universally acknowledged obligations.

3For Taytor's structural distinction between "life goods" and "constifutive goods" or
"moral sources," s€e Sources,9248.

es€e Taylor's Sorrces, 513-18.
1,Taylor, Sources, 517 .
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Part of Thylor's strategy in the genealogy is to affirm the life goods

recognized by our predecessors: individual freedom, the values of ordinary
life, the commitment to justice and benevolence, a deep respect for the

natural world, the importance of creativiry originality and the arts, the

project of democratic self-govemment. Because all of these goods exist

in both authentic and aberrant forms, it is crucial to articulate the salient

differences between them. The stem moral critics of Modernity, Thylor's

"knockers," recogrrize only the aberrant forms of these goods; the uncritical

"boosters" make the opposite mistake. Only careful moral articulation can

reveal the genuine value of these goods and the background conditions

requhed for their achievement.rr

But defending these goods in their genuine forms does not Prevent
conflicts among them. As situated and finite moral agents, we regularly

confront moral dilemmas, not only between good and bad, right and wrong,

but also between legitimate goods whose exigent claims we're unable to

honor.l'? These dilemmas force us to prioritize these goods in our personal

lives in a manner we lind difficult to justify. How do we find and strike the

right balance in honoring the claims of family, friends, neighbors, strangers,

and adversaries? Or between marriage, parenting, work, citizenship, leisure,

artistic creation, and social and political activism? One escape from these

dilemmas that Taylor refuses is to deny the legitimacy of some or all of these

goods lolt co rf. Another familiar path of escape is to refuse the request/

demand to justify our choices, thus creating the impression that they are

ultimately arbitrary, resting on no defensible rational grourd.
But the dilemmas generated by moral pluralism are not confined to

the conflicts of genuine life goods. The deeper dilemma is the doubtful
credibility of the different moral ontologies competing for our allegiance.

Looking back over the long history of ethics, there are three strong moral
sources to which human beings have effectively appealed: God, conceived

in quite different, eyen contradictory terms (the theistic option); Nature,
as understood before and after the development of the modern sciences
(the naturalist option); Human beings, their specific nature, communities,
history and unique subjectivity (the humanist option). One way of tellhg

:rSee Charles Taylor, The Ethics ol Authenticity (Cambridge: Harvard University Press,
1991), the "Inarticulary Mate," 13-23.

rqCn this aspect oI moral pluralism, Taylor acknowledges his conclrrence with Isaiah
Berlin. See Pftilosoplry in an Age of Plunlisrn (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 190),
213-14 and "la Lotta Co\t\^na," i^ Elhics ol A thenticity,70-80.
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the moral story of Modernity is through the successive discrediting of these

classical moral sources: the "death of God," the disenchantment of nature,

the scientific reduction ofthe human to the explanatory categories ofphysics,
biology, and neuroscience, and most recently "the death of the subiect."
Taylor acknowledges the cultural sway of these stories but finds them
consistently reductive and one-dimensional. Moreover, they blithely ignore
the cultural counter-movements their discrediting intentions provoked.
The Romantic and ecological challenges to the scientific disenchantment of
nature; a profound reaffirmation of God grounded in God's own affirmation
of human well-being; a comprehensive interpretation of human existence

as embodied in nature, embedded in history striving for authenticity
and longing for God and the good. Once again, Taylor insists on taking
historical pluralism seriously. He does not side with Romanticism against

the Enlightenment, nor with a narrow theism against individual rights and

liberties, nor with the ardent defenders of imagination and the heart against

the legitimate and distinct claims of reason.13

Just as the genuine life goods exist in authentic and aberrant forms, so do
the competing moral ontologies he carefully maps and describes. Reading

Taylor, we are frequently reminded of Leibniz's generous interpretive maxim:
philosophers tend to be right in what they affirm and wrong in what they
exclude or omit. In the comprehensive moral ontology Taylor develops and

defends, a chastened theism rooted in Biblical images of God's creative and

unconditional love, a multileveled ecological naturalism and an expansive

humanism that recognizes the full range of human capacities and longings,

all have their place. For Taylor, in his consistent commitment to wholeness

and catholicity, all these coexisting moral sources are needed to account for

the full range of our strong evaluations, our inevitable recognition of moral

hierarchies, our legitimate and often intractable moral dilemmas and our

deepest, most considered sense of the point and purPose of human life.la

rTaylor's nuanced acceptance of pluralism, of life goods, moral sources, and enduring
moml tladitions is one of his distinctive philosoPhical strengths; a strength clearly in view in
Sowces al],d ASec ar Age.

For Taylor's notion of "catholicity" as "universality thmugh wholeness," se€ A Caf"oli'

Modemity? , 14.
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The second related disjunct . . . the gap I see between the depiction of
human beings in many of our social science theories and the moral and

political beliefs and commitments that many social scientists embrace.

Most social science scholars I know are personally committed - some

passionately so - to human rights, social justice, equality, tolerance,

and human emancipation. Behind these commitments stands a moral
belief in the innate, inalienable dignity and value of human beings. The

disconnect I see is that few of the social science theories we employ ir
our disciplines model human beings in ways that iustify or account for
these humanistic moral and political beliefs. Few representations of the

human in social scientific theories make clear why such objects should

be bearers of rights, equality or self-determination. ( lMra t Is a Person? , 3)

We humans are self-interpreting animals. An important part of who we
are is who we take ourselves to be.15 Our need for deep, comprehensive self-

knowledge is rooted in our constitutive desire to know reality as it truly is.

But we are more than just another part of the universe of being that we seek

to understand. We are intelligent krowers as well as parts of the known;
we are responsible agents as well as beings affected by extemal causation;

we are developing persons in many leveled interpersonal relationships
as well as conditioned obiects in a spatiG.temporal-causal continuum. In
striving for self-knowledge, we need to acknowledge both parts of these

coniunctive assertions. Given the epistemic primacy accorded scientific and
technological knowledge in our culture, we risk minimizing the importance
of other ways of knowing who we are. This is especially true when the goal

of scientific knowledge is reduced to the prediction and conkol of reality,
including the complex realm of human affairs.l6 The paradigms of knowing
established by the natural sciences tend to discredit accounts of human
existence rooted in the effort to understand and appraise our personal
experience and to guide our living in a wiser, more responsible manner.
The deeper point of self-knowledge is not prediction and control, but the
comprehensive understanding arrd appraisal of who we are and of how we
should live responsibly with others.

rlSee Taylor, Sources, 34; "the self is partly constituted by its self-interpretations."
l$milh, What ls a Persok?,1"1-72.
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Christian Smith is a contemporary social theorist, dedicated to his
academic discipline, but troubled by the models of the person our social
theories tend to promote and presume.tT Like Taylor, whose philosophical
influence he acknowledges, he sharply challenges the adequacy of the natural
scientific paradigm for human self-understanding. An important sign of this
inadequary is the troubling disconnect between the moral commitments of
social scientists (advocacy) and the ontological theories of the human being
they tacitly or explicitly affirm. There would seem to be two ways to resolve
this intemal conflict: sharply to limit our moral commitments to comply
with our theories (ontologies), or to revise and augment our theories so

they more closely align with our reflective moral aspirations. Smith, like
Taylor, deliberately follows the second path. Let us now track his strategies,
arguments, and substantive claims in this ambitious revisionary endeavor.

The Phenomenology of Personal Experience

We can fruitfully study human beings from several intentional perspectives:

the third person perspective of science and historical scholarship; the second

person perspective of interactive participants in reciprocal dialogue; the

first person perspective of reflection on one's own subjective experience. A
comprehensive theory ofthe person will require coherently integrating these

distinct but complementary heuristic perspectives. But a mistaken theory
of epistemic obiectivity tends to discredit dialogical and phenomenological
accounts of human existence. Smith follows Taylor in embracing the

phenomenology of personal experience as an indispensable source of self-

knowledge. What does such a phenomenological account actually reveal?18

Human beings are embodied and situated centers of conscious experience

and activity. Their conscious experiences are fundamentally intentional in
nature; that is they are inherently directed to objective realities independent
of the subject's awareness of them. This subjective tendenry to self-

transcendence may occasionally fail to be realized in experience, but is a

constitutive feature of our conscious intentionality.
Human beings regularly undergo change, both development and

decline, while preserving their personal identities. In the course of their

tTFor Smith's complex allegiance to contemporary social science but dissent from Prevailing
theories of the person, see the inEoduction to Whnl ls a Per$n?,9-22.

r8For Smith's detailed account of human caPa c,[ief, see What ls a Person?,42'59.
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cognitive development, they become capable of redirecting their intentional
focus from the larger world to which they belong to their own conscious
experiences and commitments. Intentionality analysis or self-reflection
proceeds by seeking to understand the full range of personal experiences

by raising and answering questions about them. Though Smith tends to
describe this process as directing our mental gaze upon our experiences,
I believe Lonergan has shown that this is a misleading way of describing
phenomenological or intentional analysis.le Just as we learn about the

environing world by questioning our perceptions of it and then answering
those questions as well as we can, so we learn more about ourselves by
intelligently questioning our conscious experiences rather than the intended
objects or contents to which they are directed. In both cases, our answers

may prove to be mistaken and revisable, for our self-knowledge as well as

our knowledge of the world and others remains inherently fallible.

Critical Moral Reslism

Human inquiry serves many purposes but its basic and overriding aim is

to discover the comprehensive truth about reality and to apply that truth,
where relevant, to our practical living. This epistemic principle applies to
the natural and human sciences, historical scholarship, philosophical and

theological inquiry, and to the search for self-knowledge. As Lonergan
has shown, there is a generalized empirical method that unites these very
different forms of inquiry.m The dynamic structure of that method begins
with human experience, proceeds through intelligent questions, insights,
and tentative answers, culminating provisionally in factual and evaluative

iudgments based on the relevant available evidence. Though this dynamic
structure clearly applies to natural scientific inquiry it allows for important
variations in heuristic procedure that differ from the scientific paradigm.
Taylor, Smith, and Lonergan are alert to the danger of granting thatparadigm
epistemic hegemony in the quest for self-knowledge. As already noted, that
highly personal quest requires a phenomenology of subjective experience
in its full richness and complexity. That richness includes the cognitive,

reFor lonergan's critique of inhospection as a form o( interior "Iooking," *e lftsight,3z}
21..

DFor a compressed account of generalized empirical method, see Method in Theology,4-20.
For a more leisuely excursus, see Part I of lasiglrr, Insight as Activiry
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moral, political, spiritual and religious experiences of human beings. In the
effort to understand our subrective complexity, we implicitly rely on what
Taylor calls the "best available account principle."2r That is, lve accept as

true (or proyisionally true) the best explanatory account rve can construct
that makes sense of the whole of our experience. And because truth is the
medium through which reality is known, we accept as real whatever the

best account affirms to be so.22

Taylor's principle not only creates the desired harmony between

experience and theory but it also helps us to avoid the "pragmatic
contradictions" between moral ontology and advocacy. For the best account

of human affairs grants full recognition to our moral aspirations and

commitments. To be specific, such an account is critically open to accepting

the moral sources we need to clarify and justify the life goods we prize
and the imperatives and standards we honor. While Smith's developed
position deliberately leaves open the theistic option and recognizes several

varieties of naturalism, his focus is on human beings as irreplaceable moral
sources: their ontological emergence as unique persons, their developing
causal powers and capacities, their critical dependence on natural and social

causation, their inalienable dignity and worth.n Where the natural scientific
paradigm tends to favor ontological reductions and explanatory parsimony,

the best account principle supports ontological emergence and sufficient
explanatory complexity.

Emergefi Personalism

Smith seeks to establish persons as a primary and irreducible ontological

category.2a Let's begin with a brief but imPortant background account of this

critical restorative project. The early Modern conceptions of the self were of
a disengaged self-determining subject, ontologically separate, and distinct
from the disenchanted natural universe depicted in Newtonian physics

and the historically enduring communities still loyal to the conservative

2'Taylor, Sources, SS-59, 71-74. For Smith's appropriation of Taylot see Whal ls a Persofi?,

106-14.
z'^y'erum est medium in quo ens cognoscitul' (Iruth is the medium through which rcality

is known). Bemard Lonetgan, Second Collectio (PhiladelPhia: Westminster IJress, 1974), 17.

rln the introduction to Whit Is o Pefion?, Smith carefully articulates the scoPe and limits
of his theor€tical project.

'z1see 
Smith, chap. 1 , "The Emelgence of Personhood," 25-89.
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influence of religion, tradition, and authority.s To preserve the ePistemic,

moral, and political independence of the self, it was thought necessary to

construe the rational ego as materially disembodied, socially disembedded,

and effectively autonomous in its theoretical and practical judgments.

Beginning with Hegel in the nineteenth century, this influential model

of the self was radically revised. Darwin reinserted human beings into
the struggles of the natural uliverse; Hegel and his followers insisted on

the importance of sociocultural belonging; Marx stressed the determining

causal power of the forces and relations of production; Freud emphasized

the causal pressures on the ego from below (the id) and above (the society

entorcing superego). During the last hundred years as the natural and social

sciences grew in sophistication and cultural inlluence, the vaunted freedom

and dignity of the person have come under attack.26 The explicit aim of
this scientifically inspted critique has been to reduce the personal to the

impersonal, emphasizing biological determinism from below, and social

and linguistic deterrninism from above. If the early Modem conceptions of
the person were inflated in exaggerating the self's causal independence of
nature and history, the late modern theories havebeen markedly reductionist,

deliberately undermining the free agenry and responsibility of the human.

Smith's ontological loyalties belong to neither of these oPPosing camPs.

He insists on the intrinsic dignity and value of persons; he recognizes their

causal dependence on material elements and processes; he grants significant

causal agency to social institutions and structures; he emphasizes the

temporal development of persons, their capacity to acquire and exercise

new causal powers and attributes. He carefully defends an ontology of
personal emergence against the formidable scientific pressures of causal

reductionism,z
Because human persons are embodied agents, it is important to

understand their ontological relations with the material universe. Individual
human beings are causally dependent on the physical parts of which they

ES€e Taylor's critical account of disengaged subFctivity in Descartes and l.ocke, in So rces,

chapters I and 9. For the conservative inlluence of the Roman Trinity (religion, tradition, and
authority), see Hannah Arendt, "What Is Attlhoily?," in Between Past and F* re (New york:

Penguin Press, 1974.
bBoth Taylor and Smith criticize this debunking proFct that extends ftom B. F. Skinner's

Beyond Freedon ond Dignity to Edward O. Wilson's work in sociobiology.
zsee Smith, chap. 1, "The Emergence of Personhood," and chap. t "The Reality of Social

Construction."
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are composed. These parts can be practically conceived in commonsense
categories: bones, limbs, blood, muscles, sense organs, and so forth. But
they can also be theoretically conceived in the explanatory categories of
contemporary science: atoms, molecules, cells, genes, neurons, et cetera.
Now ordinary common sense is not tempted to reduce the person to his
or her bodily parts. Except in the case of vital organs like the heart, brain,
and lungs, we don't cease to be a person by losing a limb, breaking a bone,
or spilling blood. But explanatory reduction of the "highel' to the "lower"
or theoretically, more basic, has been a goal of natural science since the
seventeenth century. Given this heuristic orientation, why shouldn't it be
possible to explain human beings fully in the classical laws of physics or the
statistical laws of genetics and neuroscience? Wouldn't such an ontological
reduction comply with the principle of explanatory parsimony and the
heuristic commitment of the natural sciences to material and efficient
causation exclusively?

For Smith, ontological emergence is the clear alternative to causal
reduction.a The physical elements that compose human bodies are intelligible
entities lacking in consciousness, sensibility, intelligence, rationaliry and
moral responsibility (among the defining capacities of persons as they
develop and mature). Persons are genuinely emergent entities ontologically
dependent on these composite elements and processes but not reducible
to them. Emergence constitutes a recurrent event in which higher order
beings arise hom lower order entities, with the higher order existents
having capacities and properties the lower orders lack. In the special case

of perconal emergence, Smith elaborates a detailed list of such properties
with a particular emphasis on the human capacities for self-transcendence,
free causal agency, moral and political responsibiliry and interpersonal
friendship, love, and communion.'?e

Given the ontological reality of emergence, Smith insists that the whole

of being, including human existence, is hierarchically structured and not
metaphysically "flat."s Human persons are embodied agents, constitutively
dependent on their bodies for their being and conduct, but not reducible to
them. For emergent entities the ontological and causal dependence of the

higher on the lower does not amount to reduction or replaceability. Three

@ Srnith, What Isa PersonT,2 2.

vf.nith, Whsl ls a Pelsofi?,42-75.
\Ernitl\, What Is a Person? , 37 .
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related aspects of Lonergan's thought make similar points with perhaps

greater salience: the cosmology of emergent probabiliry the distinction
between intettigible and intelligent orders ofbeing, the explicit metaphysical
retrieval of central or substantial forms to account for the unity, identit,
intelligibility, and wholeness of newly emergent realities. 31

Critical Belonging

From birthuntil death, humanbeings are situated subjects, situated in nature,

in society, in history.3'? They live on the earth in a humanly constructed world
with other persons. These different modes of belonging play a constitutive
role in their emergence, development, and flourishing. While the early

Modems like Descartes, Locke, and Kant conceived of the self as ontologically
independent of natural and social causation, Smith follows Aristotle and the

classical tradition in emphasizing our essentially social/political existence.s

But does our constitutive dependence on social institutions and practices

undermine our personal responsibility and freedom? Having escaped the

reduction of the person to the impersonal laws of physics arrd biology, must

we now succumb to a version of social determinism based on the "laws" of
economics or some other reigning social science? If persons are essentially

constituted but not determined by thei natural embodiment, can the same

be said truly of their sociohistorical embeddedness as well?

There are two ontological extremes to avoid in articulating the

interdependence of personal and social existence. The first extreme is
atomistic individualism, where humans areconceived like the classicalatoms

of Democritus, sufficient unto themselves with only extemal relations to the

rest of reality.H According to the different versions of atomism, individual
selves are born with the innate capacity to perceive, think, understand,
communicate, judge, and decide. These specific capacities enable them to

ItFor lonergan's cosmology of emergmt probability, w lnsighL, chap. 4, "The
Complementarity of Classical and Statistical Investi8ations"; for the ontological distinction
between the matedal and spiritual, see InsSrt, 515-20; for the metaphysical function of central
forms in constituting the unity of the person, see Insi&ht,51U20.

rFor the critical importance of "situated subFctivity and Mom," see Charles Taylot
Hegel and Modern Sociefy (Cambridgs Cambrid8e University Press),1979),154-69.

ssee Smith. Ir@f Is a Persor?, 18. and Aristotle's Nicomacheon Ethics and Politics.
asee Taylor's critique of political atomism in Plilosophicol Papers (Cambridge: Cambridge

University Press), 1985,787-211 and Philosophical Aryumdts (Cambridge: Harvard University
kess, 195), 181-89.
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15For the important rcle of ontology in shaping and constraining political adv(xacy, see

Taylor, Philosophical Arguments, 78136.
lsee Hannah Arendfs critique of Hegel and Marx's theories of historical necessity in O,

R.oolutior, (New York: Penguin Press, 1990), 4&65.

know, choose, act, and form voluntary associations with otherpersons. While
the rational and volitional powers of individuals entail moral obligations
to oneself, their only acknowledged social obligations are grounded in
personal consent to mutually beneficial forms of social cooperation.

Ordinary language commonly allows us to speak of society, social

institutions, and social dynamics. But the real meaning of these related

terms is reducible to the choices and interactions ofindividuals ontologically
independent of each other. The atomistic model of the self does not deny the
existence ofsocial relations, but it does deny their relative independence and
causal autonomy. At the same time, it affirms the self-determining freedom
of individuals in identifying and pursuing their interests, desires, and
conceptions of personal happiness. The powerful influence of ontological
atomism can be found in Bentham's Utilitarian conception of "happiness,"
the several laissez-faire versions of capitalism, the varieties of social contract
theory, libertarian restrictions on legitimate government, and even in
general welfare theories in which "welfare" is equated with some form of
classical utiliry In these still influential approaches to morality and politics,
it certainly appears that a contestable social ontology closely correlates with
equally contestable forms of moral and political advocacy.35

The second ontological extreme is some form of social reductionism,
in which social belonging allegedly undermines the free agency and

responsibility of persons in their cognitive judgments, moral decisions,

and spiritual allegiances. Both the Hegelian and Marxist insistence on the

teleological laws of history undermines the free agenry of persons. The

"cunning of Reason" in Hegel, the role of economic determinism in Ma ,

effectively subvert the spiritual fteedom of concrete individuals. These

ilfluential theories make historical necessity the true path to freedom,

whether freedom is construed as the autonomy of Absolute Spirit (Hegel)

or the complete emancipation of the human species in a classless society
(Marx). In both cases, socio-historical belonging ostensibly conflicts with
credible assertions of individual freedom and reflective detachment.l

A similar pattern recurs in twentieth-century reductionist theories: the

technological determinism attributed to Weber's "iron cage," the ideological
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determinism asserted by Stalinism and Nazism, the linguistic determinism
claimed by some structuralist theories of language, and the legally
authorized domination Foucault unmasks in the bureaucratic institutions
of the contemporary West. Inflated accounts of individual autonomy on the

atomist front now compete with equally inflated accounts of socio-economic

and cultural determinism in the theoretical groves of academe.3T

Smith follo\ /s Taylor in seeking an articulated path between these

ontological extremes. Both embrace ontological versions of "holistic
individualism," affirming the uniqueness and expressive power of
individual persons, the freedom and responsibility of personal agenry, and

the relative autonomy that individuals preserve within the social structures
to which they belong. Both recognize the causal dependence of persons on
the families into which they are born, the schools and neighborhoods in
which they are educated, the economic orders in which they produce and

consume, the political institutions that secure their rights, privileges, and

participatory actions as citizens, the linguistic and cultural communities
where they leam to communicate, to worship, to express their hopes, beliefs,

and misgivings; and to achieve the reflective detachment that enables

them to criticize these enabling sources of their personal development and

identity. Wholeheartedly to affirm human belonging is to acknowledge the

constitutive role that these social agencies play in helping us become who
we are. But to affirm "critical belonging" is to insist that our intellectual,

moral, and spiritual development also enable us to discern the merits and

limitations of the social realities on which we depend.I
Leibniz's principle applies with particular force in this deeply contested

ontological quarrel. Social theorists, like philosophers and political partisans

before them, tend to be right in what they affirm and wrong in what they
exclude or omit. And the same can truly be said, for analogous reasons, of
the public policies and plans they and we responsibly support and defend.
If we are to bring greater wisdom and depth to our policy debates, we will
need to articulate a more realistic and comprehensive account of the social
nature and obligations of persons. To this critical communal task, Christian
Smith's work makes an important contribution.

37See Taylor's critique of Foucault i\ Philosophical Papers II, "Foucault on Frcedom and
Truth," 152{4.

sFor the cultural significan.e of "critical b€longin&" see Michael M{afthy, The Polilicol
Hununism ol Hantuh Armd, (Ianham, MD: Rowman and Littlefield,2072),24345.
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Virtues and Rules

In the contemporary West, we share a much broader consensus on life
goods than we do on the moral sources needed to ground and sustain their
responsible pursuit. In the terms of this paper, we live with a troubling
gap between our shared moral advocary and our fragmented allegiances

to competing moral ontologies. These enduring cultural divisions have led

important moral philosophers to eschew Taylor's language of the "good"
and to insist on the moral primacy of the "right."3'The irenic intention of
this meta-ethical strategy is clear: if we're unable to agree on the constitutive
goods, the moral sources, required by our strong evaluations, perhaps we

can agree on a shared set of obligahons and, at a higher theoretical level, on

a basic principle or set of principles to resolve disputes about the scope of
our personal and public duties.

This irenic strategy is designed to allow self-determining individuals to
define and advance their personal conceptions of happiness, subiect only to
the constraints of their shared obligations. Important versions of this strategy
can be found in Utilitarianism, Kantianism, and perhaps most significantly
in John Rawls's magisterial theory of justice. On Rawls's account, assuming

onlya "thin theory" ofthe good and an imaginative set of contractual fictions,

we can reach rational agreement on the basic principles of iustice governing

the fair distribution of the benefits and burdens of social cooperation.{0

As Taylor acutely obsewes, this influential strategy deliberately

narrows the scope of traditional ethics and the prevailing range of moral

disagreement. InAristotle's moral philosophy, for example, the ethical focus

is on eudaimonia, comprehensively defined as a whole human life rooted in
the best and most inclusive virtuous activity.ar Such a life includes but is not

Iimited to the virtue ofjustice, the practical virtue of voluntarily meeting our
obligations to others. The moral and intellectual virtues lauded by Aristotle

are modes of personal being that actualize themselves in praiseworthy

knowledge, action, and passion. To live ahle of eudaimozia, a fully virtuous
life, one must become a fully virtuous person. For Aristotle, the goods of

rFor the reduction of ethics to morality, of eclipsing the centlality of the "8ood" through
asserting the primacy of the "ri8ht," see Charles'faylor, Dilemmas anil Connections <Cafibrid9e:
Harvard University Press, 201 I ), 5-'l 5.

oSee John Rawls, A Theory of lrstice (Cambidge: Harvard Unive6ity Press, 1971).

{rAristotle, Nicomacie4n Elrlics, 1098a, 10-20.
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human existence are hierarchically ordered, as are the specific virtues and

the forms of life (bioi) that transcend biological survival. Aristotle defends

these contestable hierarchies by grounding them in a comprehensive

metaphysics in which God (theos), the Kosmos, the polis, and the human
psyche are important and articulated moral sources. Because human life is
complex, moral decisions often difficult, practical conflicts sure to arise and

the highest standards attainable only by a few, we cannot rely on ethical

rules or political laws to guide us wisely and well. Common rules and laws

can reliably tell us what not to do, but they cannot teach us how to live
well with others, nor how to fulfill our highest potential as intellectual and

political beings.{'?

Many contemporary moral thinkers are uneasy with Aristotle's
approach because they reiect the ontological claims on which it is based. To

be specific, they rerect his unorthodox theology, his hierarchical cosmology,

his metaphysical psychology, and his restrictive account of political

citizenship. Taylor, while sympathetic with Aristotle's emphasis on life
goods and their justifying moral sources, doesn't agree with Aristotle's
detailed account of strong evaluations and the constitutive goods invoked

in their defense. Though his ethical approach is modeled on Aristotle's, their
substantive disagreements are as important as these strategic similarities.

Alasdair Mactntyre, in his importanl book, After Virtue, also attempts a

critical retrieval of Aristotle's ethics.6 Maclntyre begins his argument with
a critique of Emotivism, the meta-ethical thesis that ethical statements

are neither true nor false, but mere expressions of subjective or SrouP
preference. To say "X is good" is really to say "I like X and encourage you

to do likewise." He claims that we live in an "emotivist age," where even

those who reiect the emotivist thesis conduct their discourse and practice

as though it were true.a He further claims that one important reason we've
reached this cultural impasse is that the principal modern alternatives to

Aristotle's ethics, Utfitarianism and Kantianism, have shown themselves to

be internally incoherent.as Like Taylor, Maclntyre sees the modern emphasis

on ethical rules as a very poor substitute for the strong evaluations and moral

{5ee Alasdair Maclntyre, After Virtue (Note Dame IN: University of Notre Dame Press,

r984),15G51.
a*e Aftet Vittie, chap. 12, "Aristotle's Account of the \4rtues."
sFor Maclntyre's critique of Emotivism, see After Vitue, G35.
a5Macl^tyte, Afier Vittue, 361 .
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a6Maclntyre, Aftet Virlue , 748.
aMaclntyre, Aftet Virtue , '1.87 -203
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sources (Thylor) or for a comprehensive theory of the virtues (Maclntyre) to
which classical ethics was committed.

Maclntyre also agrees with Taylor that Aristotle's virtue-based ethics
cannot be restored in its original form. For Maclntyre, Aristotle grounded
his ethics on a natural teleology, a metaphysical biology, that no longer
commands our assent.a6 Moreover, Aristotle neglected the importance
of history in ethics and overemphasized the prospect of ethical harmony.
But he was right to insist on the political nature of humans and their
need for educational communities (koinonia), the household, the polis,
the company of friends, in which to acquire and exercise the virtues
and to achieve eudaimonia. But these educational communities are more

differentiated and varied than Aristotle imagined. They are also historically
situated, experiencing both development and decline in the course of their
emergence, survival, renewal, and flourishing. Within these communities,
human beings enga8e in social practices, like marriage, parenting, religious
worship, scientific and scholarly inquiry, artistic creation, engaged and
responsible citizenship. These different practices have specific standards of
excellence and distinctive sets of internal goods at which they deliberately
aim. They also provide important schools of virtue enabling their new
members to learn the standards of excellence and to esteem the intemal
goods to which they are committed.aT Just as Aristotle made acquiring and

exercising the virtues essential to actualizing eudnimonia, the natural human
felos, so Maclntyre made them essential to actualizing the goods intemal to
the different human practices. Aristotle emphasizes the complementarity of
the moral and intellectual virtues and the complementarity of the intrinsic
goods they empower us to actualize: bodily strength and Brace, a morally
excellent character rooted in courage, justice, and self-control, the intellectual
excellences of art, science, practical and theoretical wisdom, the enduring
goods of personal association: family loyalty, the fellowship of friends, the

citizen's active commitment to the commonweal.
Like Taylor, Maclntyre is deeply sensitive to potential conflicts among

these goods, to the difficulty of coordinating them gracefully in a finite
human life. He emphasizes the sometimes tragic nature of human existence

and the imperious demands that citizenship can make upon family loyalty
(Antigone) or theoretical inquiry on the martial and political obligations of
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virtuous citizens (Socrates). Special virtues are needed to mediate these

conflicts and to minimize the harms they produce: personal integrity,
patience, magnanimity, courage, and practical wisdom.as Finally, Maclntyre

stresses the quest-like nature of temporal existence. Individual moral and

intellectual development prepares us to seek a personal lelos, a unique way of
virtuous living, that we discover and revise in the course ofpursuin8 it.ae The

same developing pattem applies to the most important associations to which
we belong: communities of faith, inquiry artistic creation, responsible self-

government, and mutual and reciprocal love. These enabling communities

change over time, for better and worse, gaining or losing clarity about the

personal virtues they require to meet their internal standards of excellence

and to actualize the specific goods that serve as their rc ison d'etre.

Next to Taylor, Maclntyre is probably the second strongest influence

on Smith's laudable attempt to bring ontology and advocacy together.$ By

defending a credible, historically sensitive theory of the virtues, Smith is
able to preserve the ontological primacy of persons, to affirm and clarify the

intellectual, moral, and spiritual development they strive for, to recognize

their constitutive dependence on several forms of communal belonging in
which they acquire the virtues and intemalize the standards to which they
hold themselves and others accountable. In Lonergan's terms, the virtues

are both originating and terminal values. They are among the chief goods

historical communities seek to cultivate in their young (terminal values),

and among the sources of wisdom and sustained motivation (originating

values) that enable thriving communities to meet and exceed their original
constitutive aims.5r

Broknness

The constitutive features of persons are sources of both strength and

weakness. Their physical embodiment underlies their organic, perceptual,

affective, and intellectual development. As their bodies grow and mature,

they provide a causal foundation for their moral and spiritual maturity as

sMaclr.lyre, After Virtue, 157 42.
a"Macl^tyrc, After Vittue, 2Ur1 .

eMaclntyre's influence, especiatly the claims and arguments of Afet Vitue, aan be
discemed throughout chap. Z 'The Good," i^Smith's Wat Is o Person?

'tMethod in Thcology, 4&51.
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well. The principle of emergence recognizes the dependence of the spiritual
on the physical without conflating the salient differences between them.
But the frailty of the human body, its susceptibility to illness, disorder,
and breakdown, accounts for one aspect of personal fraitty as well. Our
development and flourishing as persons normally depends on preserving
bodily health alrd strength, and avoiding serious illness, especially disorders
of the lungs, heart, brain, and central nervous system. Persons are beings
unto death; and the threat of death through violence, sickness, or accident is
omnipresent throughout human life.s,

Ourhistorical embeddedness is also a double-edged sword.In our homes,
schools, neighborhoods, places of work, worship, and leisure, we acquire the
virtues, internalize the standards, and establish the interpersonal bonds that
enable us to live wisely and well. But these sources of communal belonging
are subject to their oy/n forms of disorder and decline. Families can be
centers of love, hate, indifference, and preiudice. Schools can be mediocre or
worse, staffed by incompetent and callous teachers more intent on personal
security than on the critical education of the young. Neighborhoods can be
vibrant and beautiful, or wracked with poverty, resentment, and crime, at
one end of the spectrum, or jaded by wealth, privilege, and concentrated
power at the other. Work can be meaningful and elevating or deadening and
corrupt; worship can be challenging and generous or narrowly sectarian and
complacent. Leisure can be devoted to reflection, cit2enship, and service or
indulgence in trivia, luxury and vice. The breakdown of cultural and social
institutions turns a major source of personal development into a collective
instrument of individual and communal decline.

But the frailty ofour bodies and the tangled mixture oforder and disorder
in our communities are not the only sources of personal brokenness. We can
be healthy and foolish, well-educated and selfish, fairty treated and unjust,
blessed by God and insistent on havirg our own way. Human life is such a
mystery that the physically impaired can do great things, the badly schooled
can rise above their impoverished education, those raised without faith can
become ardent in their love of God and neighbor. The deep freedom of
the person can make flowers bloom in the desert, and envious pride turn
husband against wife, brother against brother, friend against irreplaceable
friend. Human persons, human communities, seem incapable of sustained

s'1Smith, Wiat Is a Person? ,75-78,41042
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development, regularly refuse the inner summons to self-transcendence, fall

back on self-serving ideologies that justify their sins, Personal and collective,

begin life with such high promise and end in suicidal despair Such is the

persistent reality of the human condition.
The mysterious history of persons i.s a tale of development and decline,

virtue and vice, holiness and sin, creation and destruction, power and

impotence. Never more so than now, when the unprecedented scope of our

moral aspirations seems to dwarf the creative sources of power and healing

to which we give our shared assent and allegiance.53

Sell-Transcendence : Sources and Obstacles

There are striking parallels between Christian Smith's ontology of the

person and Bemard Lonergan's reflective tum to the intentional subrect.

Both thinkers emphasize the importance and difficulty of self-knowledge

and its essential role in understanding human existence. In fact, Lonergan

makes critical self-appropriation indispensible to developing a credible

philosophy and thmlogy at the exigent level and standards "of our time."a

But how is critical self-appropriation to be achieved? Through intentional

analysis of the subject's polymorphic consciousness; through recognizing

the different patterns of conscious experience; through emphasizing the

intellectual pattem of experience in which the focus is on the subiect as

unrestricted inquirer seeking obiective knowledge in the several realns of

cognitive meaning; by discovering the generalized empirical method that

unifies the different ways of knowing; by affirming a critical epistemic realism

in which reality is known through true iudgments that are themselves the

answers we give to our unrestricted questions for intelligence and reflection;

by developing the ontological implications of critical realism that extend

from a cosmology of emergent probabfity to an anthroPology of situated

persons operating effectively within institutional and cultural schemes of

recurrence; by acknowledging the subject's profound dependence on these

sustaining schemes as well as its critical autonomy within them.55

15ee Bemard Lonelga 
^, 

AThitd Collection (New York: Paulist Press, 1985), chaP. Z "Healing

and Creating in History," 10G112.
sThe critical importance of self-knowledge is asserted, defended, and amplified throughout

lnsight and Method in Theology.
rThis higNy compressed paragraph summarizes Lonergan's complex dialectical argument

in lnsight and. Method in Theology .



This constitutive dependence and relative autonomy apply to
intentional subiects as both moral and epistemic agents. Authentic living
sublates obiective knowing by working out the practical implications of
our knowledge at both the personal and historical levels of existence. As
inquiring intelligence sublates perception, imagination, and memory, and
rellective criticism sublates intellectual discovery, so moral judgments,
decisions, and choices make us personally responsible for the lives we lead
and the historical communities in which we live them.%

No adequate account of the polymorphic subiect, however, can ignore
human brokenness: the power ofbias (dramatic, egoistic, group, and general)
to disrupt our intentional activity; our proven incapacity for sustained
developmeng our vulnerability to sin, both personal and social; our resort to
ideologies as justifications of our aberrant conduct and moral impotence.5T

For Lonergan, at the core of human existence are the transcendental
desires that summon us to self-transcendence and the transcendental norms
that require our fidelity to these erotic and etgent summonses. These

immanent desires for intelligibility, truth, reality, and the good in their
various forms can also lead us to God as the arche and telos of all existence.

The central drama of human living is the constant struggle between these

constitutive desires and norms and the barriers of bias and sin that thwart
their authentic unfolding. Objectivity in our knowing, authenticity in
our living, are the laudable fruits of achieving self-transcendence, both
personally and communally.58

But the tangled knot of our existence, its sobering mixture of greatness

and wretchedness, forcefully reminds us of our constant need for healing
and redemptive grace. To provide the best and most credible account of
human existence, our moral ontology should extend beyond persons,
however richly conceived, to the reality of God as creator and redeemer
Given our human strengths and weaknesses, given our demonstrated
failure to meet our moral aspirations reliably, explicitly recognizing our
need for grace and forgiveness may well be required to lessen the troublinS

*For lrnergan's commitment to personal and historical authenticity, se Collection,
(Toronto: University of Toronto Prest 198), 22G31; for his commitment to both personal and
historical responsibility, see A Third Collectiofi,17#2

sTor "moral impotence," w Insight, 627-n; lor ideology as iustifying the refusal of self-
transcendence, see Method in Theology, 35746.

sFor achieving objectivity through epistemic, moral, and religious self-transcendence, see

Method in Theology, 37 , 338.
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gap between ontology and advocacy at the core of our common discontent.

By critically retrieving these reiected moral sources, Taylox Smith, and

Lonergan become irnportant, if unacknowledged, allies in the central moral

argument of our time.
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7-! HnrsrllN sMrrH pRoposEs an account of human digni$r as a proac-

f tivety emergent feature of human personhood; specifically human

\--aigt ity 
"rpresses 

the moral value of the continued and flourishing
existence of the person. Smith's account succeeds in showing that human
dignity is what Lonergan scholars would call a personal value on the scale

of values. His approach also shows that human dignity understood in this
way generates a consequent vital value, the respect one needs to flourish as a

whole human being. This not only calls forth the moral responsibility ofother
human agents towards the person, but also suggests a significant corrective
to ordinary accounts of the human sciences, not unrelated to Robert Doran's
corrective to psychotherapeutic accounts of the person and Lonergan's cor-
rection of economic theory. Smith's account of human dignity, however,
would be strengthened by a tighter account of emergence, an explicit link to
the scale of values (to differentiate more clearly among social, cultural, and
personal engagement with human dignity), and a clearer distinction among
intentionality analysis, epistemology, and metaphysics (Smith is positional
on all three, but can be confused about his expressions).

PrnsorsHooo as EMERcENT

In order to comment responsibly on Smith's account of human dignity, it
is important to rehearse the broad strokes of his notion of personhood as

emergent. I will not give the full account presented in chapter 1 - the reader

@ 2015 Gilles Mongeau, SJ
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'Christian Smith, Mr, t ls a Persoh?: ReLhinking Humafiily, Social Life, and the Moral Good frofi
the Percon Up (Ch\ca9o: University of Chicago Press, 2010), 59.

5t th, Whot ls o Person? ,61.
$mith, What ls a Persan? ,79 .

$Ir.ith, What Is a Person?,80.

should refer to the review of that chapter in the present volume - but present

only the significant elements of the argument.

After presenting an initial description of the basic notion of emergence

that grounds his account, Smith discusses the set of thirty distinct and

interrelated causal capacities that emerge from the brain-body material
whole as it operates in the world. These causal capacities are then ordered
to each other in a matrix that captures their interaction, their upwardly
emergent, and their downwardly dependent, dynamic relations. It is ftom
this complex interaction that human personhood emerges as a distinctly
new ontological reality not reducible to the sum of the capacities listed in
the argument: we can understand persons as higher-order, emergent beings

existing through the interactive functioning of specific, lower-order, human

causal capacities, which, when related in operation in those ways, sustain

personhood.l
A person is "a conscious, reflexive, embodied, self-transcending

center of subjective experience, durable identity, moral commitment,
and social communication who - as the efficient cause of his or her own
responsible actions and interactions - exercises complex capacities for
agenry and intersubjectivity in order to develop and sustain his or her own
incommunicable self in loving relationships with other personal selves and

with the non personal world."2 It is the centeredness of personhood and

its purposive orientation that prevent reducing the notion of person to the

list of causal capacities that form part of the definition and out of which
personhood emerges: "So what is new in emergent personhood that does not
exist in the human capacities? The primary answer is: centers with purpose of
a particular kind." The personal center "integrates, coordinates and directs

those capacities in new, purposeful ways."3 The purpose can be understood

as "the natural and objective project of being a person."a

The final key feature to highlight is that emergent personhood is a
form of proactive (rather than responsive) emergence: "Persons are not

subsequent products of purely physical processes, the final outcomes of
a temporal series of events governed by other agents at the end of which
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HuueN Drcunv

After defending his proposal against competing theoretical accounts, Smith
turns in chapters 6 through 8 to constructive issues, approaching the notion
of human dignity in three broad steps.

He first grounds the emergence of social structures in the reality of
the person, and then shows the downward causation of social reality on
personal development and agency. The theoretical notion ofa social structure
is central to the practice of sociology, but has not been adequately defined
for itself. Smith proposes a critical realist definition of social structures that
includes those "real characteristics . . . that are definitionally important and

analytically illuminating."6 While showing how social struchrres are rooted in
embodied pattems of bodily practice, Smith's view highlights that the reality
of social structures is "irreducible to acting human persons" and that "social
structures exist at a level other than and above personal human lives."7 It
is from the interactions of human persons that "patterns of social relations
emerge... that are durable [though dynamically evolvingl, historically
continuous, and capable of exerting influence on other entities, including
those from which they emerged."8After an extensive discussion ofthe sources
of social structures, Smith tums to their "downward" efficient causaliry I
wish to highlight only two of the features of this causality: first, that social

\mith, tNlqt Is a Persofi? , 87 -88

€milh, What Is a Person? , 326.
Tsmith, What Is a Person?,328.
,Smifh, tNhat Is a Person? , 328.

persons emerge. To the contrary ontologically, personhood adheres in the
human from the start - even if in only the most nascent, densely compacted
form possible - acting as the causal agent of its own development."s

The basic notion of person defended by Smith, then, holds together two
mutually mediating terms, "being a centel' and "acting with purpose," as

constitutive of the emergent reality of personal existence that orders and
directs the human operations that both sustain personhood and serve as

instrumental causes in the creation and execution of a specific project of
being a person. Human persons are thus that ontological reality that sublates
the human capacities that themselyes sublate human bodies in an integrated
unity, identity, whole.
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structures are motivated by "normative and moral valuations and guides,"

and reproduce these valuations in the persons who participate in them;

second they are always defined and sustained by "culturally meaningful

cognitive categories."e Smith thus links the social and the cultural, as well as

the social and the human good, as sets of mutually mediating terms.

In chapter 7, Smith proposes a general account of the human good as

emergent from the reality of personhood; he argues for a teleological account

of the good that distinguishes general telos from personal telos, and both

from concrete life projects.lo This links to another mutually mediating set

of terms that constitute the life proiect, namely acting for the good of others

and acting for one's personal good: prcmoting the good of others promotes

one's personal good and vice versa.lr This in turn grounds an account of the

virtues as promoting at once the good of others and one's own flourishing
as a person. All of this allows him to link political, economic, technological,
personal, and vital goods.1'?All of these goods are ultimately grounded in a
basic good: "In sum, what is personally moral and interpersonally excellent

is driven by the interests of flourishing personhood. What is socially,

politically, culturally, and institutionally good, fair, iust, and worthy are also

driven by the interests of flourishing personhood."r3

This brings us to chapter 8 and the account Smith gives of human dig-
nity. Dignity "is a real, objective feature of human personhood."'a Dignity is
that "inherent worth of immeasurable value that is deserving of certain mor-

ally appropriate responses."ls These morally appropriate responses can be

ilitially expressed as prescriptions: persons "ought not treat other persons

as things," since this denies the ontological reality of emergent personhood;

similarly, "persons should not be treated as means," but always as ends;

persons have natural inalienable rights that guarantee their flourishing, and

receiving and respecting those rights is a condition of my own authentic

flourishing; persons "are responsible to develop and exercise their personal

capacities to enhance their own well-being and that of other persons;" and

es,:Jlh, What Is a Pelson? , 349.
rqsmith, Wi4t Is 4 Person? , 416-17
11s'r.ith, What Is a Person? ,406ff.
1'1Smith, What ls a Percon? ,4L8-21
1T.Ir,ith, What Is a Person? ,420.
tasrnith, What Is a Person? ,434.
t\milh, What Is a Person? ,435.
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finally, "all social institutions and practices should exist and function to
serve the development of the people whose lives they touch."r6

Smith proposes a retorsion argument in support of the "objectively real,
though intangible" character of human dignity: ". . . reasoned cases against
human dignity are arguably self-undermining insofar as, if they are valid,
nobody is obliged to pay their proponents the respect of listening to and
answering them - if we humans truly lack an innate dignity as persons,
we are free to disregard any others at will with whom we do not wish to
engage, without having to offer, even in principle, any account iustifying our
indifferent and dismissive treatment of them."17 This retorsion argument is
bolstered with an argument from experience, that dignity is validated in the
phenomenological experience of most people: "I, for instance, experience
myself - even in my most self-disesteeming moments - as embodying a

dignity I cannot deny or denounce. Indeed, it is only against that personal
dignity that disesteem can gain any meaningful traction in the first place?t3

Further on, he writes that "dignity inheres in the nature of things and can be
phenomenologically evident to beings possessing dignity"te; this is the basis
for the widespread affirmation of human dignity in religious, philosophical,
and other accounts of the person.

This basic affirmation is developed by a historical survey of the various
ways that human beings have articulated in their behaviors as much as in
their commonsense ideas, their phenomenological sense of dignity. Human
beings 'ht all times and everywhere, as far as we know, are concerned with
modesty, feel shame, attend to etiquette, are able to feel pride in self, have

shared standards of courtesy, feel responsible for their actions, understand
that people have private inner lives, symbolically mourn their dead, use

the same facial expressions to convey disgust and contempt, and engage in
rituals of respect for one another."2o It is also the case that "unique human
emotions . . . clue us in to the universality of dignity - the most obvious
is indignation, which is a particular kind of anger, one that results from
the perception of having one's dignity violated by injustice, disrespect, or
meanness.2l

l6smith, Yvft4t Is 4 Pelsor1?,436-37
17snith, What Is a Percon?,43940
lls.nilb What Is a Pe$on?, 440.
15,].'ith, What Is a Person?,441.

'z5.'lJ.ith, Whot Is a Percon?,1A5.

'1tsm\th, What Is a Person? ,446.
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RrELgcrroNs ou rrrc Ancu r\.rsNr

A Positional Correction to Sociological Theory

Smith's overall argument shares significant elements with Robert Doran's
critical realist realignment of Jungian psychology in Psyche and Spirit and
Theology and the Ditlectics ol History. Smith's account of the key notion of
social structure parallels Doran's realignment of the Jungian collective
unconscious; by relying, as Doran does, on a positional epistemology and

account of method, Smith provides an empirical and empirically verifiable

account of social structure that rids it of conceptualist determinism and

overcomes empiricist dismissals of the concept.In the same way that Doran's
retrieval of a teleological orientation allows him to distinguish between

archetypal and anagogic symbols, thereby overcoming Jung's confusion of
human integration and human self-transcendence, so here Smith's retrieval
of a teleological perspective in sociology allows him to not only restore a

moral perspechve to the discipline, but also to distinguish and relate (at

least in a general fashion) the various kinds of human goods to each other,

and to ground them in a basic good, the authentic flourishing of the human
person. This is a significant achievement, and it complements Doran's own
contribution, as well as Lonergan's achievements in the field of political
economy and Thomas McPartland's in historiography.2

This valuable contribution could be further developed and enhanced

by engaging Lonergan's account of the scale of values, particularly as it has

been developed and amplified by Doran's work in Ift eology and the Dialectics

of History.ts This would provide Smith with an explanatory account of the

various human goods as a set of mutually defining terms and relations. At
least as they are presented in this book, Smith's discussion of the order of
these goods is very suggestive, and even seems positional, but it remains

phenomenological.

zThomas McPartland ,lnnergan and Historiogruphy: The Epistemological Philosophy of History
(Columbia: University of Missouri Press,2010); also, Lonergan and the Philosoph! of Historical
Eristerce (Columbia: University of Missouri Press, 2000).

tsRobert Doran, Treoiogy a d the Dialectics of Hisfoty (Toronto: University of Toronto Press,

1990). See especially chapters 4, 11, 12, and 15. For a more compact introdudory account,
consult "SuJfering S€rvanthood and the Scale ol Yalues," in Theological Fou/tdotions 2: Theolory
and C ltute (Milw ukee, WI: Marquette University Prest 195).
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So what exactly would Doran's discussion and expansion of the scale
of values bring to Smith's account? First, Lonergan's basic presentation of
the scale of values provides an explanatory basis that orders the person as

beneficiary of social order to that social order as distributing vital goods, and
the person as proactively responsible for a iust social order to the cultural
values that regulate social justice. Second, Doran's expansion of the level
of social value relates spontaneous intercubjectivity to the technologies,
economies, and politics developed by practical intelligence as it seeks to
meet the requirements of a just distribution of vital goods. Third, Doran's
critique of Marx distinguishes clearly between the goods of order that are the
fruits of practical intelligence, and the level of cultural values that regulate
the iust functioning of these goods of order.

Doran summarizes Lonergan's discussion of the scale of values in
Method in Theology in an exlended paragraph in chapter 4 of Tfteology and the

Dialectics of History: "Feelings, when authentic, respond to values according
to a preferential scale, where the respective positions in the scale are based

in the self-transcendence to which we are carried by different types of
value.. . . Vital values are the values conducive to health and strength,
grace, and vigor. Social values consist of a social order whose schemes

of recurrence guarantee vital values to the whole community. Cultural
values are the meanings, values, and orientations informing the living
and operating of the community. Personal value is the authentic subject as

originating value in the community. And religious value is the grace that
enables the subiect, the culture, the community, to be authentic. At each

successive level we are carried to a greater degree of self-transcendence in
our affective and effective response."2a This basic structure of the scale of
values confirms some basic elements of Smith's analysis of person, society,

and meaning and the relations among them, but offers an explanatory
account of the emergence of one level from the level below it - through an
account of greater self-transcendence, in which the lower value represents a

pole of limitation and the higher value a pole of transcendence - as well as

an account of the regulatory role which the higher level plays in relation to
the lower level. We can thus more clearly distinguish between the person as

having inherent dignity (the level of personal value), from the respect of that
dignity needed for human flourishing (a specifically distinct vital value),

2aDoran, Theology afid the Dialectics of History,94
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and from the person as moral agent responsible for the good of the other
(personal value as authenticity rooted in moral conversion).

Doran's further expansion of the level of social value by means of the

dialectic of community allows us to relate the question of human dignity as

vital value to the creative tension between the social infrastructure and the

spontaneous intersubjectivity that forms the basis of the social bond. Like

Smith, Doran understands structures as recurrent patterns of collaboration:

technology arises and develops because of the recurrent intervention of
practical intelligence to devise means to me€t more readily the recurrent
desires of the community for the particular goods that satisfy their vital
needs. The recurrent interventions call forth a division of labor and an

economic system. . . . The evocation of the economic system is for the

sake of meeting the problems set by the distribution of the consumer
goods emergent from the technological institutions. . . . The economy,

finally, evokes the polity, for the sake of effective agreement. . . . The

evocation of the polity is occasioned by the need to resolve harmoni-
ously the problems set by 'the need to keep a healthy social bond in
productive tension with' the new stages emergent from practical intel-
ligence in the economic and technological orders.s

A little further Doran specifies the role of politics in greater detail as

a function of this creative tension: "The genuine function of politics is not

to guarantee by ideology the capitulation of practical intelligence to grouP

ethos or of speculative intelligence to instrumental practicality, but quite

the contrary, to persuade individuals and groups to subordinate and adapt

their vital spontaneities to genuinely practical ideas, and to persuade the

proponents of such ideas to respect the legitimate demands of individual
and group spontaneity."'?6 This insistence on the role of intersubiective spon-

taneity as a constitutive element of society is the fruit of Doran's critique

of Marx: taking up the critique of Marx's dialectic offered by Habermas,'?T

Doran shows that the dialectic of means and relations of production is a

bDoran, Theolory afid the Dialecti.s of History,1O4-
xDo'an, Theolory and lhe Dialectics of History, 105 .

zAnother interesting conversation partner here would be]ean-Luc Na cy inThe InoPeratioe

Comm rify (Minneapolis: Univelsity of Minnesota Press, 1991), who fla8s a similar dialectical
crcative tension between instrumental and non-instrumental action.

1,02
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, Theology and the Diolectics of Hislory,372.
nDorat\, Theology afid the Dialectics of History, 410.
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dialectic that holds only within instrumental interaction and systematically
neglects communicative (non-instrumental) interaction.a This promotes a

systematic capitulation of theoretical to practical intelligence in the analysis

of society, a point that Smith also acknowledges. As Doran suggests: "To the
extent that the social situation displays an integral unity of intersubjectivity
and practicality, it is intelligible, good and iust. To the extent that it reflects

the dominance of one or other principle, or the subordination of one to the
other .. . the situation falls short of intelligibility, goodness, and justice."2e

As we shall see in the next section on Being and Good, this richer account

of social value can provide a very helpful explanatory context for Smith's
exploration of feelings as intentional apprehensions of human dignity in re-

lation to social structures.

Finally, Doran's critical dialogue with Marx also engages the question

of the relations between infrastructure and superstructure and overcomes

the reduction of cultural to social value that sees cultural values as mere

ideology. According to Doran, Marxist analysis is insufficiently detached

from the norms of practical intelligence. Because of this, "it elevates facts

into norms or laws and seeks a solution at the level of these facts rather
than at a genuinely normative level."r Because, as we have already seen, it
neglects non-instrumental praxis, it reduces all praxis to instrumentalized
technique. It therefore cannot grasp that "the most offensive characteristic

of an oppressive set of social structures is that, by depriving pmple of
the basic vital values meeting vital needs, such structures remove the

conditions of the possibility of satisfying the deeper desire and pattern [of
humanl experience in such a way that "it becomes impossible" to succeed

in the drama of existence by finding and holding to the direction that can

be found but also missed and lost in the movement of life. . . . [so] as to

make of one's world, one's relation with others, and concomitantly oneself,

a work of art... . "31 Both of these limitations ensure that Marxist analysis

systematically reduces culture to the level of social value, neglecting the
role of culhrre in promoting the detached and disinterested appropriation
of meaning and value that can enable persons as moral agents to regulate

social structures. Classically inspired political thought, in response to
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Marxist analysis, tends to emphasize a "conversion position" on praxis: it
is authentic persons, persons of virtue, who can ensure that iustice is done.
But such positions tend to neglect the relation of virtuous persons to social

structures, a relation that is mediated by cultural values, even as Marxist
analysis neglects the importance of genuinely creative moral agents.32

All three of these elements ground a necessary reorientation of the

social sciences for which Doran calls but which he does not himself
perform: "North American sociology . . . has fallen victim to precisely the

same aberrations that Lonergan stigmatizes when he speaks of the major
surrender of intelligence: fragmented specialization within an uncriticized
cultural and social situation; neglect of the values that give meaning to a
way of life; study of opinions as data isolated from the interpretive systems

that account for their interrelations and contradictions; quantitative
measuring of adherences instead of analysis of underlying motivations;
neglect of developmental tensions h the formation of ideas and attitudes;
oversight of largely unconscious biases in the process ofsuch formation; and

the transformation of sociology into a manipulative psychology of human
engineering. . . ."r3 I believe that this is precisely the reorientation that Smith
articulates in his book, and particularly on the question of human dignity;
I also believe that this richer theoretical framework could help him ground
and expand his account of the person.

Anchored in the Relation between the Transcendental Notions of Being and Good

The basic structure of Smith's account of human dignity as a good relies

on the Aristotelian-Thomist definition of the good in relation to being: the
notions of good and being are convertible; "good" adds to "being" the notion
of "to be desirable." In Lonerganian terms, a judgment of value adds "this is
desirable" to the "this is so" of a judgment of fact. Human dignity is thus the

objective correlate ofthe feeling responses of shame, indignation, orientation

to modesry pride in self. These feelings are intentional apprehensions of the

unique value that is human dignity.

summary of the distortions that obtain in the scale of values as a result of this situation can be
found in "Suffering Servanthood and the Scale of Values."

eDot^ , Theology and tha Dialectics of History,427.
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Smith's significant contribution here is to identify human dignity as a

personal value on Lonergan's scale, as the value ofthe continued existence of
the person, independent ofbut as the necessary condition for her flourishing
through operating in the world. Respect for human dignity thus becomes

one of the vital goods that is perceived in intersubiective spontaneity and

ought to be promoted by technological advances, justly distributed by
economic systems, protected by political choices, affirmed and reflected

upon by cultural values, chosen as part of one's authentic life proiect, and

defended by the religious influx of God's love flooding the human heart.

Smith's achievement here complements and amplifies the scale of values,

with the caveat voiced above, howevet that he lacks an explanatory account

of the relations among the various goods.

Relying on a Very General Notion of Emergence

Smith's argument for an emergent notion of personhood, and then for
human dignity as an emergent property of human personhood, relies on a

notion of emergence articulated within the experimental sciences. Chapter 1,

which introduces the notion of emergence before applying it to the question

of human personhood, presents the notion with a wealth of examples. I

would propose that Lonergan's more precise definition of emergence, by
means of identifying schemes of recurrence and operators and integrators,

and relying on a strong account of vertical finality, could complement
Smith's account by supplying additional explanatory terms and relations.

This, in turn, would anchor a fuller account of the human good according to

a scale of values. The key insights to be retrieved from Lonergan's account

of emergence are: the notion of schemes of recurrence as combinations
of classical and statistical laws; the consequent distinction between the

Darwinian account ofspecies difference as a "gradual accumulation of small
variations" and the Lonerganian account of a "higher systematization of a

controlled aggregation of aggregates of aggregates of aggregates"l; human
knowing and loving as a "higher system" that is also "a perennial source of
higher systems."35

sBemard l,onergan, lnsight, vol.3 of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed
Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2005), 290.

llnsight 
, 291 .
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Smith correctly grasps that the thirty orso distinct and interrelated causal

capacities that emerge from the brain-body material whole are ordered to
each other in such a way that they "upwardly" sustain emergent human
personhood and "downwardly" condition the d)'namic relations among the

causal capacities. Smith's account provides a helpful, functionally positional
model of the matrix of causal capacities, but without some understanding
of the relations between classical and statistical laws, it cannot offer the

explanatory grasp which this understanding gives: a grasp of the intelligible
nexus among the causal capacities according to a set of intelligible relations

that are either classical or statistical laws.

This is precisely what grounds the difference between Darwinian "accu-

mulation of small variations" and Lonerganian "higher systematization": "a

species is not conceived as an accumulated aggregate of theoretically observ-

able variations; on the contrary it is an intelligible solution to a problem of

living in a given envtonment, where the living is a higher systematization of
a controlled aggregation of aggregates of aggregates of aggregates. . . ."e A
species is thus not "some aggregation of sensible qualities" but rather identi-
fies an intelligible unity in data. As a result, species will not be differentiated
by the aggregation of characteristics, but rather by the intelligible differences

among "higher systems." Thus "an explanatory account of animal species

will differentiate animals not by their organic but by their psychic differenc-

es . . . The animal pertains to an explanatory genus beyond that of the plant;

that explanatory genus turns on sensibility; its specific differences are dif{er-

ences of sensibility; and it is in differences of sensibility that are to be found
the basis for differences of organic structure, since that structure, as we have

seen, possesses a degree of freedom that is limited, but not controlled, by
underlying materials and outer circumstances."3T

This account of specific difference is important, because it gives an

explanatorybasis forSmith's positional insistence on the definition of person

as "a centre with purpose"; but it turns Smith's account on its head, in the

sense that it makes person the explanatory basis upon which the matrix
of causal capacities can be understood. We understand in light of this that

Smith's account, whiLe it is positional, is in the "via inventionis"; Lonergan's

account of emergence could strengthen Smith's definition by placing it in
the "via doctrinae."

*Insight 
, 290.

3? lnsiqht , 290-91
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The third and final element to be retrieved, I have suggested, is [,oner-
gan's key distinction between sensitive process and human knowing and lov-
ing: "As sensitive appetite and perception are a higher system of the organic,
so inquiry and insight, reflection and judgment, deliberation, and choice are
a higher system of sensitive process."s This higher system of knowing and
loving is the basis of the purpose which persons as centers have, and is the
source of both the aesthetic-dramatic and practical freedom which persons
have from the biological pattem. The root of this double liberation rests,
Lonergan suggests, on two facts: "On the one hand, inquiry and insight are
not so much a higher system as a perennial source of higher systems, so that
human living has its basic task in reflecting on systems and judging them, de-
liberating on their implantation and choosing between possibilities. On the
other hand, there can be in man a perennial source of higher systems because
the materials of such systematization are not built into his constitution."3e
As a result, social structures and cultural communities emerge from human
operations according to a schedule of probabilities that is determined not
by outer conditions, but by authentic and inauthentic exercises of human
knowing and loving. Thus, social values emerge, as we have seen, as a func-
tion of the exercise of practical intelligence (seeking to provide solutions for
the fust distribution of vital values) in creative tension with intersubjective
spontaneity; cultural values emerge from social situations as human beings
seek to grasp a direction in the flow of life lived together; personal value is

the human being operating authentically as a source of meaning and value,
both appropriating and transforming cultural values into a higher personal
s)'nthesis. In turn, the higher systems, from personal authenticity, to cultural
value, to social justice, regulate the lower systems. The scale of values, while
it prolongs emergence as a constitutive dimension of world process, prolongs
it on a new basis, that of human knowing and loving. Nevertheless, under-
standing the scale of values according to the same general heuristic of emer-
gent probability will help correctly position the use of statishcal analysis in
the human sciences to the use of other more hermeneutical and humanistic
methods. Roughly speaking, statistical methods will belong to the research
phase of sociology, making data available for the further operations of inter-
pretation, history, and dialechc.m

*Insight 
, 291.

elnsight 
, 297.

sExplorins the further question of sociological method according to an analogy with
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Relying on an " Anti-scientistic Phenomenology"

lrnergan's differentiation of theological melhod n Method in ThaloSy would take us too far

a6eld here, but it remains an interestlng Probtem mised by Smith's work. S€e Bemard lrnefgan,
Method in Thcology (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 19q)).

at lnsight, 358.
alnsight, 359 .

Smith explains in chapter 2 that he will rely on an anti-scientistic
phenomenology developed from the work of Charles Taylor to develop his

argument. This helps him overcome and correct various materialist and

reductionist biases he finds in discussions of method in sociology. Because

it expands the horizon of what counts as evidence, hiShliShts the "multi
layered" character of the real, and relates sociological observation to an

emergent universe, Smith's approach reflects a positional stance on the

functional specialization "research" as it is exercised in sociology. Smith is

certainly clear about the limitations of empiricism, but sPending some time

sorting out intentionality analysis, epistemology, and metaphysics would

be helptul.
The two key elements to be retrieved kom lnsight are the two Pivots

around which intentionality analysis is distinguished from and related to

epistemology, and epistemology from metaphysics: the self-affirmation of

the knower, which effects the transition from a phenomenology of human

operations (intentionality analysis) to the higher viewpoint of epistemology,

which understands the operations by grasping thet explanatory relations

to their obiects, to the knowing subject, and to each other; the further
expansion from epistemology to metaphysics by means of the isomorphism

of knowing and known, and the consequent relation between metaphysics

and the sciences.

The shift from a phenomenology of knowing to an epistemology which

the self-affirmation of the knower promotes is the shift of attention from

empirically derived, and so revisable, single laws "to the set of primitive
terms and relations which the system employs in formulating all its laws."4l

Epistemology, because it grounds explanation in thebasic terms and relations

of human consciousness, excludes "the radical revision that involves a

shift in the fundamental terms and relations of the human knowledge

underlying existing common sense, mathematics, and emPirical science."{2

This constitutes a crifical base from which the methods of the various
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sciences can be critically evaluated with respect to their proper objects, and
understood in relation to each other, which prevents an uncritical return
to the reductive empiricism Smith is trying to overcome in sociology and
grounds his assertion of critical realism in first principles.

Further, the passage through epistemology grounds an intelligible
relation between the sciences and metaphysics. By critically establishing
notions of beingl3 and obiectivirya and attending to the isomorphism of
knowing and known, a transition can be effected to an explicit metaphysics:
"If the knowing consists of a related set of acts and the known is the related
set of contents of these acts, then the pattern of the relations between the
acts is similar in form to the pattern of the relations between the contents of
the acts."as The empirical verification of concrete and recurring structures of
knowing in the self-affirmation of the knower yields, by the isomorphism
of knowing and known, a proportionate heuristic structure of the known
which is an explicit metaphysics. This explicit metaphysics gives further
critical grounds for rejecting idealism, empiricism, and eclecticism in
scientific method,6 even as it makes explicit their unification: as a set

of principles, metaphysics precedes the empirical sciences, "but as an

attainment, it follows upon them, emerges from them, depends upon them;
and so, like them, it will be factual."a7 Thus an emergent and explanatory
account of the relation between a non-scientistic phenomenology, a critical
epistemology, and a normative metaphysics can be adumbrated, and could
serve as a stronger basis for Smith's critical realism in sociology, such that
the elements of this sociology could be critically related to each other and to
the achievements of other disciplines.

Cor,IcrusroN

Christian Smith's discussion of human dignity, like his overall argument
in Wat Is a Person? is foundational and represents a positional reorientation
of the field of sociology. By reintroducing a teleological notion of the person

allnsighl, chap. 12.
$Insight, chap."l3.
4.Insight , 424.
l6lnsight , 42648.
a?Insight, 418. Benedict Ashley makes a similar point i\ The I/hy Touard Wisdoil (Notre

Dame, IN: University of Note Dame Press, 2006). See especially chapters 3 to 5.
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and making use o{ a functionally positional account of method, Smith is
able to show that human dignity is a personal value, that a consequent vital
value, "respect for dignity," emerges from this, and relates both these values

to the complex set of human goods. This is a significant contrj.bution that

converges with the ongoing reorientation of the human sciences begun by
Lonergan, Doran, and McPartland. But his account could be strengthened

by a more explanatory perspective on the scale of values and emergence,

moving the argument from a "functionally positional" to an "explicitly
positional" stance. Similarly, reflection on the distinctions and relations

among intentionality analysis, method, epistemology, and metaphysics

would lead to a fuller account of the relations among human personhood,

human good, and human dignity.
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BOOKREVIEW
To Flourish or Destruct:

A Personalist Theory of Human Good, Motit:ations, and Eail

Christian Smith, University of Chicago Press, 2015

fD ERNARD LoNERGAN oNCE singled out social ethicist Gibson Winter for

l\exceptional praise, as a model of the kind of work he hoped would
l-,f emerge out of his own innovative studies of methods: "Prof. Winter

has done a remarkable piece of interdisciplinary work in relating social
science to ethics."l Were Lonergan alive today, I believe he would place

sociologist Christian Smith's To -F/ol rish and Destruct in that same privileged
circle.'z Like Winter before him, Smith engages the wide range of approaches
to social science, identifies what is of great value in each approach, but also

offers penetrating critiques of what is lacking.
This review will (1) summarize Smith's principal criticisms of current

social science practices, (2) summarize his suggestions for a new foundation
for the social sciences, (3) draw attention to important complementarities
between his approach and that ofLonergan, and (4) raise questions that flow
from Lonergan's work for further consideration.

Slrarrrr's AsstssurNr or rrrn Soclql ScrrNcEs

In To Flourish and Destruct Smith presents a forceful case that the research
practices of contemporary social science are in dire need of reform: "much
of social science currently operates with impoverished yiews of human
beings and propagates such views among social-science consumers" (266,

for example, policymakers and the general public). He argues that these

lBemard l,onergan, "The Example of Gibson Wir.ter," \n A Second Collecfioh, ed. William F.

J. Ryan and Bemard J. Tyrrell (Philadelphia: The Westminster Press, 1974),189-92.

fhristian Smith, To FIo lttish ot Destrucl?: A Personalist Theory of H man Goods, MotiT,ations,
Failure, anil Ez,ll (Chicago: University of Chicago Press, 2015). Page references appear in
parentheses in the body of the main te\t..

@ 2015 Patrick Byrne
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practices neither do ,ustice to the data on human behavior, nor meet the

standards for adequate scientfic explanations.

Any science, including a human or social science, is about the business

of understanding causes. Science . . . is about learning what exists in
reality and how it works. (49)

Unfortunately, says Smith, the ideal of finding causal explanations for

human actions has been almost completely abandoned by social scientists.

Smith blames this abandonment on widespread adoption of flawed philo-
sophical foundations throughout the social sciences, including believing ei-

ther that causes are not real, or cannot be known if they are real. Resting

upon such weakened foundations, "social science amounts to only so much

gathering and cataloguing of empirical facts . . . [which] usually turns out to

be boring" (20-21). Smith's book sets forth an extensiye critique of such fail-
ings in the social sciences, and sociology in particular, as currently practiced.

Smith is well positioned to render this critique and to offer a more

substantial alternative foundation. He has authored or co-authored

numerous empirical sociological studies on such topics as the U.S. Central
American peace movement, race and evangelical religion, the generosity of
Americans, and the religious and spiritual lives of American teenagers and

young adults. In addition, his command ofthe theoretical issues is impressive.

The footnotes to the book reveal the breadth and detail of his knowledge of
the vast range of literature from the founders and contemporary influential
thinkers in the discipline of sociology, as well as in philosophy (especially

philosophy of science) and other disciplines.
In contrast to the prevailing theoretical assumptions, Smith argues that

human personal motivations are the real causes of human behaviors and

social events. "Asocial science that misses the centrality of motivated actions

will therefore not be getting entircly right large swaths of human activities,

in fact most of the kinds of human actions that are of Ereatest interest to

and importance for social scientific understanding and explanation" (67).

However, the attempt to scientifically study motives, Iet alone to regard

them as real causes in human affairs, has been abandoned in social science.

The reason, says Smith, is that motivations cannot be directly observed,

which contradicts the prevailing philosoPhical assumPtion limiting science

to such direct observation.

772
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I recall my own astonishment when I first read Durkheim's bizarre
but widely accepted definition of suicide. Durkheim refused to distinguish
acts of heroic self-sacrifice from acts of self-destruction that arose out of the
depths of despair because, he claimed, it is only possible to scientifically
know another person's actions, not the motives behind those actions.
Contrary to such exaggerated claims by Durkheim and numerous others,
Smith responds by quoting sociologist Robert Maclver: "There is no
demonstration [by skepticsl that access to [motivations] is impossible, but
only that it is difficult" (113, brackets are Smith's). Elsewhere Smith dra\ /s
attention to the fact that the natural sciences make use of all sorts of factors
that cannot be directly observed (e.g., electromagnetic fields or tectonic
plates). The fact that it is difficult to arrive at critical, scientifically justifiable
accounts of motivations which are not directly observed is no excuse for
giving up the search for creative methods for identifying and verifying
them. Rather, Smith argues, social sciences have an obligation to take up
the challenges posed for scientific investigation of motivations. The fact that
they have failed to do so, he suggests, is due in part to commitments to
"ideologies and political programs" (see, for example, 9).

Smith provides extensive discussions of the pervasive influences within
the social sciences of other philosophical assumptions. In the introduction,
he identifies four classic models (and an "upstart fifth") that frame research
in sociology and social science (an approach reminiscent of Gibson Winter's
approach in Elements for a Social Ethic\: Smith characterizes the four classic
approaches to social science in terms of their "general models of human
beings": "dependent norm followers" (Durkheim, Parsons, Geertz, and
Douglas among others); "materialist group-interest seekers (including
Hobbes, Marx, Weber, and C. Wright Mills); "autonomous, self-interested
individuals" (such as Locke, von Mises, Hayek); and "communicative,
interacting meaning-makers" (for example, Mead, Berger, Garfinkel,
Goffman, and Giddens). Smith also discusses the powerful, recent impact of
a fifth approach to sociological analysis: "evolved neuro-genetic biochemical
behavers" (notably, Wilson, Dawkins, Dennett, and Pinker). In later chapters
he examines in greater detail these assumptions about the nature of human
beings and the problems they encounter. In chapter 3 he examines "social
situationism" - "not a distinct or official school of thmry but rather a

broad and related set of intellectual movements that have shaped the basic
terms and sensibilities of much sociological theorizing,, (91). He analyzes
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the outlook of social situationism in terms of eight characteristics, the

most telling of which is the assumPtion that "PeoPle are products of social

interactions" (94). Social situationism virtually ignores personal motives,

individual responsibility, and "personal life projects" as real sources of
human actions. This "has the effect of dragging humanity down" (93).

Smith is far from dismissive of the work done by the prevailing

approaches to social science, including the social situationists. To the

contrary, he praises their many insights as partial contrlb.utions to a more

complete understanding and explanation of human action. Yet he still faults

them for their exclusive emphasis on social determinism to the exclusion

of personal agenry In this way Smith manifests the spirit of Lonergan's

dialectical method by identifying what is most basic among underlying

assumptions and then "promoting the positions, reversing the counter-

positions."
This dialectical approach is highlighted in Smith's comparison of two

important 1940 essays by C. Wright Mills and Robert Maclver. Where

Maclver's essay displays a balanced approach taking into account both social

and personal factors, Wright Mills's essay exaggerates the social factors.

Nevertheless, Wright Mills's essay had a powerful influence on the future
practice of sociology, while Maclver's essay fell into comparative obscurity.

The difference is traceable to something like the presence or absence of what

Lonergan calls intellectual conversion - openness or refusal to accePting

persons, motives, and causes as ontologically real.

t^ater in chapter 4 Smith retums to the very origins of modern scientific

sociology by means of a close reading of the works of three founders of

the discipline - Marx, Durkheim, and Weber - arguing that each founder

held a particular view about human nature, and that these views had a

profound impact on their own work, as well as on that of the generations

of later sociologists influenced by them. Most interesting is his careful

analysis of Marx. Many Marxists have denied that Marx believed in such a

thing as human nature, holding, rathet that human beings are completely

determined by the praxis of their participation in the various modes of
production. Smith to the contrary shows that Marx held a well-defined

concept of human nature and actually said so in numerous texts. The lessons

that follow from Smith's meticulous examinations of Marx, Durkheim,

and Weber are twofold. First, "No sociology can proceed without at least

some implicit assumptions about human nature and motivations" (158).

714
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And, second, the particular assumptions adopted by the three founders are
inadequate if not inconsistent. Durkheim, forexample, "valued and believed
in the goodness of social order," but his assumptions about human nature
provide no basis whatsoever to support that value commitment; in fact, they
tend to undermine it (135-36).

A Nrw Four'roerroN FoR SocrAL krENcE:
Cnrrrcel Rrarrsr PrnsoN,lLrsM

Smithis notcontent to merelycriticize the prevailing modes ofsocial scientific
investigation. Rather he uses these critiques as the point of departure for
a new foundation for social science in "critical realist personalism." In
chapter t he explains his understanding of critical realist personalism by
summarizing the key points developed in his previous book, What Is a

Person? (discussed at length in the essays in this volume). The framework
of "critical realism" is drawn from the writings of Roy Bhaskar, along with
others. This is a "realism" because it "begins with a set of assumptions about
reality that is both commonsensical and intellectually defensible" (32). It is
"critical" because it takes seriously postmodem criticisms - especially their
emphasis on the fallibility and perspectival nature of human knowledge,
and their criticisms of modemity's obsessions with certitude, rationaliry
and foundationalism. But unlike other postmodern philosophies, Bhaskar's

criticalrealismdoes not succumb torelativism ornihilism. Smith supplements
Bhaskar's critical realism with an understanding of personalism drawn
from a tradition that includes Martin Buber, Jacques Maritain, Emmanuel
Mournier, Michael Polanyi, Karol Wojfyla (Pope John Pau[ II), ]ohn Crosby,
and Robert Spaemann, among others. Critical realist personalism is Smith's
unique slmthesis of these two approaches, personalism plus criticaI realism.

Central to Smith's argument (drawn from the critical realist framework)
is his affirmation of the ontological status of persons. Here "ontological"
means two things. First, it means that persons are real, existing beings. This
claim is directed against widespread antirealist assumptions held by social
scientists and philosophers. This includes the many thinkers for whom
the only realities are elementary material entities (subatomic particles,
chemical molecules, genes, or perhaps neurons and their impulses). Such
thinkers therefore hold that persons have no reality unto themselves; they
are nothing but assemblies or collections of much more elementary realities.
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Smith's affirmation of persons as real is likewise directed against those who
argue that "person" is merely a socially constructed category as there are

no ontologically real persons existing independently of social practices

that construct the category of "person." Smith's emphatic and repeated

assertions of the reality of persons opposes both sets of antirealist claims.

For Smith "ontological" also has a second connotation - namely, that
persons have fixed natures with specific sets of properties, capabilities,

powers, and limitations (see, for example,30 and 40). As he puts it, for
personalism (and therefore for proper social sciences as well) the most basic

question is "what persons are" (35). Yet he is keenly aware of the many

prior criticisms of theories of the nature of persons that have been offered.

He recognizes that prior attempts have been excessively rigid and have

uncritically assumed that culturally specific qualities are universal to all

human persons. Hence his own definition of person is especially flexible

and nuanced:

By "person" I mean the particular kind of being that under proper

conditions is capable of developing into (or has developed into)

a conscious, reflexive, embodied, self-transcending center of
subjective experience, durable identiry moral commitment and social

communication . . . in order to develop and sustain his or her own
incommunicable self in loving relationships. (35)

This definition reflects much of the larger framework of critical realism,

namely, that real-ity is "differentiated, ordered, complex,... stratified"
and emergent (32,36). By means of these key assumPtions, critical realism

opposes all forms of reductionism. It also affirms the reality of "downward
causation," where the capacities of higher levels influence the conditions

under which the lower levels operate. It further hsists that methods of
investigation must be developed which are appropriate to the differentiated

strata of rcality to which they are applied.

In particular for Smith this means that both persons (and social

institutions and social interactions) are "emergent":

Emergence refers to the process of constituting a new entity with its
own particular characteristics and capacities through the interactive

combination of other, different entities that are necessary to create the

776
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new entity but which themselves do not contain the characteristics
present in the new entity. (36)

Emergence is a feature of all of reality according to critical realist
personalism, but is especially noteworthy in the case of persons. This means

that while persons possess those properties properly studied by physics,
chemistry, biology, and neuroscience, these alone cannot account fully for
al1 the reality of persons. Persons cannot be completely explained in terms
of or reduced to some more elemental kinds of realities - molecules, genes

or neurons, for example. Instead persons can only properly be understood
as emergent from combinations of these lower entities, and while dependent
upon them for their continued existence, still persons possess unique,
irreducible properties and capabilities.

The most important emergent feature of persons is that they possess

"nafilral purposes" (43). These purposes flow from their distinctive natures,
which emerge out of the lower levels of reality. Human natures manifest
themselves in motivations that are the causes of their actions { a persons.

Smith argues that there are the three kinds of motivation: beliefs, desires, and

emotions (68). Chapter5 expands that explorationby connecting motivations
and goods: "Human motivations are thus closely tied to . . . certain natural,
universal, basic goods" (-180). He surveys over twenty-five prominent social
scientists and philosophers who have offered accounts of basic human
needs, interests, drives, or goods. He then offers a "thematic synthesis" of
these diverse accounts, claiming that all can be synthesized into a single set

of six, mutually irreducible basic goods (i81-82):

1. Physical survival, security, and pleasure

2. Knowledge of reality
3. Identity coherence and affirmation
4. Exercising purposive agency
5. Moral affirmation
6. Social belonging and love

This set of basic goods constitutes a kind of "sociological periodic
table" in terms of which all other accounts of motivations can be viewed as

combinations or mixtures derived from this basic set (182).

From this synthesis, it follows that all persons are motivated to seek all
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According to personalism... human beings should be understood

as possessing the motivations and interests to ever more fully realize

in their existence the fullness and flourishing of their personhood. . . .

The purpose of persons is to develop and unfold our given personhood

in ways that move us toward real personal excellence, thriving,
flourishing . . . in Aristotle's phrase, eudaimonia . . . life lived well. (52)

In chapter 6 Smith offers a sketch of a "theory of flourishing" that flesh-

es out some of the details of what a flourishing life would look like. This

is necessarily provisional (or heuristic, to apply Lonergan's favored term).

Among other things, this chapter shows that the six basic goods and their

corresponding motivations are integral to the pursuit of genuine flourishing.

In particular, flourishing is never a finally achieved state, but a dynamic and

developmental "hfe plan," an "active iournef' (219, 206). Persons develop

their own particular ways of realizing those basic goods, but do so in ways

that are dependent upon environments nourishing or impeding that devel-

opment (218). "Flourishing is, of course, ultimately always a personal accom-

plishment for (or failure) of each human behg. But . . . is [also] a collective

project of humanity as a whole" (220). Smith identifies nine sets of natural

and social preconditions that promote and sustain flourishing. By means of

this sketch of flourishing, he casts new light upon the classical accounts of

virtue as "hard-won dispositions and practices of excellence" (207).

six of these basic goods. These goods are "natural, stable, and universal"
(182). They are not "defined by society," but are determined by the "natural
ontological constitution" that all human beings carry with them into their
social interactions. This also means that none of these basic goods can

be properly understood as the "real" cause of the motivations for any of
the others. Stlll, hou these basic goods are pursued and even understood
is culturally variable and mediated through "multiple modes of human

particularity" (1-87, -182).

Yet the six basic goods do notexhaustthe full scope of human motivation.

Rather, they serve and are integrated by "the ultimate human purpose" of
flourishing (202). "People's motivations are ultimately traceable back to

the basic human goods and interests that define and energize the human

teleological quest for flourishing" (268). Flourishing succeeds when all six

basic goods are realized, but more than this,
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Yet, says Smith, "Flourishing is not automatic, or guaranteed, but
contingent" (223). In order to explain his point, he introduces a philosophical
distinction ofhis own to show that having natural purposes and motivations,
even when combined with social preconditions, do notcompletely determine
what persons make of their lives. Distinguishing between what is real,
what is actual, and what is empirical, he argues that really existing entities,
including persons, have real natures, but that the natures await further
actualization. For example, it is of the nature of an acorn is to develop into
an oak tre€, but that nature may or may not be actualized. Likewise some

persons only gradually actualize their natures, while others can stagnate
or even act in ways that betray and destroy their natures. Again, some

actualities are also empirical, and can be directly observed, but this is not
necessarily true of all realities. Causes and motivations, for example, can

be both real and actual, even though they cannot be directly observed. Still,
knowledge of their actuality is necessary to explain much that is empirically
observed. For Smith the openness of critical realist personalism provides
intellectual legitimary to expanding the working concepts and methods of
social science to include not only motivations, but the goods toward which
motivations are oriented and which provide their real foundations.

Precisely because the natural motivations of human beings do not
completely determine human actions, there remains the possibility of
betraying one's call to flourish. Such betrayals result in a life that stagnates,

or worse, that destroys itself as well as other persons and the natural world,
and these phenomena also must be studied and explained to the extent
possible by social science. In chapter 7, which is written in an especially
compelling manner, Smith courageously confronts some of the most
abhorrent facts of human behavior and history, drawing upon his positive
account of flourishing to examine in detail the many negative ways in which
it can be and has been perverted or destroyed. Beginning with the ways
that environmental factors stifle human flourishing, Smith examines the
increasingly dark manners in which human agency in combination with
unjust social conditions bring about social evil. While indolence and sloth
may not be all that bad, Smith observes that for anyone who has

already adapted to a life of stagnation, it is easy to take this next step
away from flourishing toward destructiveness ... in that sustained
avoidanceof one's personal flourishinginevitably requires diminishing
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the flourishing of other persons. (226-27)

Smith traces the path of degeneration that follows, negliSence into

sadistic evil, illustrating how social scientific methods can be devised to

properly take into account all these forms of evil. Yet far from proving that

evil is a basic human motivation, he argues that human evil has a "parasitical

dependence upon that which it corruPts," namely the ultimate human

teleoloSical orientation toward the good of flourishing (234).

ln his conclusion, Smith expresses a puzzlement. Although love is

integral to his definition of flourishing - "develop and sustain his or her

own incommunicable self in loving relationships" - why is it that "Virtually
no social scientist talks about love in their scholarly work" (277)? Love is a

central fact of human existence and discussed constantly outside of social

science, yet there is a kind of "weird, fearful allergic reaction" by social

scientists to investigating love, as though this would not be "hard science."

But the experiences and exercises of love are crucial to human flourishing,

and the subtle and coldly overt betrayals of love are essential to any

understanding of social evil. He concludes, therefore, with an exhortation

that the reality as well as the denials of love be taken seriously by social

scientists; otherwise social science cannot responsibly fulfill its search for

fully adequate explanations of human social behavior.

CoMPARtsoNS wrrn LoNrnceN

Much in Smith's book resonates with Lonergan's philosophy. Lonergan also

thought of his philosophical approach as critical realism, and although there

are some important differences between how he and Bhaskar understood

that term, still there are many significant parallels and points of convergence

between Lonergan and Srnith.

Like Smith, Lonergan was deeply concerned about the genesis of a new

approach to human science that would address the profound challenges

presented by the progress and decline of humankind (I nsight ,255-56).\n fact

his concern with a reinvigorated social science and its role in the reversal

of decline dates from Lonergan's earliest unpublished writings from his

student days.3

3S€e Bernard tonerga^, "Pa ton Anfuk Phtlar6srs: The Restoration of AII Things," Mrraoo:

Iounul ol Inner|an Stltdies 9, no. 2 (1991): 134-72.
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He also agreed that more adequate and true human sciences would
have to be grounded in a critical (and realist) philosophy: "In other words,
human science cannot be merely empirical; it has to be critical; to reach a
critical standpoint, it has to be normative. This is a tall order for human
science as hitherto it has existed" (Insight,267). He even anticipated some of
the specifics of Smith's criticisms of Durkheim and Marx - for example, how
their work dismissed irnportant dimensions of the data on human behavior,
and how it rmisdirected subsequent social scientific research and policy
formation (lnsight,260)- For Lonergan, the needed critical standpoint is a
philosophical realism that begins with a critique (self-appropriation) of the
unacknowledged assumptions about what human knowing is and is not.
Self-appropriation expands what can be regarded as real by revealing the
roles played by inquiries, insights, and "virtually unconditioned iudgments"
(which grasp "what is") in the actual but unexamined performances of
human knowing. Lonergan's critique also unearths the subtle distinction
between direct and inverse insights. This distinction in tum makes it possible
to critically "distinguish between progress and decline, between the liberty
that generates progress and the bias that generates decline" (lnsight,26'l).

Again as with Smith, emergence is central to Lonergan's critical realism.
For Smith emergence is a process arising out of "the interactive combination"
of lower entities, while for Lonergan emergence is a reality that comes out of
the nonsystematic convergence of conditions giving to systematic schemes
of recurrence. He fleshed out the implications of real emergence in his
theory of "emergent prcbabiliq/' (lnsight,747-57). Further, for Lonergan just
as for Smith, human beings are properly understood only in terms of their
placement within this emergent world order.

The context of emergent probability includes another parallel with
Smith's work. Smith holdsthat while human nature is "universal,, itis,,never
expressed in a uniform manner" because individuals work out their unique
ways of flourishing under the conditions in which they find themselves
(218). L6191921 makes this point more generally, holding that "natures"
("explanatory conjugate forms") on all levels of reality including the human
are inherently underdetermined. They depend upon preconditions supplied
from beyond themselves to determine how they will be actualized (Izslglri,
70-76,"t-13-27).

This means that for Lonergan the novelty ofemergences can arise within
a given level of reality. For example, exclusively physical nonsystematic
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processes can converge and set the conditions for new, purely physical

schemes of recurrence (for example, the formation of the fusion cycles that

make up stars). Likewise for Smith convergence of conditions can also

lead to the emergence of real stratifications among entities with their "own
particular characteristics and capacities" (Smith). For Lonergan, the science

(for example, chemistry) of an ontologically lower class of entities proves

"insufficient" when "it has to regard as merely coincidental what in fact is

regular" at say the level of organisms (lnsight,287).This insufficiency signals

the need for a higher, autonomous science (for example, biology) which
in turn implies a new level of real, irreducible properties ("explanatory

conjugate forms") belonging to and explanatory of the emergent things and

their patterns of behavior
Furthermore, Lonergan's critique of human knowing implies a plurality

of heuristic methods to meet the challenges of correctly and scientifically

understanding different levels of reali ties (lnsisht , 256, 260-61 , 654) . Not only
did Lonergan identily four broad and distinct classes of heuristic methods

in lrsBhf (classical, statistical, genetic, and dialectical) ,b:utlater in Method in

Theology he added, a refined and more differentiated account of the methods

needed to address the diversities of human meanings and religions.

Smith's chapter on "Failure, Destruction, and Evil" places prioatio boni

squarely at the heart of his analysis. Lonergan likewise traces all instances

of evil to privation: "all that intelligence can grasp with respect to basic

sin is that there is no intelligibility to be grasped" (690). In his narration of
the "longer rycle of decline," Lonergan presents only a brief sketch of the

devastating consequences that follow, when, under the influence of biases,

unintelligibility is willfully introduced into the order ol rhngs (Insight,254'

58). Smith's chapter fills out Lonergan's sketch with a richly articulated

account of the many faces of evil, from the banal to the grotesque, and the

"downward spiral" and "necrophilial 'syndrome of decay'" (264) that arise

out of privation.
Finally, like Smith, Lonergan in his Post-Irsishf work, assigns the

highest place to love, both as the highest good sought by all human desire

and motivation, and as the source of all nourishment of all authentic human

living and all real healing of bias and evil.a

{See Bemard Lonergan, "Healing and Crcating in History," i^ A Thiftl Collection, ed.

Frederick E. Crowe (New York Paulist Press, 1985), 100-109..
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Fuxrurn QutsrroNls lNo CoNsroeRArroNs

The commonalities and complementarities between Smith and Lonergan
abound. Still, Lonergan's work does prompt a few questions for further
consideration. This concluding section raises four such questions: Exactly
what kind of causality characterizes human motivations? What is the basis

of Smith's affirmation of the reality of persons and human motivations? How
universal are the six basic goods? And, does a purely humanistic sociology
adequately account for all social facts?

First, thery over against prevailing biases in social science practice, Smith
argues emphatically that motivations are real, causal, and explanatory of
human social behavior Lonergan would agree, as does this reviewer. But
the question is just what kind of cause is a motivation? Smith seems to imply
that motivations are efficient causes:

By "motivations" I mean the causal energy and direction the organized
patterning of people's desires, beliefs, and emotions provide that
mooe people to choose, initiate and persist in particular actions or general

strategies in specific contexts (67, emphasis added).5

In other words, motivations cause people to choose (see also 272).

If this is really what Smith intends, then Lonergan and this reviewer
would disagree. In fusigftf Lonergan surveys physical and biological causes,

as well as the acts and contents of consciousness that precede the act of
choosing. He argues forcefully that none of these necessitates an act of
human choice. Human choice is radically free, a position he came to from his

studies of Aquinas.6 Prior acts such as sensation, insight, desires, emotions,
reflection, deliberation, and even virtually unconditioned judgments of
value ("beliefs" in Smith's terminology) "specify" and inform the content

of the choice that will be made, but they do not efficiently cause the act of

sThete is no mention whatsoever of choice or its causal role in the discussion that follows
Smith's definition of motivation (57-68).

5Bemard Lonergan, Grace afi.l Frceilom: Operuti.,e Gnce in the Thought of St. Thont s Aquinas,
vol- I of the Collected Works of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran
(Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 2000). In this book Loneryan does identify an especially
important Aristotelian influence upon Aquinas in this subFct, but it does not have to do with
the ffiom of choice. There is nothing like this radicality of free choice in Aristotle. Augustine
was the source of this aspect ofAquinas's thought.
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choice to be made.7 Drawing upon more traditional terminology, I believe

Lonergan would say that motivations are formal causes of choices, but not

their effcienl causes.s

To say that motivations are formal causes in no way diminishes their
importance in an explanatory social science. Much of hsigftf is devoted

to demonstrating that modern natural science is the search for, and the

formulating of, explanations in terms of formal causes (properly understood),

not efficient or material causes (see, for example, ,lzs(ft1, 101). Hence the role

of motivations as formal causes in social science would be iust as imPortant

as, say, the role of electrical charges in physics. Still, along I /ith motivations,

the radicality of free choice as efficient cause has also been obscured or
denied in much of social science. (This is implicit in Smith's criticisms of
"social situationism.") Therefore drawing attention to the radicality of free

choice and distinguishing its causality from that of motivations would

further advance objectives of Smith's book.

Second, what is the basis of Smith's strong affirmations of the reality of
persons, causes, and motivations? While he draws heavily upon Bhaskar's

critical realism, still his own affirmations of realism seem more assumed and

exhorted than argued (for example, 32). Smith does invoke the principle of
the "causal criterion ofreality'' (29) in support of his affirmation of the reality

of persons, causes, and motivations, but this aPPeal is not very convincinS.

Smith offers a somewhat more persuasive approach in supPort of

critical realism throughout the book where he endeavors to sho\ r that

"everyone in the social sciences operates with some ontology or other...
Critical realism asks everyone to bring their operational ontological
assumptions and models out into the open ... and to subiect them to

the criticism of others" (22). In particular, he does much to reveal the

weaknesses of positivist and social constructivist anti-realisms. But how

convincing will this criticisrn be to those who are already committed to

their own anti-realist assumptions?

Tlonergan's discussion in l,lsishl of the Prior sPecifications of choice fall roughly under
what Smith labels "beliefs." It was only Iater i^ Melhod in Theology that Lonelgan attended to

the role played by feelinSs (desircs and emotions) in arriving at values that inform choices. Yet

lonergan would still argue that feelings only specify choices. Even feelings are not the efEcient

causes that "move people to choose."
ssmith does hint at something like this in his chaPter on "Failure, Destruction, and Evil"

(261{3), but this distinction requires SEater claification and ProPerly belongs in the earlier

chapter on motivations.
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Lonergan pushes the line of criticism to a deeper level. He asks every
person to examine her or his own operational experiences of endeavoring to
know anything. He argues that they will find themselves operating with a
universal, cognitional structure, which has inescapable realist implications.
It is each person's own actual cognitional performances, and not onty the
criticism of others, that will effectively indict their anti-realist assumptions
(Insight , 470-75) .

There is a slogan adopted by critical realists influenced by Bhaskar:
"Start with the obiect of study, and it will tell you how to approach it." Fair
enough. But if the reality of objects determine the proper methods to be
applied in their study, we still have to ask, just how is the reality of objects
first made known in order that proper methods can be developed and
employed? If reality impinges on us in such a way that we know the reality
of things, persons, causes, motives, goods, and emergence as real, still we
have a responsibility to ask iust how that happens. By what operations of
consciousness is their reality made known?

It cannot happen by sensation alone, for that is the position of positivism
and empiricism, which critical realism rightly rejects. The naive realism of
traditional scholasticism offered a similar answer in a somewhat modified
form: there is a "direct intellectual vision of the concept of being" that
accompanies every act of sensation. In a 1963 essay, Lonergan quoted
EtienneGilson as representative ofthat tradition: "How do you knowa thing
exists? [the] answer will always be by perceiving it." Gilson responded to
the challenge issued by Kant with "the blunt reaffirmation of the dogmatic
realism whose validity was denied by Kant's critique."e

Unlike Gilson's dogmatic assertion in the face of Kant, Lonergan took
Kant's critical turn seriously. That is to say, he took up the prior question
of the critique of knowing as a prolegomena to metaphysical claims about
reality. But in doing so, he criticized Kant's account of knowing as a fallacious
explanation of the conscious experiences of one's own activities of knowing.

Lonergan's alternative answer is that we come to know things, persons,
causes, et cetera as real through the gift of wonder and the flood of inquiries,
insights, and unconditioned judgments that issue from and satisfy wonder
and inquiry. Reality is most immediate to us through our own questioning,

elonergan quoting Gilson, '196, in "Metaphysics as Hori zon,,, in Collection, !ol. 4 oI the
Collected Works of Bemard lrnergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Rol!€rt M. Doran (Toronto:
Univercity of Toronto Press, 1988).
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and only indirectly through our sensing. All sensing is structured or
pattemed or "theory laden" in some way, and as such it is not derived
immediately from reality. When wonder guides and structures the rest of
our conscious activities, including the patterning of our sensations, these

activities head for and attain knowledge of realirylo
This is Lonergan's version of critical realism. It is an approach that

invites every person to take seriously the question, "What am I doing when

I am knowing," to attend carefully to the overlooked role played by inquiry
and questioning, and to discover the sophisticated realism that is implied
by this self-appropriation. It is a realism that is neither merely assumed

nor dogmatically asserted (as with Gilson). For these reasons I believe that

Smith's affirmation to realism can be strengthened in an important way by
Lonergan's approach to critical realism.

Third, we may ask just how universal are the six "basic goods" that
Smith identifies. Smith arrives at his list on the basis of the "numerous

substantioe agreements and thematic repetitions across" the many accounts of
basic needs, drives, and goods that he surveyed (175). While I personally

find much merit in his synthesis, still it is vulnerable to a challenge

that it may be subtly biased by Western culture. For example, "identity
coherence" and "agency" do not seem obviously culturally invariant,
although they are clearly goods that play crucial roles for the flourishing
of persons living in Western cultural settings. But even if these six basic

goods can be shown to be truly transcultural, there is another difficulty
with Smith's synthesis, namely, that he has not actually delivered on one

of his stated objectives in this chapter. That is to say, he has derived his list
of basic goods from the work of others. But he has not shown that "the real

ontology of human personhood is what defines the natural, basic, human

goods and interests" (183).

In place of a specific list of basic human goods, Lonergan identifies an

invariant structure of the human good, and an invariant process by means of
which actual goods are realized in accordance with the given environmental,

social, and biographical conditions. Both the structure and the process are

rooted in the invariant structure of human knowing, valuing, choosing,

and acting, although Smith's list of basic goods fleshes out many of the

roB€mard Lonergan "Cognitional Structure," i\ Collection, vol 4 of the Collected Works

of Bemard Lonergan, ed. Frederick E. Crowe and Robert M. Doran (Toronto: University of
Toronto Press, 1988), 21 8.
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particularities that will most likely result from the exercise of that process in
the most common situations human beings do encounter.rl Again, Lonergan's
account of the invariant structure of the human good explicitly includes
social goods such as human skills, institutions, liberty, and development.
While Smith does not explicitly include these goods in his list, he does treat
them all implicitly in various ways throughout his book. While I believe that
Lonergan's discussion of the good would benefit a great deal by the addition
of the specifics of Smith's analysis, I would also argue that Smith's approach
would be profitably expanded by incorporating Lonergan's account of the
process and the structure in which the human good is realized.

Finally, are social sciences revised along the lines that Smith proposes
truly capable of producing a comprehensive explanation of human social
behavior? There is one very noteworthy section ofthe book that points to the
need for something beyond even the impressive "thick, rich, and realistic
notion" (266) of what a social science can be that Smith has set forth. In
the chapter in which Smith elaborates his theory of flourishing, he writes:
"In wretched circumstances, human persons can sometimes nonetheless
strive to carry on with expressions of dignity and love." He illustrates this
point with references to stories of acts of kindness and courage in Nazi
concentration camps, as well as similar extraordinary acts in less drastic
conditions (216-17). Can a humanistic social science, even as enriched in the
ways that Smith envisions, do explanatory ,ustice to such human actions?
Such actions seem ultimately inexplicable if one relies solely on the lengthy
section that immediately precedes Smith's mention of these remarkable
acts. There he carefully articulates the kinds of conditions that are needed in
order for human persons to flourish to the full, and the kinds of conditions
that will stifle or destroy flourishing (209-16). That analysis is predicated
on the reality of human persons and their natural motivations, but we
may ask whether or not there are realities beyond these that need to be
invoked in order to fully explain such actions. In lzsigftf, Lonergan spoke
of an expanded, "theologically transformed" method of interpretation that
would supplement the approaches human science and ethics that Smith's
humanistic critical realism could envision (Insight,762; see also 745-47),

'rlonergan himself did not explicitly elaborate the process, nor did he offer an explicit
derivation of the invariance oI the structure oI the human good. Both however are implicit in
Lonergan's work. For an effort to make explicit what is only implicit in Lonergan, see patrick
H. Byrne, The Elhics of Disconrnent: lnnergan's Fotfidations for Ethics, especially chapters 4 and
12, forthcoming, Univercity of Toronto Press.
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arnd his Method in Theology was developed to meet the challenge of such

explanations. Is there perhaps also a need for "theologically transformed"

social sciences that take seriously grace as a supematural reality capable of
empowering people to draw good out of evil? I believe Smith is open to such

a possibility. But his book has already posed very profound challenges to the

deeply entrenched and prevailing methods of social science. His proposals

will face stiJf resistance, which would only be hardened still further by any

mention of the need to consider this further transcendent reality. Still, it is
important to take note of this question for future reference, given Smith's

proper insistence that all data and realities call for explanation in social

science.

Let me conclude by expressing my appreciation for the achievement

of Smith's To Flourish of DestructT along with my hope that throuSh his

expositions of oversights and alternative approaches, his work will begin to

enrich the practices of social science.

Patrick Byrne
Philosophy Department

Boston College, Chestnut Hill, MA
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TN TrIE FALL of 1983, I registered for a graduate seminar in systematic

I theology at Boston College that was to be taught by a professor named
IBemard Lonergan. I had just graduated from Gordon College on the
north shore of Boston the spring before, was a new MTS student at Harvard
Divinity School, and was dabbling in courses offered through the Boston
Theological Institute consortium. A theology Ph.D student friend told me
that Lonergan was famous so I should take his course. The first class meeting
was at the Episcopal Divinity School in Cambridge, if I recall correctly,
and, although we students showed up eagerly around the seminar table,
the professor never arrived. Shortly thereafter we were told that he was
struggling with health problems and that the course was canceled. One year
later, Lonergan died in his native Canada, although I did not know that at the
time. I had come, without realizing it then, within a hair's breadth of being
introduced to Lonergan and critical realism. The next year I switched out of
divinity school to study sociology. It then took me thirty years of wrestling
with problematic philosophies and practices of social science before I finally
and happily stumbled directly upon critical realism for myself, through the
work ofRoy Bhaskarand MargaretArcher. Looking back now,l wonder how
different my intellectual life might have turned out had I had the chance to
leam from Lonergan. But that was not to be.

What a surprise it was then, when, more than thirty years after my first
systematic theology course was canceled, I was contacted by R. J. Snell,
one of this journal's editors, and asked if I would participate in a review
symposium of my book, What Is a Person?, on the grounds that my own
approach seemed to closely articulate with that of Lonergan,s. Having come
within a hair's breadth of Lonergan in 1983, which might have just as well

ARESPONSE

Christian Smith

Notre Dame Uniuersity

Notre Dame, lndiana

@ 2015 Christian Smith
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been endless miles, Iife somehow circled me back again to Lonergan in 2015.

And so here I am, engaging five thoughtful PaPers on Lonergan's and my

critical realisms. I am grateful to Snell and my respondents for the in-depth

attention to my book, and I hope that our exchange here advances fruitful
understanding among all of us.

What I have most clearly leamed from my respondents is the following.

The ideas of Bemard Lonergan and Roy Bhaskar developed independently

of each other, but they seem to reflect strong parallels, shared sensibilities,

and deep commitments that Promise to help us escape some of the

intellectual messes in which many of us moderns have Sotten ourselves.

That is intriguing. Those of us who follow in their resPective intellectual

traditions may, it seems, have much to learn from the thought of the other.

In particular, I take it from my respondents that Lonergan offers a method for

proceeding in our analyses that could be of particular use to us Bhaskarian

critical realists. While reading these papers, I thought how marvelous it
would be to somehow arrange for a sustained encounter and face-to-face

dialogue between the persons of Lonergan and Bhaskar - what an exciting

and stimulating event that would be! But since that is not possible, it seems

to fall to us to carry on some approximation of that exchange, which, again,

is what makes this symposium so appealing.

I am in particular interested in the ar8ument by Gilles Mongeau that my

own approach could be strengthened by an account taking an explanatory

perspective linked to Lonergan's scale of values, involving a shift from a

functionally positional to a more explicitly positional stance. Knowing as

little of Lonergan as I do, I have only a slight idea of what this might mean.

But the suggestions seem promisinS. While writing my book's chapters on

the good and human dignity, I was aware of how exploratory and tentative

my argument was. And so I welcome any help to better ground, correct,

and strengthen my ideas. Likewise, I am interested in Thomas McPartland

and Michael McCarthy's suggestions that my aPProach to phenomenology

could be improved upon by taking Lonergan seriously on the matter.

Beyond that, I have not much constructive to say. I do, however, have two

critical clarifications to offer
First, my impression reading Elizabeth Murray's critique of Roy

Bhaskar's critical realism, and by implication my own, is that she does not

understand it sufficiently for her critiques to stick. I do not recognize the

Bhaskar she describes. For anyone familiar with even Part of Bhaskar's
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corpus/ the idea that his critical realism is naive, dogmatic, pre-critical, pre-
Kantian, non-transcendental, empiricist in its viewof objectivity, and skirting
epistemological questions is strange indeed. I note that Murray's criticism of
Bhaskar centers entirely on his 1975 book, A Realist Theory of Science. But that
was only the start of a massive body of work developing over forty years
a robust and sophisticated critical realist philosophy. Criticizing Bhaskar
based on that book alone is like dismissing the teachings of apostolic
Christianity on a reading of the one New Testament book, The Acts of the
Apostles. Certain of Murray's characterizations of Bhaskar's criticaI realism
also simply misunderstand some of its basic terms. For example, she writes
that "he claims that events are not a part of the real; they are only actual,
not real or experienced." Well, in fact, the real, actual, and empirical are
not mutually exclusive but properly understood as nested, so that the
empirical is part of the actual, which is in turn part of but not exhaustive of
the real. And that difference has important consequences. Or take Murray,s
criticism of Bhaskar's allegedly "commonsense" view of "critical,, as simply
the critique of positivistic realism. In fact, the "critical" in Bhaskar,s critical
realism is multivalent, referring not only to critiques of other philosophies
of science but also to science's inherent critique of false ideas and unjust
social orders, to its fallibalist epistemology, to its own self-critical posture,
and more. Or to Murray's description of Bhaskar's view that ,,science. 

. .

requires a reality that is completely independent of the subiect" implying
that "obiectivity can only be attained by bypassing the human mind,,, I
must say that this is not Bhaskar's position, nor mine. Our critical realism
fully entails the necessity of "personal knowledge" of a Polanyian kind and
the incorporation of an intelligent version of the epistemic perspectivalism
of postmodernism. Indeed, Bhaskar and my critical realism are absolutely
clear that all scientific knowledge is "conceptually mediated,,, entailing an
irreducibly humanly subjective character of all knowing and rejecting any
strong sense of science as being "objective." That itself is possible without
losing the idea of truth because of Bhaskar's crucial distinction between the
"intransitive" nature of that about which science has knowledge versus the
"transitive" nature of the scientific knowledge itself - which then enables
a full recognition of the complete human involvement in the process of
knowing without that collapsing into strong post-Kantian constructivisms.
Now, perhaps in all of this, not being a philosopher nor much familiar (yet)
with Longergan's thought, I have missed something important here that in
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due time I will better understand. I will be happy to be enlightened. But

for now it seems to me that Murray is working with an incomplete and

inaccurate understanding of Bhaskar's critical realism that Prevents her

from offering the kind of fully generative intellectual engagement that this

symposium was intending to Produce.
I have a similar response to the arguments of Patrick Baert, who

Chdstopher Friel uses as a foil with which to engage the critical realism

of Bhaskar and myself, even though I take no issue with Friel's position

generally. I think Baert has not taken Bhaskar's critical realism adequately

seriously on its own terms. Instead, he seems to me to characterize Bhaskar's

critical realism in a way that is less fair to realism than instrumentally

serving his larger argumentative PurPoses. Baert is a neo-pragmatist of

the sort influenced by Richard Rorty and John Dewey. Pragmatism is also

a strong influence in American sociology, particularly in the field of social

theory and the relationship between critical realism and pragmatism stands

begging for a smart analysis ofits shared commitments and differences. Such

an analysis will show that, in the end, realism (and I think any reasonable

account of science) cannot avoid working with some intelligent version of a

correspondence theory of truth, which Rorty reiects. But Rorty was wrong

in this, I think, and recent works in philosophy (for example, Gerald Vision,

Veritas: The Correspondetrce Theory and lts Critics [Cambridge, MA: MIT/
Bradford Books, 20041) suSgest the same. Interestingly, Baert also studied at

Oxford under Rom Harr6, who was also Roy Bhaskar's thesis advisor and

collaborator in the early days of critical realism (especially in thinking about

the "natural necessity" of causal powers, although some say that Roy taught

Rom more at the time than the reverse), but who later backslid (from an

"orthodox" realist perspective) into too strong of a constructivist Position.
One wonders how conversations with Harr6 may have shaped Baert's view

of critical realism, such as it is. In any case, I do not think Baert gets critical

realism quite right, particularly on the question of its lack of "reflection

of the second order." His claim that "realists fail to acknowledge people's

ability to stand back from structures, and to develop discursive knowledge

from previously tacit rules and assumPtions" is rubbish. Bhaskar not only

knew this but clearly built it into his theoretical system. Not to mention

that Margaret Archer, a close collaborator of Bhaskar and foremost theorist

of critical realism irr her own right, has sPent years developing exactly

the theme about which Beart complains, with titles llke, Being Human: The
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Problem of Agency (2007) , Structure , Agency, and the Internal Conaersation (2003) ,

Making Our Wy through the l/tbrld: Human Reflexiaity and Social Mobility
(2007), The Reflexioe Imperatioe in late Moderaity (2012\, and Conztersations

about Reflexiaity (2013). In short, Patrick Baert has not gotten critical realism

right, so while he presents an interesting foil for engaging certain questions,

I do not find myself much compelled to rethink Bhaskar's or my position to

answer his charges. Rather, I think Baert needs more honestly to consider

critical realism on its own terms. That said, Friel's larger point is well taken,

namely, that Lonergan may have proposed a particular account of social

ontology that stands to modify in a helpful way my own position vis-i-vis
method.

Beyond offering these rather broadly appreciative and, in a few specific

cases, skeptical remarks, I find myself limited, because of my lack of close

famfiarity with Lonergan's critical realism, in my capacity to respond in
depth to the arguments of my respondents. But that itself reflects the larger

condition and promise underlying and motivating this symposium, namely,

that Lonerganian and Bhaskarian critical realists seem to have much to leam

from each other in ways that could prove quite helpful. I am grateful that

Lonergan scholars have so seriously engaged my books, Whttt Is a Person?

and To Flourish or Destruct. And I hope that this exchange will help to open

up the intellectual world of Lonergan's critical realism to the many of us

who have been influenced by Roy Bhaskar


